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ABSTRACT
This hearing addressed Senate Bill 1384, which deals

with the copyright issue and seeks to alter the 5-to-4 decision of
the Supreme Court of the United States in the Mills Mucic case. The
question under consideration is whether the law should be made
explicit to the effect that the class of intended beneficiaries of
all royalties under the termination rights provisions consists
exclusively of authors and their heirs (and the other statutory
renewal claimants), and that the class of intended beneficiaries of
the derivative works exceptions consists exclusively of those who
create derivative works, or whether the status quo should be allowed
to remain so that a substantial shield against termination is granted
to those primary publishers who, under assignments from the author,
themselves authorize the preparation of derivative works. Statements
and testimony from the following individuals are presented: (1)
Howard L. Berman, U.S. Representative, California; (2) Barbara
Ringer, former Register of Copyrights; (3) Dean Kay, executive vice
president and general manager, Welk Music Group; (4) Michael S.
Oberman, counsel, of Kramer, Levin, Nessen, Kamin & Frankel; (5)
Irwin Karp, counsel, the Authors League of America, Inc.; and (6)
George David Weiss, president, Songwriters Guild of America. Two
appendices contain a letter to Senator Charles McC. Mathias, Jr.,
from Richard Colby, attorney, November 20, 1985, and a letter to
Senator Arlen Specter, from Burton L. Litwin, vice president, Belwin
Mills Publishing Corp., December 10, 1985. (KM)
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COPYRIGHT HOLDER PROTECTION ACT

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1985

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON PATENTS,

COPYRIGHTS AND TRADEMARKS,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:04 a.m., in room

SD-226, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Arlen Specter presid-
ing.

Staff present: Steven J. Metalitz, staff director and acting chief
counsel; Kenneth E. Mannella, counsel; Pamela S. Batstone, chief
clerk; and Neal S. Manne, chief counsel (Subcommittee on Juvenile
Justice).

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. ARLEN SPECTER, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA

Senator SPECTER. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. The hear-
ing will commence. With the authorization of the subcommittee
chairman, Senator Mathias, the Subcommitee on Patents, Copy-
rights and Trademarks of the Committee on the Judiciary will pro-
ceed with this hearing on Senate bill 1384, which deals with the
copyright issue and seeks to alter the 5-to-4 decision of the Su-
preme Court of the United States in the Milts Music case.

This is a matter of great importance to those in the field. It is
my preliminary thought that the Supreme Court decision was not
sound and that, as a matter of legislative intent, it is appropriate
to have Senate bill 1384 clarify the intent of the Congress, which
would have the effect of reversing the Supreme Court decision.

Before coining to a final judgment on the matter, it seems appro-
priate to me that we proceed with the hearing and an inquiry into
all facets of the matter, and for that objective, we have scheduled
this hearing this morning, and we shall proceed at this time

[A copy of S. 1384 follows:]
(1)
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99TH CONGRESS
113T SESSION

2

II

S. 1384
To amend the Copyright Act of 1976 to clarify the operation of the derivative

works exception.

IN THE SENATE OF TIIE UNITED STATES
JUNE 27 (legislative day, JUNE 26), 1985

Mr. SPECTER introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to
the Committee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To amend the Copyright Act of 1976 to clarify the operation of

the derivative works exception.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Copyright Holder Protec-

4 tion Act of 1985".

5 SEC. 2. Section 304(0)(6) of the Copyright Act of 1976

6 (17 U.S.C. 304(c)) is amended by adding at the end thereof

7 the following:

8 "(7) Notwithstanding any other provision of law,

9 where an author or his successor, as delmed in subsec-

10 tion (c)(2), has exercised a right of termination pursu-
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2

1 ant to this section and a derivative work continues to

2 be utilized pursuant to subsection (c)(6)(A) of this sec-

3 tion, any right to royalties from the utilization of the

4 derivative work shall revert to the person exercising

5 the termination right.".

0
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Senator SPECTER. I would like to recognize a distinguished
Member of Congress, the Honorable Howard L. Berman, U.S.
House of Representatives, from the 26th District of California.

Congressman Berman, we welcome your leadership on this im-
portant issue and look forward to your testimony.

STATEMENT OF HON. HOWARD L. BERMAN, A U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. BERMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I want to say how much I appreciate Senator Mathias setting

this hearing and your legislative effort in this area. I think it is an
important issue for the community that is affected by the Mills
Music case, and I commend you and the subcommittee for conduct-
ing these hearings.

I am in support of the legislation to amend the Copyright Act of
1976 in order to clarify the intent of Congress when it adopted the
"derivative works exception" to the termination provisions of sec-
tions 203 and 304 of the Copyright Act.

I approach this matter with great seriousness. When Congress
legislates in the area of copyright, we are exercising a responsibil-
ity explicitly charged to us by the Founding Fathers in the Consti-
tution. Equally important, I well understand the years of painstak-
ing effort and compromise that produced the landmark Copyright
Act of 1976.

It is for those very reasons that I introduced H.R. 3163. In Janu-
ary of this year, as you indicated in your opening statement, the
Supreme Court, in a closely divided 5-4 decision, in my opinion
misconstrued the intent of Congress with respect to a key provision
of the act and thereby deprived songwriters, authors, and other art-
ists of important benefits Congress meant them to have.

Frankly, as the members of this subcommittee are well aware, it
takes a fair degree of patience to master the intricacies of copy-
right law. But as you also well appreciate, the consequences of
copyright legislation and its interpretation by the Supreme Court
are serious indeed for the livelihoods of the tens of thousands of
creative artists whose works are protected by copyright.

I introduced H.R. 3163 to remedy an injustice effected by the Su-
preme Court. H.R. 3163 in the House has been referred to the
House Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the Adminis-
tration of Justice, on which I serve, and where I arn working to
ensure the bill's speedy consideration. In fact, I am hopeful that
that subcommittee will be holding hearings on this issue and on
my legislation soon after we come back in late January or early
February.

Your bill, Mr. Chairman, takes a different approach to rectifying
this judicial misconstruction, but both bills share the same objec-
tive. And I am delighted that two highly respected former Regis-
ters of Copyright, Barbara Ringer and David Ladd, support the po-
sition taken by you and me with regard to both congressional
intent in the 1976 act and the appropriate copyright policy.

I join with you in urging the subcommittee and the Congress to
promptly pass legislation to restore to the creators who enrich our

9
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cultural life the benefits we meant for them to have under our
copyright laws.

In the Supreme Court decision, Mi//s Music, the Court interpret-
ed the "derivative works exception" to the "termination of transfer
and licenses" provision of section 304(C). Section 304 extended the
duration of subsisting copyrights from 56 to 75 years, but it also
gave authors or certain of their heirs the right to terminate any of
the author's grants of rights and to reclaim full copyright owner-
ship during the 19-year extension of the term. In so doing, Congress
determined that authors who struck unremunerative bargains with
their publishers when their works were in their infancy should
have the opportunity to renegotiate their old contracts.

However, Congress crafted the "derivative works exception" to
carve out a right of continued utilization of derivative works
motion pictures, sound recordings. The "derivative works excep-
tion" was designed, it is generally agreed, to protect the owners of
such derivative works from having to renegotiate their rights and
thereby to protect the public's interest, which is in having contin-
ued enjoyment of those derivative works.

When an author or his or her heirs exercises this terminate
right, the copyright reverts from the publisher to the persons filing
the termination, but the privilege of utilizing the derivative works
is retained by the producer, manufacturer, or distributor, as the
case may be, of the derivative work.

The question addressed by the Court in Mi//s Music was to whom
the owners of the derivative work must pay royalties. The amount
of royalties is not in question. That amount is provided for in their
licenses. Five members of the Supreme Court held that the publish-
er was still entitled to its share of the royalties; four members
strenuously dissented that such a conclusion would render mean-
ingless the termination right granted by the 1976 act and that, in-
stead, all royalties should go to the author or his heirs.

Justice White's dissent deserves special consideration because of
its clear explanation of the policy questions at stake, but I know
that you have a number of witnesses who are far more expert on
this issue than I, so I will not take the committee's time to quote
from Justice White's dissent, but I do think it is worthy of particu-
lar focus.

Shortly after the Mills Music decision, no less an authority than
Barbara Ringer, Register of Copyrights at the time of the drafting
and enactment of the Copyright Act of 1976, voiced her dismay at
the Mills Music decision. Since Ms. Ringer is going to be a witness
at this hearing today, I will not be so presumptuous as to quote
from her earlier statements on the subject, but I think her position
at that time and her respect in this field is entitled to considerable
weight on the question of the original intent of Congress in making
those changes.

While the Mi//s Music decision addressed only section 304 of the
Copyright Act, I think it is critically important to note that a
second provision of that act, section 203, is also subject to the iden-
tical "derivative works exception" construed by the Court in Mills.

Section 203 establishes that authors and their heirs may termi-
nate grants made after January 1, 1978, at the end of a prescribed
period of years, subject to the "derivative works exception." The

1 0
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legislative approach that I have initiated on the House side clari-
fies the "derivative works exception" in both sections 304 and 203.
For Congress to address only section 304 would mean, as Ms.
Ringer has noted, that the impact of the Supreme Court's errone-
ous decision could continue into the indefinite futurea result
which I think we should be trying to avoid.

One last point. Because of the complexity of the arrangements
involved in creating and distributing a motion picture, I want to be
perfectly clear in explaining what is and is not intended by this
effort to overturn the result reached in Mills Music.

The consequences of H.R 3163 are as follows with regard to
extant motion pictures. When an author of a novel terminates the
grant of motion picture rights, the distributor is not required to
pay to the authors moneys payable under the distribution agree-
went. Any and all agreements running between the producer and
the distributor, screenplay writer, actors, and profit participants,
and the numerous license agreements relating to television exhibi-
tion, theatrical exhibition, and other exploitation of the motion pic-
ture, pertain to the derivative work, not to the underlying copy-
right, and nothing in H.R. 3163 would disturb those arrangements.
Because the motion picture is a derivative work, not subject to ter-
mination, there can be no termination of the agreements between
the copyright proprietor of the motion picture and any other par-
ties relating to the exploitation of that motion picture.

The only instrument which can be terminated is the license from
the author to the motion picture producer of the underlying work.
By exercising that right when he or she becomes eligible to do so
under the terms of section 203(aX3) or section 304(cX3), the author
would gain the ability to relicense another producer to make a
motion picture of the same novelbearing in mind that the author
would acquire this ability only after the passage of the many years
specified in sections 203 and 304.

In conclusion, I am delighted to support the legislation in the
Senate to overturn the Mills Music decision. I think America's
songwriters and authors have created a multitude of works that
enrich our lives. In addressing ourselves to copyright legislation, it
is important that we bear in mind that the consequences of our ac-
tions cre just as important, if not more so, to the small, journey-
man writers, the creators of the less-than-blockbuster hits, as they
are for those relative few who have achieved great financial suc-
cess and public acclaim.

In this case, we extended important benefits to creators in 1976
only to see those benefits snatched away by the Supreme Court's
mistaken interpretation of our intent. In measuring the harm done
and the urgency of remedial action, I hope that we will remember
that the Milk Music issue dramatically affects the livelihoods of
thousands of individuals who are the lifeblood of our creative com-
munity.

Thank you again for the privilege of testifying today.
[Prepared statement follows:]

1 1
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Mr. Chairman. I am here today to support legislation to amend the Copyright Act
of 1976, in order to clarify the intent of Congress when it adopted the "derivative
works exception" to the termination provisions of sections 203 and 304 of the Copy-
right Act.

I approach this matter with great seriousness. When Congress legislates in the
area of copyright, we are exercising a responsibility explicitly charged to us * the
Founding F'athers in the Constitution. Equally important. I well understaM the
years of painstaking effort and compromise that produced the landmark Copyright
Act of 1976.

It is for those very reasons that I introduced H.R. 3163. In January of this year,
the Supreme Court in a closely divided 6-4 decision misconstrued the intent of Con-
gress with respect to a key provision of the Act, and thereby deprived songwriters,
authors, and other artiste of important beneftts Congress meant them to have.

Frankly, as the members of this subconunittee are well aware, it takes a fair
degree of patience to master the intricacies of copyright law. But as you also well
appreciate, the consequences of copyright legislation and its interpretation by the
Supreme Court are serious Indeed for the livelihoods of the tens of thousands of ere-
ative artists whoae works are protected by copyright.

I introduced H.R. 3163 to remedy an injustice effected by the Supreme Court. KR.
3163 has been referred to the House Submmmittee on Courts, Civil Liberties, and
the Administration of Justice, on which I serve, and where I am working to ensure
the bill's speedy consideration.

Senator Specter's bill, S. 1384, takes a different aiat to rectifying this judicial
misconstruction, but both bills share the same ob ve. I am delighted that two
highly respected former Regiaters of Copyright. Ringer and David Ladd,
support the position taken by Senator Specter and myself with regard to both con-
gressional intent in the 1976 act and appropriate copyright policy. I join Senator
Specter in urging this subcommittee and the Congress to promptly pass leOslation
to restore to the creators who enrich our cultural life the benefits we meant for
them to have under our copyright lam.

THE WWI IdUSIC DSCUSON

In the Supreme Court decision to which I refer, Mills Music Inc. v. Snyder, 106
S.Ct. 638 (1985), the Court interpreted the "derivative works exception" to the "ter-
mination of transfer and licenses" provision in section 304(c). Section 304 extended
the duration of subeisting copyrights from 66 to 76 years, but also gave authors or
certain of their heirs the right to terminate any of the author's grants of rights and
to reclaim full copyright ownership during the 19-year extension of the term. In so
doing, Congress determined that authors who struck unremunerative bargains with
publishers when their works were in their infancy should have the opportunity to
renegotiate their old contracts.

However, Congress crafted the derivative works exception to carve out a right of
continued utilization of derivative works, such as motion pictures and sound record-
ings. The derivative works exception was &taped, it is commonly agreed, to protect
the owners of such derivative works from having to renegotiate their rights, and
thereby to protect the public which, after all, has an interest in the continued enjoy-
ment of the derivative works.

When an author or his heirs exercise this termination right, the copyright reverts
from the publisher to the person' filing the termination, but the privilege of utiliz-
Ing derivative works is retained by the producer, manufacturer, or distributoras
the case may beof the derivative work. The question addressed by the Court in
Mills Music was to whom the owners of the derivative work must pay royalties. The
amount of royalties is not in question; that amount le iprovided for in their licensee.
Five members of the Supreme Court held that the publisher was still entitled to Ita
share of the royalties; four members strenuously dissented that such a conclusion
would render meaningless the termination right granted by the 1976 act, and that
Instead, all royalties should go to the author or his heirs.

Justice White's dissent boars quoting because of its clear explanation of the policy
questions at stake:

"The derivative works clause reflects an accommodation between two competing
concerns: that of providing compensation to authors, and that of promoting public
accost to derivative works. The meiority apparently concludes that its interpret*.
tion or the Exception does justice to both of these concerns. But to promote public
access to existing derivative works, it la necessarY to go no Author than to allow the

12
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owners of these works to continue to disseminate them. The rights of middlemen to
receive royalties under terminated grants do not enter into the balance; regardless
of who receives the royalties, the owner of the derivative work may continue to pay
the same rate, and public access to the work will be unimpeded.

"By going further than necessary to effect the goal of promoting access to the
arts, the majority frustrates the congressional purpose of compensating authors
who, when their works were in their infancy, struck unremunerative bargains."

Shortly after the Mills Music decision, no less an authority than Barbara Ringer,
Register of Copyrights at the time of the drafting and enactment of the Copyright
Act of 1976, voiced her dismay at the Mills Music decision. In testimony before this
Subcommittee, Ms. Ringer stated that "The Mills case is not whnt Congress intend-
ed, and . . . it represents a windfall for publishers at the expense of authors and
their families." Pointing out that she drafted the provision in question, Ms. Ringer
asserted that "The Supreme Court decision seriously undercuts what Congress in-
tended and deprives authors of benefits that are rightfully theirs."

While the Mills Music decision addressed only section 304 of the Copyright Act, it
is critically important to note that a second provision of the act, section 203, is also
subject to the identical "derivative works exception" construed by the Court in
Mills. Section 203 establishes that authors and their heirs may terminate grants
made after January 1, 1978, at the end of a prescribed period of years, subject to the
derivative works exception. My bill clarifies the "derivative works exception" in
both sections 304 and 203. For Congress to address only section 304 would mean, as
Ms. Ringer has noted, that the impact of the Supreme Court's erroneous decision
will continue into the indefinite future, a result I assume we would wish to avoid.

CONSEQUENCES FOR THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

Because of the complexity of the arrangements involved in creating and distribut-
ing a motion picture, I want to be perfectly clear in explaining what is and is not
intended by this effort to overturn the result reached in Mills Music.

The consequences of H.R. 3163 are as follows with regard to extant motion pic-
tures. When an author of a novel terminates the grant of motion picture rights, the
distributor is not required to pay to the authors monies payable under the distribu-
tion agreement. Any and all agreements running between the producer and the dis-
tributor, director, screenplay writer, actors, and profit participants, and the numer-
ous license agreements relating to television exhibition, theatrical exhibition and
other exploitation of the motion picture, pertain to the derivative work, and nothing
in H.R. 3163 would disturb those arrangements. Because the motion picture is a de-
rivative work not subject to termination, there can be no termination of the agree-
ments between the copyright proprietor of the motion picture and any other parties
relating to the exploitation of that motion picture.

The only instrument which can be terminated-is the license from the author to
the motion picture producer of the underlying work. By exercising that right when
he becomes eligible to do so under the terms of section 203(a) (3) or section 304(c) (3),
the author would gain the ability to relicense another producer to make a motion
picture of the same novelbearing in mind that the author would acquire this abili-
ty only after the passage of the many years specified in sections 203 and 304.

CONCLUSION

I am delighted to support legislation to overturn the Mi/ls Music decision. Ameri-
ca's songwriters and authors have created a multitude of works that enrich our
lives. In addressing ourselves to copyright legislation, it is important that we bear in
mind that the consequences of our actions are just as important, if not more so, to
the small, journeyman writers, the creators of the less-than-blockbuster hits, as they
are for those relative few who have achieved great financial success and public ac
claim. In this case, we extended important benefits to creators in 1976 only to see
those benefits snatched away by the Supreme Court's faulty interpretation of our
intent. In measuring the harm done, and the urgency of remedial action, I hope that
we will remember that the Mills Music issue dramatically affects the livelihoods of
the thousands of individuals who are the lifeblood of our creative community.

I want to thank Senator Mathias for the opportunity to address the subcommit-
tee, and I urge the subcommittee to take action to remedy this clear and unfortu-
nate injustice.

Senator SPECTER. Thank you very much, Congressman Berman.

1 3
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I believe that you would agree with me that the thrust of H.R.
3163 and Senate bill 1384 are the same, and we can work out thn
draftsmanship without any difficulty?

Mr. BERMAN. Very much so. I think they are both intended to do
exactly the same thing. Sort of on separate tracks, we both decided
to tryyou, initiallyand we, without actually knowing about
your bill at the timeattempted to rectify what we felt was the
misinterpretation. We have slightly different approaches, but I

think they can be easily -econciled.
Senator SPECTER. Th111:Ii you very much, Congressman Berman.

We very much appreciate your coming over to testify today.
Mr. BERMAN. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Senator SPECTER. Is Mr. Ralph Oman here at the moment?
[No response.]
Senator SPECTER. We had heard he might be a little late, so we

will proceed at this time.
[Mr. Oman submitted the following statements:]
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STATEMENT OF RALPH OMAN

REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS AND
ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN FOR COPYRIGHT SERVICES

Mr, Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the

opportunity to appear here today. My colleagues end I in the Copyright Office

have studied the sparse legislative history of the termination clause of the

1976 Act, and we have concluded that the Specter bill is consistent with

congressional sentiment during the reform process. So the Copyright Office

weighs in in support of the goals of S. 13614, even though we might have save

suggestions for improving it. As you know, I've come directly from testifying

on the House side, so if any references to saLellite dishes creep into my

testimony, please bear with me.

I am accompanied today by Dorothy Schrader, the General Counsel of the

Copyright Office, and Marilyn Kretsinger, a Senior Attorney on the General

Counsel's staff.

The bill addresses important issues, and in theory millions of dollars

ride on the outcome. If the bill passes it may well change dramatically the

way authors and publishers do business. And these changes might not

necessarily all be in the long-term interests of authors. But on balance, the

bill will restore to authors in a very narrow area of the law some of the

bargaining power Congress thought it was giving them back in 1976.

The 1976 Act is in many ways a pro-authors' rights document: it gave

authors rights they never had before; it extended the length of the life of

the author's copyright by many years; and, for the first time it made juke box

operators and cable television companies pay the authors for using their

works.

Another of the rights the '76 Act gave authors and their families was

the right to recapture their copyrights, which they might have negotiated away

when they were young and foolish or when they were struggling artists with no

bargaining power, and they had to accept a publisher's "Take 'it or leave it"

offer. The '76 Act allows this recapture by letting the author terminate at

certain specific times any contract transferring his or her rights in the work

-- to a publisher, to an agent, or to a friend.

1 5
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won't get into the details of the provision, I'm Sure that the

earlier witnesses have already done so.

The question we get into today relates to a specific exception to these

new recapture rules. We know it as the derivative work exception. A

derivative work is a work based on
an earlier work in the same or another

medium -- a movie based on a
novel, like Gone With the Wind; or a Broadway

musical based on a play, like Hello Polly. Congress exempted these works from

the recapture provision to prevent hardship.

The situation we face is this: the author assigns his rights to a

publisher, including the right to make or authorize others to make derivative

works. In return for this arrangement,
the author may get a lump sum payment,

say $20,000, or a smaller amount in return for a share of future royalties.

In turn, the publisher
makes a derivative work or sells someone else the right

to make a derivative work. And that fee, or royalty, is paid to the

publisher. That royalty may be paid on a continuing basis, rather than a lump

sum. The author may not get a dime.
(I'm simplifying this for the sake of

clarity.) Many years later, the author is free to terminate the publisher's

assignment, and the author or heirs can get back the copyright -- except for

the derivative works. The owner of the rights in the derivative work can

continue to use the work under the terms of the original contract. All the

derivative work owner has to do is continue to royalties under the

contract with the publisher. And that brings us to I. estion raised by the

Specter bill and the Supreme Court decision -- who should get the royalty?

S.1384 would amend the derivative works exception by specicying that

"any right to royalties from the
derivative work shall revert to the person

exercising the termination right."

Congress wrestled with these
termination-recapture provisions for a long

time in an attempt to balance the interests of individual authors and their

transferees in a fairer way than the renewal provision of the old Copyright

law. The derivative works exceptior of the 1976 Act does not specify how

these royalties are to be disbursed; it only specifies that "a derivative work

prepared earlier may continue to be utilized under the conditions of the

terminated grant." In the Mills Music case the author's heirs terminated the

publisher's grant and recaptured the rights during the extended term. But

16
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the record company went on using the derivative work dnd paying royalties to

the publisher under his contract. So the issue was Joined: who should

receive the royalties from recordings licensed by the music publisher under

the grant from the author. The Supreme Court held that the royalties for

continued use of a derivative work should be disbursed under the terms of the

original contract between the author and the publisher. Or, simply stated,

all royalties did not revert back to the original author along with the other

rights; the author got a 50 percent split, in accordance with the terms of the

contract.

The question before the Senate today is how to resolve a dispute between

two classes of copyright proprietors: authors and publishers.

As I've already said, evidence of congressional intent on this narrow

issue is very sparse. The most that can be said is that Congress wanted the

authors to benefit from the windfall nineteen-year increase in the life of

existing copyrights. Congress wanted to stimulate creativity, and it seems

more likely that Congress wanted this windfall to go to the authors and not to

the publisher. It seems to me that the burden of showing the unfairness of

the proposed legislation should rest with the publisher.

In enacting the termination clause, Congress wanted to give authors more

money for their works that turned out to be popular and long-lived. Congress

gave them the chance to get a better deal than they did early in their careers

when they were untested and unknown. So a bill that achieves the goal of

5.1384 seems on balance an appropriate way to carry out the intent of Congress

in balancing the equities between authors and the publishers.

Congress will also have to look at the constitutional issues raised by

the bill, especially in terms of impact on existing property rights. That is

not an area of expertise in the Copyright Office. If you . find no

constitutional impediment, the Copyright Office would support the principle of

5.1384. I would suggest several refinements. I think the derivative works

exception of both the provision terminating subsisting copyrights in Chapter 3

and the provision terminating post January 1, 1978, copyrights in Chapter 2

should be amended. Direct amendment of the clause containing the exception

seems preferable to indirect amendment as you do in S. 1384. Tke latter

approach could trigger a new round of litigation to tlarify your

17
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"clarification." The hill should Also he worded to ensure that the royalties

go to tho person In whom the reverted rights vest. This person may he

different than the person exercising the termination right.

The Copyright Office is prepared to help you work out those details.

Thank you. Ms. Schrader, Ms. Kretsinger and I will be pleased to

respond to any questions.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RALPH OMAN

REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS AND
ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN FOR COPYRIGHT SERVICES

Mr, Chairman and members of the Subcommittee I appreciate the
opportunity to appear here today and testify in support of the principle of
S. 1384, the "Copyright Holder Protection Act of 1985." This bill would amend
17 U.S.C. §304(c), the termination-reversion provision of the Copyright Act,
to provide that "any right to royalties from the utilization of the derivative
work shall revert to the person exercising the termination right."

The termination provisions are the result of considerable compromises
that attempted to ba'ance the Interests of individual authors and their
transferees in a fairer way than the renewal provision of the former Act.
Basically, the tenmination right was given authors in order to give them the
benefit of a long-lisn!d copyright that they might have assigned to a grantee
for less than its worth at a time when the grantee had a more favorable
bargaining position. The derivative works exception to the termination
provision(s) was designed to protect those creators of derivative works who
had used the underlying copyrighted work to create a new work at considerable
expense.

The exception of the current Act does not speci'y how royalties are to
be disbursed; it only specifies that "a derivative work prepared earlier may
continue to be utilized under the conditions of the terminated grant." At
issue in the Mills Music litigation was who should receive the royalties from
recordings licensed by the music publisher under a grant from the author.
Ultimately the Supreme Court held that the royalties for continued
utilization of a derivative work should continue to be disbursed under the
agreement that existed between the author and the publisher prior to the
author's termination of the grant pursuant to 17 U.S.C. §304(c).

The extension of subsisting copyright created a windfall -- continued
copyright protection and profits for a popular work.

Evidence of congressional intent on this narrow issue is very sparse.
The most that can be said is that Congress wanted the authors to benefit from
the nineteen year extension of the term for subsisting copyrights. In

consonance with the underlying purpose of copyright, to stimulate creativity,
it is more likely that Congress intended this windfall as a reward to the
author instead of the publisher. The burden of showing the unfairness of the
proposed legislation should rest with the publisher.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee 1 appreCiate the

opportunity to Appear here today And testify in Support of thu principle of

5, 1164, the "Copyright Holder Protection Act of 19H5," This bill would amend

17 U.S.C. §304(c)(6) the derivative won% exception to the tenxination-

reversion provision of the Copyright Act, title 17 U.S.C., by adding a now

subsection (7) that clarifies the operation of this exception.

A bill in the vther body, H.R. 3163, would amend both the

derivative works exception found in 1/ U.S.C. §203 and the one in

§304(c)(6)(A).

INTRODUCTION

The 1976 Copyright Act contains a "recapture of rights" provision

that permits the termination of transfers and licenses executed by the author

on or after January 1, 1978, and reversion to the author or heirs, under the

conditions set out in 17 U.S.C. §203. The renewal provision of the prior

law If was retained for subsisting copyrights but if the copyright is properly

renewed, the renewal term is extended for nineteen years §304(b), and section

304(c) permits the termination of transfers and licenses executed by the

author or a statutory successor and reversion under the conditions stated.

The conditions that must be met for termination of a grant under

§203 and those that must be met under §304, although very similar, differ to

some extent because of the constraints of the 1909 Act's renewal provision;

however, both §203 and §304 contain an identical derivative works 11 exception

to the termination-reversion provisions, §203(b)(1); §304(c)(6)(A). This

1/ Section 24 of the 1909 Copyright Act gave the author of a work copyright
protection for a maximum period of 56 years -- an initial 28 year term and a
renewal term of 28 years. Under the 1976 Act works created after January 1,
1978, may be protected for the life of the author plus fifty years. 17 U.S.C.
§302(a).

2/ A "derivative work" is defined in 17 U.S.C. §101 as "a work based uPon
one or more preexisting works, such as a translation, musical arrangement,
dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, art
reproduction, abridgement, condensation, or any other form in which a work may
be recast, transformed, or adapted...."

19
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alicoplion became a part of the termination provisions in order to protect

those assignees who hod already prepared derivative work% Wore the copyright

owner terminated a grant of rights under 17 U,5,C, 6203(h)(1) or 6104(c), the

reversion of right% in both cases it subject to the following ltationi

A derivative work prepared under Authority of the

grant before its termination may continne to be

utilized under the term% of the grant efLer it%

termination, but this privilege doe% not excond to the
preparation after the termination of other derivative

work% based upon the copyrighted work covered by the

terminated grant.

17 U.S.C. §203(b)(1); §304(c)(6)(A).

In January of this year, the Supreme Court ruled on a OW

questioning the proper disbursement of royalties for derivative works that

'continue to be utilized under the terms of the grant after its

termination.' 2/ The exception itself does not say anything about the payment

of royalties, but the Court carefully examined the statutory language and the

legislative history before deciding that the petitioner, a music publisher,

was entitled to share in the royalties generated by the continued utilization

of derivative works, sound recordings, that the publishers had licensed before

the composer's heirs terminated the grant under 17 U.S.C. 6304(c). Thirteen

Judges looked at this case; six of them five Supreme Court Justices and the

district court judge -- felt that the disbursement of royalties should be

governed by the author's contract with the music publisher, and seven four

Supreme Court Justices and three judges for the Court of Appeals for the

Second Circuit -- felt all of the royalties should revert to the author.

The decisirn has been criticized by authors and composers and by

Barbara Ringer, former Register of Copyrights, in an appearance before this

Subcommittee on April 17, 1985. On June 27, 1985, Senator Specter introduced

5.1384, a bill that adds a new subsection to §304 which specifically provides

that 'any right to royalties from the
utilization of the derivative work shall

revert to the person exercising the termination right.'

This question of how royalties should be divided under the

derivative works exception is a technical one involving the balancing of

31 Mills Music Inc. v. Snyder, 105 S.Ct. 638 (1985)
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betWeen two type% uf copyright proprletorsi the compot.,' qr Author

Of the original work and tho publisher in other disseminator whn .A{ OrantO4

rights to that work and subsequently licensed derivative worlS. the exception

appear; in a provision which, *Ince It involves Statutory restraintS on

transfer of property end on freedom of contract, required considerable

compromise In order to reconcile: oppoilnj views. the compromise was reached,

moreover, as part of resolving the larger issues ofi duration of copyright{

recapture of tho copyright by the author and his or her heirs, either through

4 renewal provision or other reversion mechanism; and If so, under what terms.

Conditions, and procedural Could recapture occur.

I. RACKGROUNU TO CONIROVIRSY OVER VIRIVAIIVE WORK ROYALTIES

A. Inislative History of Derivative Work Exception

1. Revision Period 1961-1965. Most of the discussion

Concerning the derivative work exception occurred during this period. The

backdrop for the discussion was the debate regarding one of the crucial issues

of any copyright law: how long should copyright protectOn endure? Under the

Act of 1909 then in effect, copyright endured for 28 years from publication or

registration as an unpublished work. The right ended at that point unless the

copyright was reoewed timely (that is, a renewal registration made in the

Copyright Office within the 28th year of the first term). One of the major

revision issues therefore was whether the 56-year maximum term should be

extended; subsidiary, but equally important issues were whether there should

be a single term of copyright, and, if so, would the author who sold his or

her copyright be able to recapture the copyright, notwithstanding any contract

to the contrary. In the context of this debate, derivative work users argued

that their investments in new versions (1421 motion pictures of novels)

prepared under license should not be jeopardized or perhaps destroyed by

reversion of all rights to the author or the author's heirs.

The Register of Copyrights' initial Report on the General Revision of

the United States Copyright Law recommended a twenty year extension of the

21
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renewal terM for subsistinj topyrIghts 010 fluted the need to balance the

Interasti Involved;

We believe there would be Ilttle Justification

for lengthening the term unless tne author or
his heirs were to receive some benefit from it.
At the same time, the Interests of their
aSsiunee% mull alSo be considered.

If the assignee is_ohligated !n rpnlinuo
pay inl ropTCTie urapat uf lift toy enoir to_Oe
aulhUr or -hi-aheir-a diiilny'lliiiihtfre Mal r,or
Ihi to

lemaln ln Wont during the added 70 years, On
the other hand, if the author or his heir% would
otherwise receive ho benefit from the lengthened
term, we would terminate the assignmont at the

ond of the 20th year of the renewed term, even
if It purported to convey ownership for tho
length of thy copyright "and any extensions
thereof': the copyright fur thy remaining 20

years would then revert to the author or his
heirs. 4/

Although the 1961 Report did not refer to in exception from the author's

reversion right for derivative works, the reaction to the Register's

recomendations shows that a major controversy had arisen. The Motion Pictura

Association of America was disturbed that the Register's proposal for A

reversionary provision provided for the termination of an assignment of

renewal rights unless the assignee was obligated to pay royalties or a share

of the revenue from the work to the author during the proposed 20-year

extension. 5/ Another commentator felt the proposed extension Period was too

short end irgued that any extension should revert to the author and his family

and should De inalienable. 6/

The 1963 preliminary draft bill had two sections that contained an

4/ Re ort of the Re ister of Co ri hts on the Genera 1 Revision of the
Unite tates opyr g t aw opyr 9. t aw ev s on, t ong., st ess.
57-58 (Rouse Jiidiciary Comm:Print 1931) (hereinerter cited as 1961 Report].
(emphasis added).

5/ Discussion and Comments on Re
Genera ev S on o t e . . o

ort of the Re ister of Co ri hts on the
t aw. o

:1: ong., st sess. .1 ouse u a ry
cited as Copyright Law Revision, Part 2].

t aw ev s on art

nt ere na ter

6/ Id. at 392 (John Schulman. Chairman of the American Patent Law
Association Committee on Copyright).
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$(4014o (Of 00fly40,4 wuri4, II lhe exception 1146 fond In tee 'Duration

of CopyrivtitI Subsisting Copyrights,' end in one Alternative to g16

'Lim/lotion on transfer of Copyright Ownership," the exception foonti in

%Wed;

A derivetive work prepared under the authority
or 4 Itorm10004 transfer ma y. despite such
terminetioo, continue to he ollirod oder the
tom% of sAid %fiftsfori however, thts priVIlege
shaii not extend to the making uf other
derivitive works emoloyIrtit the work covered by
the terminated transfer. .,1./

Ihe Op exception we% olmost idwnticel,

barbers Ringer, then the Assistant Register of Celwidhts for fvemining,

expleinej thr Aackground to the two alternatives for 4 termination provision

found In '10. She observed that this termination provision wits based on the

Register's proposal, end that it had proved to he "one of the two Or three

most controversial rocoorwindations In the ntire Report.* Ms. Ringer summed

up the threit primary arguments against such a proposal, other than the nature

of copyright 4S property and the inviolability of contracts: (1) Lithors aro

not In a weak bargaining position and need no special Protection; (2) users,

such es motion picture producers one book publishers, contribute e great deal

to the success of a work, assure economic losses, should not lose their

property, and can't recoup their investment in twenty years; (3) the proposal

would cloud the title of a number of copyrights and make them lest valuable.

21 Preliminary Draft for Revised O.S. Copyright Law and Discussions and
Comment% on-fhe Draftc Copyrtihrlew Reviiion,rart r. (House JudicirTaiii:
riTnTIIIPT/Viiiiiiifterted as COpyrIgN1 Lew Revision, Part 3],

8/ Alternative A which provided for automatic termination after 25 years
contained the exemption. Alternative 11 permitted an author or his legal
representative or heirs to bring an action to terminate the transfer If the
assignee's profits are 'strikingly disproportionate' to the share received by
the Author or his successors. Id. at 15-16.

2/ Copyright Law Revision, Part 3. at 21.

10/ 'As an exception to the provisions of subsection (a). a derivative work--
prepared under the authority of a terminated transfer may, despite the
reversion of rights, continue to be utilized under the terms of said transfer;
however, this privilege shall not extend to the making of other derivative
works employing the work covered by the terminated transfer.' Id.at 16.
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U)11 41%0 h0104 that ilwiWO 4144S ho4 urged inot limitiog reverelon fo

Aspi Opfp the tuthore 414 nOt (uotirOtt to fliCeiyo foosItive too Ilhoof,

since royaltive cold hd 4 nominal pilympot thAJP mpfolY to 4.414 letrAinAtion,

lo ofiler 44 mot theme ,riticisme, Allot-1101,v A vlimheted the luvo two

oletribution criterion, voleoded the perInd ovfurv tvtAtnetion in twenty=ftwe

44(411. loot d44e4 0 deception loot wiNij pgrthit thg 0.0af of a derlvatime wore

to chntlouv 14 ov It. 11/

Itivee change% did out ppose dither tide, hot moil of thd criticlem

fociArJ nit the tetdinAtiun provieion(%) rether thin %hp dorivotive works

eaceptioo. Alternative Ii wee reneured At a prolsion that would entourage

litigation or wee too indefinIte. 11/ 0 the other hong. Alternative A

was described as paternelletic 11/ And At Owl uthor% special freemen% at

ihe expense uf publithers who fered better wolfs.' the owing law, kf
Several publishing representative% urgoof that Al'ernatIve A was unfair

to publlehersi

The fruits of tht publisher's successful

xploitation during the 25-ytar period will

belong to others .. indeed to All othort,
hocAolo the Ikons*, of the publisher retains
his rights under subsection (b) of Aittrnative
A, with tho royalties resulting from tho license
presumably reverting enttreli to the Author,

etc., under sub.ection (a). 10/

11/ id. at 277.8, Alterrative B tat based on on article that vas being

considi-Ftd by the redoral Republic of Germany,

12/ Id. at 279-80 (Colby for Motion Picture Association of America (PIPAA)14
281-3"TRanges. American Book Publishers Council); 292 (siasserstrom. Magazine

Publishers Association),

13/ Id. at 289 (Schulman).

14/ Id. at 292 (Wasserstrom).

lb/ see. 49,. Id. at 281.3 (Nines); 283 (Abeles. Music Publisher%

Protect-I-4 xi-mie(T-a, Inc.); 284-5 (Mattenberg); 319 (Abeles). Mritten

comments were also filed In which various publishers' groups and the MPAA

opposed both alternatives. See 341.2, 388. See also Further Discussions and

Comments on Preliminar Drarrnor Revised ILJSC. 1fht taw Co. rrThrt aw

ev s on, ar ong. est. ouse u ary omm.

Print 1964)-lhereinafter Copyright Law Revision, Part 4).

16/ Copyright Law Revision, Part 3. at 2115; See also Abeles at 319.
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4,;eetwtOi 41,ioeJ toil If toe Ath.ii heJ ig1lI, 0,Jef

AlttthitIve 01 ,J.14 hiic the 01,./tofilt, t. ie.oger 1004 0 ail

liw;fi t4fp, to4oyel tt,h Ii' A.ti.o ot 4,ett.o4 e4oewc4 the

*tele the! the der I 1 At Ile lo,,1 et 10h 010.14 I.e 1'41 d dr`l Ii 1, A ICIe

tives of wor! ehtCh oiltjht lei111441.11 be eollt lea to tfit flufit to i,otiowe

o 0 hoo-aailu01,0 hdaiy I( I of vootlaha4 soh Ai 0,tlee

oiktulet, ehith 40 thoOlvd the Itet(104 CI Veit r,1c' f so'hetnl'oo

hew,' 161

At the heel %14,10 le the lovlblon ettort, %.,t1fio ot tee 1,A4

reoll%lee bIll refined Weinetite A: toe perlo4 w4e eftee1e4 tO tfilfty-tIve

00ara. LA the oerirative work% efieptloo 10.1411.e4 t4Ic4lt the %afte,

ion :4? atilt eat etote,i aoha tat tof Inpyfttihtt tor 14 yeary, 1,00.11!..1

tcrelnetlon Or the author, leol lepreteetetiven, beIrt, afJ tfitilittle4 tne

derlvetive works elieption. k9, Comtneota on the 1,104 reeltIon bill Atotn

'entered on whether Or out there vhoold be 4 trrolnatfun pruei$10m fur either

nuhsittInd LoPytlyhte or copyrtlrita that 'mould tOent IItO hdIttl iter thy new

tAle wrnt intu efte(t. On the whole thete tofteen tv Merely repeat the positions

thet sItraLf brro tAlrl by ,11,00,1 intefetl%. :Of the poly trtrtrnte to

the de/iv/the v.orkt e4ceptlee t;oeferee4 ehlth he(AelOary proprletOril or users

shoold be rotitIr4 to tt, there w tc 414;t0hIon nt how royAltio% IhOuld be

shared.

Settlon 203 (6)(1) of the 190 6111 PrOvIded A deriva(ive work eAcePtIon

that was basically the same as that foond In the 1964 bill and the preliminary

If/ Id. at :97 (Wattenbe'g).

18/ Id. at 294; see also Copyright
Lao Revision, Part 4, at 314 %here Karpurged 1Nat 'The mOI11317Fat,re problem I. unique one. It alone should beevcepted.'

19/ 1964 Revision Bill with Discussions ahd Comment Co ri ht taw ReviAlonPert S. t ong. s ess. oust u ary r nt
rciPTight law Revision, Part 5), ere na er

29/ See, e.g., Id. at 222 (Abeles); at 154 (Wattenberg); at 163 (Mang's);at 155=T33 (Karp):
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,Af1010 1,4114, tiut the lo549949 of tr,. 4rtl'411.9 oortt v4itptI94% wAt wol

Chith4e4. Althouqh tertAigt if,.pt %pro II1 o41110 Id ft*rfit0A 9f tI9NA,

211 Supo1erestor Ito oft of ths 11021ntee et Coverlet% oo ttqt,

RpolillOn Of 01. . . CifilyiW-14:177 14.1;11.w pill-TriWirikt-14;
1:7Tirtiirlq5T172;iN-TO;4. lit -5-iiii:-70-1g,T,X4rIAririii-C4;07-447

law Ptotilon, PAIt 0).

22/ Id.

2,/ Id. at /1.

24/ Id. at 95.
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the derivative works exception had made the proposal 'tolerably

palatable." 21§1/

The House Report that accompanied H.R. 4347 summed up the reasoning and

purpose behind §203:

It was obvious at the 1965 hearings that

certain accommodation among the affected
interests had been achieved vita respect to the

so-called "reversion"problem dealt with in

section 203. The history of that development is

summarized fully and accurately in the

Register's Supplementary Report, and the
committee is aware of that history.

After careful consideration, the committee
has concluded that the reversionary provisions
of the present section on copyright renewal (17
U.S.C. sec. 24) should be eliminated, and that
the proposed law should substitute fur them a
provision safeguarding authors against

unremunerative transfers. A provision of this
sort is needed because of the unequal bargaining
position of authors, resulting in part from the
impossibility of determining a work's value

until it has been exploited.

Section 203 of the amended bill reflects a
practical compromise that will further the

objectives of the copyright law while
recognizing the problems and legitimate needs of
all interests involved. The constructive spirit
manifested by those who have contributed to this
compromise reflects credit on all those

responsible. .

The committee believes that the framework
and principal provisions of section 203 offer a
workable solution to the "reversion" problem,
and that their adoption would be in the public
interest. In its general provisions the section
attracted fairly wide support; and, while there
was some opposition on principle, motion picture
producers for their part indicated that they
cuuld accept the compromise if it were not

substantially changed to the disadvantage of
their industry. The committee has adopted same
amendments in the details of section 203, which
have required a substantial amount of

redrafting, but the broad principles of the
compromise have been retained. 26/

ZJI Copyrtght Law Revision: Hearings on H.R. 4347,,

H.R. 6835 Before S. committee No. 3 of the House Comni

89th Cong.,Iit Sess. 10s5-6 (1965) (preparea statement

Association of America).

26/ H.Rep. No. 2237, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 119 (1966)
House Report).

27

H.R. 4680, H.R. 6831,
ttee on the Judiciary,
of the Motion Picture

(hereinafter, the 1966
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The Committee agreed with the Register's statement that arguments for

granting a right of termination are even more persuasive under section 304

than they are under section 203. 27/

In later hearings various amendments were proposed, but none of them

elaborated on the issue before us today. The Second Supplementary Report of

the Register of Copyrights noted:

Section 203 is a compromise that attempts
to balance the interests of individual authors
and their transferees in a fairer way than the
present renewal provision. The subject is

inherently complex, and the bargaining over
individual provisions was very hard indeed. The

result is an extremely intricate and difficult
provision, but one that has appeared to have
gained general support. EV

Since the reports that accompanied the Copyright Bill enacted in 1976 do

not add anything to the 1966 House Report, the one unassailable observation is

that Congress wanted the author to share in the extended term. 20/ The

derivative works exception is mentioned briefly in the general discussion of

section 203, and there is no discussion of royalty payments after termination

of the license. The Copyright Act only specifies that "a derivative work

prepared earlier may 'continue to be utilized' under the conditions of the

terminated grant, ...." 30/

B. The Mills Music Litigation

A music publisher's licensing agent brought an action in 1982 that

tested the hderivative works exception." The heirs one of the authors had

27/ Id. at 136.

28/ Second Sup lementar Re ort of the Re ister of Co ri

Revision of the opyr g t aw: P 5 ev s on

hts on the General
apter p.

29/ sgt, g,I., S. Rep. No. 473, 94th Cong. 1st Sess. 123 (1975); H.Rep. No.

1476, WiCiing. 2d Sess. 140 (1976).

301 S.Rep. No. 473 at 111; H.Rep. No. 1476 at 127.

28
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exercised their right to terminate a subsisting copyright under 17 U.S.C.

§304(c). The Harry Fox Agency, which had issued licenses for mechanical

recordings of the song, wanted to know who should receive the

royalties from the sound recordings of works already licensed when the grant

was terminated: the author's heirs or the music publisher. Ultimately ttK.

question went to the Supreme Court. 31/

On January 3, 1978, the widow and son of one of the co-authors of the

song exercised the right to terminate this co-author's grant to Mills of his

one-third interest. The heirs claimed that all of the royalties generated

from sound recordings of the composition, even those prepared by record

companies before the effective date of termination, should be paid to the

authors. Mills claimed that termination was ineffective against it under the

terms of the derivative works exception and that it cow. .:nforce the

provisions of its contract with the record companies. This cc...-ract divided

royalties 50-50 between the composers and Mills. In order to rr.olve this

dispute, Fox brought an interpleader action. Mills and the Snyders (heirs)

brought counter and cross-claims and each moved for summary judgment.

After an exhaustive look at the revision materials, the legislative

31/ The subject of this litigation was the song, "Who's Sorry Now" composed
in the early 1920's. The three composers assigned their copyright in the song
to a publisher who registered the copyright in 1923. The publisher granted
licenses to recording companies who paid royalties for the use of the song to
the publisher who then split these royalties with the composers.

In 1940 the authors assigned the renewal right including the exclusive
right to act as publisher to Mills. (The original publisher went bankrupt and
assigned the copyright to the defendant in this litigation, Mills Music, Inc.
In 1932 Mills recorded its assignment as the exclusive copyright owner and
publisher for the balance of the original term.)

In 1958 in accordance with section 1(e) of the 1909 Act , Mills filed a
Notice of Use on Mechanical Instruments with respect to "Who's Sorry Now."
The Harry Fox Agency acted on Mills' behalf in issuance of licenses with
respect to mechanical recordings of the song.

Section 1(e) together with section 101(e) of the 1909 Act, and its
successor §115, are known as the mechanical reproduction license provisions
and an argument was made that the sound recordings prepared under the
arrangement between Mills and the Harry Fox Agency.was in the nature of a
compulsory license and not "under authority of the grant" from the authors to
Mills. This argument was dropped before appeal.

29
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history, and the statute, District Court Judge Weinfeld concluded that the

publisher was protected by the derivative works exception. 32/

On appeal the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit considered only

the rights to the mechanical royalties from phonograph records prepared and

licensed before the termination of the grant to the publisher, but sold after

the termination. The court unaniNously reversed the decision below, holding

that the derivative works exception did not apply to music publishers. The

court based its decision on three propositions:

1. Mills is relying on two separate
grants, the grant from the authors to
Mills, the publisher, and the grant from
Mills to the record companies; but the
exception is based on one, the grant from
the publisher to the record company.

2. Mills is not a utilizer of the derivative
work. Mills only licenses others VI
create and utilize derivative works. 13/
The exception protects creators who
utilize derivative works.

3. The statute does not expressly address the
situation involved -- a grant of rights to
use the derivative work by the grantee of
the author to a third party. 34/

Based on these propositions, the appellate court examined the purpose of

.the derivativt works exception to determine what Congress would have intended

had :t faced the "more complex situation, typically found in the music

business, of a grant to a music publisher followed by subsequent grants to

licensees by the publishers to creators of derivative works." The court

32/ Specifically, the court found that as to:
1. Relicensing of Sound Recordings: Mills could continue to license

new releases of old derivative works that it first licensed prior to
termination of the Snyder grant with royalties to be shared as before
termination.

2. Post-Termination Licenses: As to sound recordings prepared before
termination, but first ficensed after termination, the exception did not
preserve Mills' right to issue the Post-Termination Licenses. Harry Fox
Agency, Inc. v. Mills Music, Inc., 543 F.Supp. 844, 868-9, 878 . . . .

1982).

33/ This is the court's characterization of Mills' role. In instances not
before the court, Mills might be a creator of derivative works, e.g. music
arrangements.

341 Harry Fox Agency Inc. v. Mills Music Inc., 720 F.2d 733 (2d Cir. 1983),
rev'd. sub nom. Mills Music, Inc. v. Snyder, 105 S.Ct. 638 (1985).
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concluded that authors, not publishers, were the intended beneficiaries of the

termination provision and that the owners (creators) of derivative boo'. were

the beneficiaries of the exception. 35/

On January 8, 1985, in a 5-4 decision the Supreme Court reversed the

court of appeals. 21/ As both the appellate court and district court h4.1

done, the Supreme Court considered the revision materials, the legislative

history, and the statute itself, and conrluded that Congress did not intend to

draw a distinction between authorization._ o prepare derivative works Cut are

based on a single direct grant and thosc that are based on successive grants.

The Court felt that the key to this "statutory puzzle" is an

understanding of the phrase "under the terms of the grant" as it is used in

§304(c)(6)(A). The majority of the Court did not accept the court of appeal's

view that there were two grants and the exception only preserved one. The

Court noted that the word grant was used in the exception three times, that

the third reference had to refer to the author's grant to the publisher, and

that it is logical to assume that the same word has the same meaning in the

same sentence.

The Court also rejected the court of appeal's second proposition that

Mills is not a "utilizer" within the exception on the ground that the word

"utilized" cannot be separated from its context in the exception. Finally,

the Court rejected the appellate court's third proposition that Congress did

not consider the specific situation presented in Mills. The Court noted

references within the legislative history that indicated Congress was aware of

the prevalence of multiparty licensing arrangements in the music-publishing

industry. The Court saw no reason to differentiate between t book publisher's

license to a motion-picture producer and a music publisher's license to a

record company -- 1.e. to distinguish a so-called "creative" middleman from a

non-creative one.

35/ Id at 742.

36/ Mills Music, Inc. v. Snyder, 105 S. Ct. 638 (1985).
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Justice White, dissenting, 22/ accepted the majority's assertions that

the terminated grant is the original grant (Snyder-Mills), that the derivative

works involved were prepared under the Snyder-Mills grant, and that users of

these works may continue to utilize them under the specific terms of the

licenses issued by Mills. Justice White disagreed, however, with the

majority's extension of benefits to Mills a: well as the users of derivative

works. Justice White observed that the right to terminate the grant of

copyright covered "any right under" that copyright and that it, therefore.

included the recapturing of Mills' right to share royalties.

The minority felt that the legislative history did not support Mills'

claim to share in the royalties from derivative wor!..s. The minority noted

that, early in the revision process (1961-1064), comments by the Music

Publishers Association and the Music Publishers Protective Association,

implied that the royalties would revert entirely to the author. In the

absence of any other "legislative history," directly relevant to this point,

the minority felt that these statements of interested parties before the

Copyright Office could not be ignored. Justice White also noted that the

majority's decision would frustrate the congressional purpose of compensating

authors in those situations where an author has assigned his rights for a

one-time, lump-sum payment. 22/ Justice White argued that, with respect to

the extended term, both parties, the author and the grantee, have already

reaped the benefit of their bargain, and the only question is which one should

receive the windfall conferred by Congress.

371 105 S.Ct. 63%652 (1985).

38/ One commentator has suggested that the situation might work against
authors in cases where the author is to receive a set yearly payment
obligation from the motion picture producer, and the motion picture producer
gives the right to produce the work to a second producer for a percentage.
Then if the grant is terminated, the original producer would have no
obligation to make any payment to the author. 3 Nimmer on Copyright §11.02
(1084).
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C. Post-Litigation Senate Hearing.

On April 17, 1985, Barbara Ringer, former Register of Copyrights,

appeared before this Subcommittee to urge Congress to reexamine this important

issue and to redress the imbalance created by the Supreme Court decision. Ms.

Ringer emphasized that the impact of the decision went far beyond the facts of

the Mills case:

First: The decision applies not only
to musTrad sound recordings but also to every
conceivable type of copyrightable work and to
every conceivable type of derivative work that
can be made from a copyrighted work.

Second: In the Mills case the author's
grant TrEhe publisher provided for him to
receive 50 percent of the record royalties, and
his heirs will, under the decision, continue to
receive this share. But, especially in fields
other then music, the author's grant to the
publisher or middleman-entrepreneur may not

provide for any author's share of royalties from
licensing particular kinds of derivative works.
If the publisher or entrepreneur can continue to
receive 100 percent of the royalties, the
termination of the author's grant becomes a

hollow mockery.

Third: The Mills case dealt with
sect1OW-704 and the 19-year extension of
subsisting renewal copyrights. But the 1976 Act
contained a parallel and potentially far more
important provision in section 203. Under that
section, authors and their heirs may terminate
grants made after January 1, 1978 at the end of
a prescribed period of years, but subject to the
same "derivative works exception" as that
construed in the Mills decision. Thus, unless
the Supreme Court's ruling is changed by

Congress, its impact will continue into the
indefinite future.

Fourth: Most important of all, the
issue iiTher Mills case raises the fundamental
question of whom Congress is seeking to benefit
by means of the termination provisions in both
sections 304 and 203. Does it really mean to
benefit the holders of old contracts that go

back for generations, or does it want to give
real, rather than illusory, benefits to authors
and their heirs? 39/

391 Civil and Criminal Enforcement of the Copyright Laws: Hea'ing Before the
Subcommittee on Patents Co rT-hts an'a Trademarks of the-lenate committee on
te ucary, t ong., st ess. ar ara nger s prepare
statement].
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Ms. Ringer's testimony summed up tho revision process that led to the

termination provision and the exception mid what she saw ris the congressional

intent on this issue:

In my opinion, the intention of Congress was

that termination means termination. And if the
entrepreneurs rights were only contractual if

it did not create and own the derivative work in
question then Congress intended that the

entrepreneur's rights would be terminated.
assuming that the author went through kll the

statutory requirements for termination. 4u/

II. PP 'LS TO REVERSE MILLS MUSIC

On June 27, 1985, Senator Specter introduced S. 1384, a bill to clarify

the operation of the derivative works exception. In introducing the bill,

Senator Specter urged that since "the Court's sharply divided 5 to 4 decision

was based almost exclusively on its perception of Congress' intent, it is

ippropriate now for Congress to clarify its intent and alter the effect of the

decision in Mills Music." 41/ This bill would amend section 304(c)(8) by

adding a new subsection:

(7) Notwithstanding any other provision of law,
where an author or his successor, as defined in

subsection (c)(2), has exercised a right of

termination pursuant to this section and a derivative
work continues to be utilized pursuant to subsection
(c)(6)(A) of this section, any right to royalties from
the utilization of the derivative work shall revert to
the person exercising the termination right.

The Senate bill does not change any language in §304(c)(6); instead the

new subsection (7) adds the clarification that any rights to royalties for

derivative works utilized pursuant to (c)(5)(A) following termination by an

author or his successor as defined in (c)(2) "shall revert to the person

exercising the terminated right."

40/ Id. at 93.

41/ Congressional Record, S. 8971 (June 27, 1985).

57-196 0 86 2
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The new tut:Section alio would specify that this right to royalties

exists "Nntwithttanding Any other provision of low, It it not Ow whAt

is meant by the opening phrate of the tubsection; perhApt it we% drafted to

meet:I:size that the royaltiet from derivative work% would revert to the person

exerciting the terminated right regardlets of any contractuAl agreement

between the euthor end the Assignee, or detpite ny other provision within the

Copyright Act. To Accomplish its puoose. moreover, the bill should enture

that the royaltie% go to the person% in whom the reverted rights vest (who may

be different than the person exercising the termination right).

The Senate bill does not amend the derivative work exception to §203,

which governs work% first copyrighted under the current Act.

Congrestman Berman has introduced H.R. 3163 in the House which would

amend the derivative work% exception found in both §203 terminations and §304

tenminations by adding the following phrase within each existing derivative

work% exception:

After the effective date of termination, all rights to

enforce the tenms of Any such license or other

contract and to receive royaltiet or other monies from

any such continued utilization shall become the

property of, and such royalties or other monies shall

be payable to, the person or persons in whom the

reversion pf rights are vested under this

subsection. 42/

If Congress concludes that the Mills Music decision should be reversed.

the Copyright Office believes the derivative works exception of both §304(c)

and §203 should be amended. Direct amendment of the clause containing the

exception (the technique of the House bill) seems preferable to indirect

amendment (the Senate bill). The latter approach may invite further

litigation to telt the "clarification."

42/ The amendment to §203 refers to rights vested under this "sections
simply because of the different structure of §203 as compared with §304.

3.5
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III. WEAVATIONS ON 1HE OflilVAlIVE WOIIXS EXCUIlON

A. Congressional Intent

The derivative works exception does not mention royalties, and

there is no evidence in "pre-legislative' or legislative history that

either the Copyright Office or Congress ever considered the specific

issue addressed in the Mills case. The district court conclOded that

the legislative history was ambiguous:

There is no indication that either the drafters in the
Copyright Office of these provisions or the Congress
specifically considered the Exception with respect to

music Publishers. In all of the Office's panel

discussions and reports, ens, all of the hearings,

reports and other legislative materials regarding the

various bills Introduced in Congress, there is no

discussion by either the Office or individual members
of Congress about the terMination of assignments or
the derivative works exception specifically as they
apply to music publishers. It fs an unwarranted
assumption that Congress itself ever give any thought

to the issue. In addition, there is no discussion ty
the Office or by any member of Congress of the general
issue of whether the Exception applies to an author's
grantee who only authorizes others to make derivative
works and is not itself the owner or producer of the
derivative works, 43/

The only statements that remotely discuss royalties are by music

publishers very early in the revision effort, as part of the debate

concerning the author's right to reversion in principle. These remarks

have been given different weights by the courts that have addressed

them. 44/ The Supreme Court made a judicial determination of

congressional intent, which favored the publisher over the author.

If the Court erred in its finding of congressional intent, it did

so less in its parsing of §304(c) and its history, than in its

inattention to the broad purposes of the 1976 revision, The underlying

43/ 543 F. Supp. 844, 856 (citations omitted).

44/ See, 543 F. Supp. 849, 863-864; 720 F2d 733, 740, 105 S.Ct. 638, 648.
649.
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lorpoto Of copyriuht legislation It to ttimulate creativity, I,e., to

encnuroge author% to create. Ihe 11 year excentIon of the term for

tuhtlIng copyrightS wet clearly C Windfall; in consonan,e with the

underlyine purpote of copyright 100'0400n. Congrets more likely than

not intended to reward tho author and not the publisher.

In Any cat., except for It% potsible significance regarding the

conttitutionality of 40 logillation, as dlicusted later, further

tortuout examination uf the 'original" intent of the 94th Congress seems

les% important than review of the equities of the propoted legislation

by the 99th Congress. It I. now that the Congress mutt make a decision

that the author% should receive all royalties due under the term% of

grant% that have been terminated.

B. The Equities

Unlike many of the copyriot issues which have recently come

before this Subcommittee, the controversy to which this bill is

addressed is not about whether copyright should or should not govern a

given activity. Rather, It is a dispute between two classes of

copyright proprietors: here, authors and publishers. In most instances

the copyright law does not distinguish among classes of copyright

owners, and for good reason. In creating a statutory form of private

property, Congress haS largely left transactions concerning that

property to the participants. And, in the market, authors of proven

best sellers will usually get a better 'deal" from a publisher than will

a beginner. Likewise, the composer of a perennial hit tune will derive

more incline than will the composer of a song which is rarely performed

or recorded.

But the marketplace has not been the sole determinant of copyright

rewards over the long life of the copyright monopoly. The renewal

provisions, which have beeq supplanted in the present law by the

termination provisions, have their origin in the Statute of Anne (1710).

7
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they were Intended to pcovide, among other things, the power to the

author to recapture copyrights he ur she had previuusly barexinall away.

As Senator Specter stated when he introduced %. litt4, the 94th Congress

recognized that both the impossibility of predicting work'S value as

soon as it has been creeted And the, unequal bargaining power of most

Authors es against molt publisheri wore proper subjects for legislative

redress. The question before you today, Mr. Chairman. Is whether

Congress shell continuo to choose to seek to strengthen the hand of

authors both original and derivative Authors -- in light of tho

decision in Mills Music. In short. "'laid the law be made explicit to

the effect that the class of Intendel beneficiaries of all royalties

under the termination :Ights provisions consists exclusively of authors

and their heirs (and the other statutory renewal cloimants) and that the

class of intended beneficiaries of the derivative works exceptions

ConSiStS exclusively of those who create derivative works? The

alternative. as I see it, i. to leave the status quo alone, I.e., to

grant to those primary publishers who, under assignments from the

author, themselves authorize the preparation of derivative works, a

substantial shield against termination.

In support of the status quo, publishers would presumably argue

that the derivative work exception. while of great significance,

constituted only part of one of a series of compromileS regarding

duration of copyright: the decisions to extend the term of copyright

both transitionally for subsisting copyrights, and permanently for new

copyrights; to allow the author under stated conditions to recapture the

copyright after a period of yearS; to exclude works for hire from the

recapture provisions; and to allow the continued utilization of

derivative works under the terms of the original grant. Some will argue

that it is not equitable to reverse the Supreme Court's finding on one

feature of the compromises regarding duration -- especially in view of

the Sparse evidence of any specific congressional intent opposed to the

Court's holding without re-examination of the case for any forced

reversion of property rights. Publishers could also argue that the
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ImpaCt of tho Mills_ Music, decision has ken exaggerated ba uthors,

Actor 41113, Author% lmn terminate iitentet and recepturo the copyright,

They can license new uses of their works Includlng new derlVatIve work%

that may compete with the one licensed hy the publisher, .4_5/ Authors

can receive all of the royalties from phonorecurdt of derivative too,'

recordings licensed poet termination. !hey can share in the royeltioS

under tho terms of the original grant in the CAI. of phonurocurds

licensed before termination (If that grant to provides), and the musi .

publisher's right to royalties is limited to thls last narrow situation.

Nevertheless, given that the function of the termination right is

to grant euthors and their heirs a second chance at capturing a fair

there of the revenue generated by the xploitation of their work*, is

bill designed to achieve the goal of S. 1384 seems an appropriate way of

balancing the equities between authors and the publishers of their

works. The function of the derivative works xception should not too to

freeze authors Into disadvantageous positions, but to prevent capricious

rights owners from denying the public access to derivative works whose

preparation and performance was initially authorised. As Justice White

observed, the very purpose of the termination provisions is to provide

more compensation to those authors whose works are very long-lived than

thetr initlel contracts would have provided. To leave the law as stated

by the majority in Mills Music frustrates that purpoSe.

C. Constitutional Issue

It is clear that Congress had the authority to determine who got

the royalties at the timm the new right (extended term) was created in

45/ The author's right to license competing derivative works is particularly
powerful outside of the music field. It is less significant in the music
Held because the public performance right Is commonly licensed on a
nonexclusive basis anyway, and the mechanical reproduction right is subject to
a compulsory license.

3 9
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life, two, however, the Supreme Court hob 064,41'0 thr dorlvett,v

lours* e,tepslun nd held that puolishers nave a rlipt to the roveltles

in attordance with tha contract under whim the derivative work IS

ultilied,
Should Cungross nom aftAJ W4 to (1ArIly that authors tend

their ttalutory renewal successors) are
iu feielee ell et the rujialttes

when derivative %Will Cantieee te he etilittg, thy queetteit ottet

whether tytejettlete illpiiretleA et the amenat,1 law interfstes wlth or

divest% a tested right? 46)

The proposed Amendment wuuld re 1000etton 1Aise4 lu c40 dele(til

In prior legislotIon.

Generally, curative acts are made necessary by

Inadvertence or error in the original enactment of a

eletute or its dministration .
because

curative legiSlation Is concerned sPICIVIC011y

with past events nd transactions, all Constitutional

strictures on retroactive Iodisation are relevant.

Out because tho very reason for curative legislation

is to fulfill and secure expectations rather than tO

frustrate end defeat them. the principles governing

decision as to the validity of retroactive legillation

do not work to render curative aCtS invalid. ".11

In the Instant case, If passed, the Curative statute will follow 4

judicial pronouncement; Consequently, If the Curative statute interferes

with vested rights, the statute itself may be declared unconstitutional.

46/ This brings us back to the question of whether the music publishers

have a vested IntereSt In royalties Paid for derivative works that

continue to be utilized after termination under the Milli decision.

Thlt Is not an easy question since there Is no clearcut definition

of vested rights. One commentator has said that 'settled expectations

honestly arrived at with respect to substantial Interests ought not to

46/ See Stencil v. United Sta:es. 200 F. Supp 36 ((.O. vv 1961).

47/ 2 SUTHERLA)D, STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION. Id. §§41.11; 41.12. (4th ed.

1913).

48/ Id §41.20 and §41.06.
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be defeated." 40/ Another commentator and several courts have

described the term as "conclusory," and indicated that the real question

is one of reliance, "How the challenger's conduct or the conduct of

others in his class, would have differed if the law in issue had applied

from the start." 50/

Another court has said that the due process challenge to a

retroactive statute is met by showing that the retroactive application

of the legislation is itself "justified by a rational legislative

purpose." If so, "Ct]he fact that the statute's retroactive application

imposes new duties and upsets otherwise settled expectations is not

sufficient to invalidate it ... unless the changes it imposes are

'particularly harsh and oppressive.'" II/ This caSe concerns imposing

new duties on mine operators to make them responsible for compensating

families of injured employees. The consideration may be different in

matter" of private not public interest. 52/

An arguably analogous case is the litigation involving a

construction of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). Following an

expansive Supreme Court interpretation of "work-week" Congress enacted a

new rule, whose purpose was retroactively to minimize employers from all

the suits pending or that could be brought under the Supreme Court

definition. If the Supreme Court view had been allowed to stand, the

effect would be to give large numbers of employees sizable "windfalls"

and impose on employers vast liabilities for which the market economy

had made no provision. Both federal and state courts were unanimous in

49/ Sutherland, supra note 47, at §41.05.

50/ Sea Hockman, "The Supreme Court and the Constitutionality of Retroactive
Legisfaion," 13 HARV. L. REV. 692, 697 (1960); Adams Nursing Home of
Williamstown, Inc. v. Mathews, 548 F2d 1077, 1081 (1st Cir. 1977).

51/ North American Coal Corp. v. Campbell, 748 F2d 1124, 1128 (6th Cir.
1984) (citations omitted).

ly See Sutherland supra note 47 at §41.05. But see, Hockman, supra note
50, at-772-3.

41
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upholding the new rule primarily on the reaF -ming that the Supreme Court

decision "presupposed an opposite construction of the Act" and that,

therefore, the new legislation validated Agreements "fulfilliny ratb.!r

than defeating expectations which hA,. :ended formation of the

employment relationships prior to the f the unforeseen eXpanshe

Supreme Court interpretation," i.e., on Lne criterion which cnmnrises

the traditional justification for "curative" legislation "it fulfills

rather than defeats reasonable expectations." 53/

In a similar situation where the Court interpreted a FLSA

provision, Congress again enacted a subsequent act prescribing an

interpretation which produced results "deemed by Congress tn be

compatible with what the expectations of the parties had been at the

time when they negotiated the agreements." Again the retroactive

application was upheld. 5

As one commentator has noted, "a retroactive statute, by remedying

an unexpected judicial decision, may actually effectuate the intentions

of the parties." 55/ The same commentator has observed that the true

test of constitutionality of a retroactive statute is whether a party

has changed its position in reliance upon the existing law or whether

the retroactive act gives effect to or defeats the reasonable

expeLtati6s of the pArties." 55/

In making this determination a court considers three major

factor,:

1. The nature and strength of the public interest
served by the statute,

2. The extent to which the statute modifies or

abrogates che asserted preenactment right, and

53/ Sutherland, supra nota 47 at §41.05.

54/ Id. see Addison v. Huron Ste!edoring CA-p., 204 F2d 88 (2d Cir. 1953),

cert. deilia: 346 U.S. 877.

55/ Hockman, "The Supreme Court and the Constitutionality of Retroactive

Legislation," 73 HARV. L. REV 692, 693 (1960).

55/ Id. at 016.

4 2
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3. TI, nature of the right which the statuto

alters. 57/

In determining whether the proposed amendment to the derivative

works provision is an unconstitutional interference with a vested right,

we must first resolve whether Mills (or any other affected music

publisher) has changed its position in reliance on the existing law.

The answer to this may be "No" in Mills' case since the agreement under

which Mills received rights to the underlying work was made before

either the enactment of the derivative works exception or the Supreme

Court's interpretation of that exception. In other words neither

royalties nor an extended copyright term was foreseen by either party

and were, therefore, not part of the original bargain. 58/

The question then becomes whether the proposed amendment gives

effect to or defeats the reasonable expectation of the parties. Here

the issue is much more complex. Following termination, some publishers

apparently received royalties for the derivative works that continued to

be utilized under the preexisting contracts. Also, the Mills decision

reinforces the expectations that publishers were to be paid. Arguably,

then the amendment does defeat a "reasonable" expectation.

the other hand, it can also be argued that this expectation is

not r ',able. A public interest is served in permitting Congress to

cure inadvertent defects in statutes or their administration. In such a

case the individual who claims that a vested right has arisen is seeking

a windfall since if the provision had had the effect:Congress intended,

no user right would have arisen. Moreover the relative strengths of the

equities underlying competing claims are often relevant in determining

the validity of a particular application of a retroactive statute.

58/ It seems possible, however, that some publishers may have assigned their
royalty expectations to third parties since 1978, either before or after the
Mills Music decision. Did those third parties change position in reliance on
existing law?
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In many instances the public interest in retroactive legislation

is sufficient to permit the abridgement of rights arising from private

contracts without there being a deprivation of due process. 12/ The

instant situation is one where the subject matter lies within the

control of Congress, and the contract between the publisher and the

writer was made before Congress extended the copyright term. Thts issue

could, however, warrant further study. The Copyright Office is not

expert on constitutional law, and we have in any case had little time to

examine the question.

If there is no constitutional impediment, I would suggest that the

burden of showing that the proposals
to reverse Mills Music are unfair

and unwise rests with the publishers. Authors should presumptively be

entitled to the full benefits of the recapture of their rights that

Congress legislated in 1976.

59/ See Home Building and Loan Association v. Blaisdell, 290 U.S. 398

(1933)1Mock v. Hirsh, 256 U.S. 135 (1921).
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Senator SPECTER. Next, we will hear from Barbara Ringer,
former Register of Copyrights,

Thank you very much for joining us, Ms. Ringer. We appreciate
your being here, and we look forward to your testimony.

Ms. RINGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SPECTER. I might say that all prepared texts will be

made a part of the record, as is the custom of the committee and
the subcommittee, and to the extent practical, we would appreciate
your summarizing your testimony within the allotted time.

STATEMENT OF BARBARA RINGER, FORMER REGISTER OF
COPYRIGHTS, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. RINGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
This is more or less what I plan to do. I have a 13-page statement

which I have filed for the record, and I will just make a few very
general remarks, if that is agreeable, and then will be open to any
questions that you have.

Senator SPECTER. Fine. Thank you.
Ms. RINGER. At a hearing of this subcommittee on the criminal

and enforcement questions of the copyright laws on April 17, I was
kind of an extra added attraction. I broached the subject of the
problems raised by the Mills case because I feel very strongly
about them. I should say that I do not represent any interest here.
I am here strictly as a former Register of Copyrights who knows
something about the background of this subject.

On April 17 I did express my disappointment with the Milts dei-
sion and what I consider its misconstruction of the "derivat ve
works exception" to the termination provisions of the 1976 act.

I must say that, since April, I have been gratified with what
action I have seen. As Congressman Berman has said, two good
bills have been introduced. They are not exactly the same, but
their thrust is exactly the same. We are now having a hearing in
the Senate, and I think there is a good chance that they will have
one, as he said, in the House next year.

And I think it is worthwhile. This is a very complex and difficult
subject. It is the sort of thing that makes people's eyes glaze over
when you start trying to tell them what it is all about, but once
they get it, they get excited. And I think that the people that I
have seen most excited are authors and their families who, when
they realize what is going to happen to them, say, "Oh, my God.
How did this happen?"

As it stands, the decision takes money away from authors and
their families and gives it to entrepreneurs, who did not bargain
for it, did not expect it, and did nothing to deserve it.

Something needs to be done fairly quicklyby Congress, because
that is the only body that can do anything about this. Unless some-
thing is done, we are going to see some very drastic effects, I am
afraid. :le decision, which sounds very limited upon its face, ap-
plies to all types of copyrighted works; it applies to all types of de-
rivative works made from all types of copyright works, and it ap-
plies to all uses where there is money coming in under these inter-
mediate license arrangements.
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I am not going to go over my whole statement, but there are
three points that I would like to make, very briefly.

I was involved very closely with the drafting of the revision bill,
and it was my pen that drafted this section. Based on my personal
knowledge of what went into the drafting and the intention of Con-
gress with respect to it, I think this decision is just dead wrong.

Let me say first that, with respect to the added termthe 19
years that was added on to the maximum of 56 before the copy-
right would expireCongress was very leery. This was a lot of
years being added. We were completely changing the duration pro.
vision and we were, in fact, finally bringing the United States into
line with the rest of the world with respect to duration. But that 19
years looked like a lot to be taking away from the public domain.

Some Congressmen who were leery about itand some of them
were very closely involved with the billwere much more satisfied
when they realized that the money was not just going to go to the
same entrepreneurs who had been raking it in beforethat there
were these termination provisions which were going to be available
to authors if they chose to make use of them.

This added term was brandnew. The entrepreneurs had not bar-
gained for it and did not expect it; they expected 56 years, and that
is all they were going to get under the old law. If that was a wind-
fall, as some people regarded it, I have absolutely no doubt that
what Congress intended was that that "windfall" was to go to the
individual authors and their families and not to these holders of
old contracts that in some cases went back to the turn of the centu-
ry.

The whole concept of termination was based on the principle
that it would go back to the author.

Second, as far as the future was concernedthe many copyrights
that came into existence after January 1, 1978, which was the ef-
fective date of the new lawthere was a lot of negotiation among
the parties. The crucial year on this issue was 1964, which was
before the first hearing on revision in Congress. But there were
endless negotiations between the publishers and the authors on
how that issue was to be handled. The principle was finally agreed
to that contracts should terminate at some point. In other words,
the term was going to be life of the author plus 50 years, or in
some cases, 75 years or upward of 100 years. And the question was
how to deal with authors who have made unremunerative con-
tracts at the outset. Nobodyor almost nobodyknows what a
work is worth at the beginning. So the question was whether that
author should have the right to reclaim the copyright. And it was
agreed, fairly early on, that the author should.

Then the question was how long should publishers be given to ex-
ploit the works and get their investments back.

We started in our drafting in the Copyright Office with a period
of 20 years. In other words, in lieu of the complicated old renewal
provision, which I think most people were glad to see the end of,
we proposed that assignments would end after 20 years. The ques-
tion was whether or not contracts should be allowed to run on for
the life of the author plus 50 years, or 75 or 100 years, depending
on the circumstances, with the author never having a crack at get-
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ting his property back, or remaking the deal which he may have
made at tho outset.

After endless wrangling, we came out with about 35 years. There
aro variations on this. But the point I am trying to make, Mr.
Chairman, is that thiswas the agreement between the publishers
and the authors. At no point was it even dreamed that they would
be able to hook onto the royalties that were coming in through in-
termediate licenses.

There was an endless wrangle between the publishers and au-
thors over this 35-year period, and at no point was it suggested
that, if you had termination, there would be anything other than
real termination where the rights were cut off.

My last point is that the utilization of derivative works is the one
exception to this, but the derivative works exception was intended
as a privilege and not a right with no rights or privileges to the
middleman, who had nothing to do with creating or utilizing the
derivative work.

The Mills case has upset a carefully constructed statutory bal-
ance between authors, publishers, and creators of the derivative
work that not only hurts authors but undermines the copyright
law. I believe it is important that Congress do something about this
problem.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement follows:]
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PREPARED ST, EMENT OF BARBARA RINGER

FORMER REGIIrLO OF COPYRIWITI;

:18MMAH!

In Mills Music, Inc. v.
Snyder. 105 j. Ct. 08, a nharply-di-

vidnd U. B. Supremo Court
rulod that, eves after termination of its con-

tract with an author, a publisher can continue tn sharo royalties

from tho diotrIbution of nound rocordinn made by othorn. On tho

basis of my pornonal knowledge of the drafting and purposo behind

the "derivative worko
exception" to Lho tomnInatIon provioions of tho

1976 Copyright Act, I believe that tho Mills decision io wrong. It

runs counter to
Congressionr1 Intent, and Is seriously proJudicial

to the legitimate rights
of authors and their heirs.

Tho Hills decision not 07
! wolves a great deal of money, but

its impact also goes far
boyont !tal facts In the case. It applies

to all types of copyrlghtablo
ece'J, to all types of derivative works

that can be made from
copyrighted worka, and to all conceivablo uses

of thosc derivative works.
In many cases it will provide a wholly

unjustifiable windfall to publishers and othor middlemen-cntrepre-

preneurs at the expense of authors alid their families. Unleca changed

by Congress, the inequities of the Mills decision will continue into

the indefinite future.

For these reasons I am gratified ey the introluotion of the Spector

Bill, S. 1384, and of the
Herman 8111, H,R, 3163, both of which are

aimed at remedying this serious injustice, I strongly s'Ipport both

bills in principle, and suggest
consideration of the draft amendatory

lansuage appended to my full statement,

In January of this year the U.S. Supreme Court handed down its

decision in Hills Husic, /nc. v. Snyder, 105 S. 0t. 638, a case invol-

ving the so-called
"derivative works exception" to the termination
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pruyiniona of uoction )04 of the eopyrti)it Act, The court volo4 that,

ovon after toriuloallon or Itn contract With AA. Aidlhir, ii 1.41011WP CAO

onotIono to 00.119 foyAniVI ff0M tho dihirthollon or h()Olia VOV0Vdillg3

«Ado by °Otero.

1 bel ivy° th.(t 11111, deoilden rune counter to Conc.cc,,:a two) ihtent

hid IiiIii l,'rliIl,0Y ProjeMoIal to the lo:Otir,Lto eirht:t (a' alit hu- , .1,11

thi,tr hotyl, ho nol ph! 011111,il Ill thu :;1oi;10.1'

" yoh, 000, I ill S10,0011,1"

I Iii 1111D ikel :0 or'.

Tho Mills cleo vrenn nnae thin j of the 1976 Copyri6ht Act,

draling with tho duration of nnbninting copyrighte alrvady in oxisionce

when the 'VA/ law tooli carat. SoctIon 304 oxtcald tho tot.al 611,:ttios

of su'Jsinling copyric,hte from 56 to 75 Y"Irnt tt ;000 iAVO ('Utti (or

cortlin Of thcir Mrs) ihe right to t.milinate any or tho u9lor'a

grants or rights (Ina to roclaim roll copyricht 'ownorship dorl!7, the

19-yeor extension of the term.

However, this right of termination was made cubJect to an excep.

tioni

A derivative work prepared under authority
of the grant before its termination maY con
tinuo to be utilized under the terms of the
grant after its termination, but this privilese
does not extend to the preparation after the
termination of other derivative works based
upon the copyrighted work covercd,by the ter
minated Erant. 17 U.S.C. a 304(c)(6)(A).

The work involved in the gills case was the 1923 song ";ho's Sorry

Mow?". In 1940 the author, Ted Snyder, assign'ed his rights under the

copyright to the music publisher Mills Music, Ina., In exchange for

a commitment to pay royalties, including half of all not royalties

received by the publisher from its licenses with record celipanies. Tho

publisher in tarn licensed various record conpaniet to make sownd

recordings and to manufacture and dittribute phonograph records of

the song.
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Tho t.uitst rusord I iii iniutw owtwr I 101ww 1 1 owwwi it ro "OH ipt tly0

iinr'isJi'' wool Str IWilli 1111I triplot wit hy 110 vari II rwrwti 111)1.1..110 ow

nwnowi ly hti pula tithtir, pito oor.,, volt, let iii liitt 1.111y

h.it or St 111(hilvnitn, ri1 woi I I. kin Hot hi sg in ow w 1 th f.' th4

th,r1 v,tti VI tiork or with tho 10,,our,Ituro 40,1 antriltut ion or tho

rovonlo rpprolucoa from it. Tho pwhlirdiww waw elltillsd to ewilwc.L

rwcw.111 royAltiww vhtch, uwawr Itw rwrorhowt with thw wothow, it wAn

obi 11n41 to di vido nqually wi 1.11 Lilo outioir or hi it r,lo:(.1,1!..0-!1. T111

ii rty-rIfty :1011. (if rl!VOl'a 1'0Yal t 0:i 1,1 Imoon o,lithor owl ipih'iinhtr

van hutt stiuri In t,oucm ci tor ccitt r.moin or tho It mo.

IlflnrfJntoft!w1926tJi toto

Under the new law, which came into effect on January 1, 19id,

copyrights already in their second term wore Automatically extended

by 19 years; tho 1923 copyright in "Uho's sorry Vow?" Is thus sched-

uled to expiro at tho end of. 1998. Takinj advantage of the termina-

tion provisions of section 904, Ted Snyder's statutory heirs at the

proper timo filed tho necessary notices of terminitIon of hla Grant

to Minn Music.

What novo tho legal effects of thin act Of termination? There

seems to be general agreement as to the following conclusionst

First, tho publisher ceases to bo the copyright owner

and the persons filing the termination (in thls case the author's heirs)

become tho owners of the copyright.

Second, tho record companies can mntinue to manufacture

and distributo records and tapes reproduced from sound recordings al-

ready made under their licenses with the publisher. A sound recording

Is a'"derivativo work" and, under the "derivative works exception,"

the record companies clearly have the privilege of continuing to

utilize their recordings.

Third, the record companies must continue to pay the

same amount of royalties provided for In their licenses.. They muNt
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Opihn Omminth 10 hi&01040, Isla 10 PhuN7 jilt it 1lAh I it, 01.1diOn lii

OM Millis cdeu,

Thu Dooltipo Iii Wiln V. :hordee

lbe ihh110 facing Ihu Sulowes Voolt In the lii iii iii, i wbeter

the publinhor, who hal nothing tm de with the derivative wort other

Win collecting royaltion from it, WAti niiil nntItIlla to ito nhdre of

the royaltion, or whother the Ormtnation of itti grant means that all

royaltien nhould go to tho author vr hitt !mire.

I believe that Congrouo meant the author to hdve the full benefit

of tho copyright in thin Otnation, In ii five-four dueininn, tho Supromo

Court deetdod othervioo, holding that unduly tho derivativo werka oxcop-

tion the publinhor may continue to oharo tho royaltina genexatod by

utiliration of derivative worke by othor licensees, oven after the

author or hitt hoirstavo rocaptured the copyright. lbero wdo A otreng

dionont for tho minority written by Justice Whito with which I Agree.

The decision in Mills Music, Inc. v. Snydor nettled queetiona of

utatutory con5truetion and ia now tho lau of tho land. While I disagree

with tho majorIty'v interpretation of the wording of tho statute, it

would be pointlenn for mn to sift over tho complex tochn1cal argirsents

on which tho decision turned. Technicalities asido; however, I believe

that the result reached in tho Mills case is not what ConbToss intended,

and that it ropresents a windfall for publishers at tho exponso of

authors and their families.

Under thin decision, authors and their heirs will be deprived of

bonefits that Congress meant them to have. .If, an I believe, tho .

decision runa counter to the legislative intent, then Con6ress should

revise the 5taLute. It ohoold make clear that, folloeim termination,

the royalties from utillmtion of derivative works ohould go exclusively

to authors or their heirs.

The Scope and Importance of the Decision

As olaseure and esoteric as this question may appear, it is la

menus importance to much of the copyright community. It involves
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Cr,tt, anAl or h011Oy, hot it4 tIIhLot. E044 fAr 1oyon4 Ito tttla In

c.d.., Thor. hr., Puti . v.1,11.4 to L. ,,olo

Th4 do01411.11 4ppliw9 not wily to owie

bound reconiingn bot nlmo to wory cooc.tvahl. tn.

WOrh 40 tO 4VolV COOVolVAIllo typn or dertNrive week (..(4

from 4 oopyrirhted work.

Po000.1 In the Milln (nee the eettew'e wont to

PWShhor prnvi404 for Wu to receive 1(0 potvomt, of I:1. roco,1

nol htm holot will, welor the doclnlon, conttnoo to ow.lve thin

Mut, UNwrifttly 14 riold4 Othor WO lltO th. roither'n t,raqt

publieher or niddleman-entcepreneer (lay not provide fur Oily

nharo ur royaltion from liconntng particular Isinda or a.,.riv,ttivo

If tho publisher or entreprenenr can continuo to receive 100

of the royaltIon, thu t t 11 r it.orm.na...on -.10 l$,!(!fI

hollow mockery.

ThIpit The MIlln cnso dealt with tw,etion 304 Rn! th,

19-yoar extension of subsisting renewal cepyrIchto. put the It(iTS Act

contained a parallel and potentially far sore important provisls.: in

oectlon 203. Under that section, onthors and their heirs may tnraf.7.1t-a

aants made after January 1, 1978 at the cnd of a prencribod

years, but subject to the came "derivative works exception" as

construed in the Mills decision. llnis, unless the Suprooc Cs

ruling is changed by Congress, its impact All continue into the Indef-

inite future.

Fourth: Most important of all, the issue in the Mills

cane raises tho fundamental question of whom Congress is seeking to

benefit by means of the termination provisions in both sections 304-

and 203. Does it really mean to benefit the holders of old contiActs

that go back for generations, or does it want to give raal, rather than

benefits to authors and their heirs?.

The Question of Legislative Hints).

Both the majority and minority opinions in the Mills case dwelt
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Al thouAh tho ooNpromt000 hAd boon root:hod 4A4 the iowdo utloot!oli

rettled boforo Cungrune took op tho g000ttoo or A000tol rovtot.o

the copyright 14u In f 51111141 h0d1114;45 Thu Copyright 6!:Ir0 s,4 the

inItinl draftor sit thu ontiiv roviolon 1411, including II,' irrov,tto"

prnvinionn, Aod it In Important to rococ,n1v.o thatthq Cepy.l_ut ur-

rico, an ptrt or the bibotry if Congreen, In An Arm of Co1"1 on4 In the

lrginlative brunch, Moreover, counsel ruo4 the nettmitteeo chtr,i Aith

copYright rosponnihiIitien in both bounon playud nn of:fly. ,,41

role in the uholo pruce:th thA Irl to the dovelpl.nt 4ni

of the rovinion bill.

Trtt.ent.t !!!IltYrt.

Tore119tATD of f1r1tntn

It le importnnt to recegnite ttiAt the right of torniNtti,01 Iio
by Congrosn to Authors and their hairs in tho 1976 Act van hot it:AC),%1 tO

anything already in oxist.asco. In tho cane of seCtion 304, the t:.:rala-

ation applied only to the 19-year extension of subsisting ren-al

copyrightsan entirely new term of copyright carved out of wbat suU

otherwise havo bcon the public domain. in tho nano of Lection 203,

the termination applied only to contractn written aftor the new 1-Jtw

came into effect; and that new law provided fora radically citf:r-sst

and much longer tern of protection...

In both cases Conz:ress was granting a new right, and I bvo it

is fair to say that Congress would have been extremely reluctant to

do this unless it had been assured that individual authors would at least

havo tho opportunity of enjoying tho benefits of these new ritfnts. If

tho author's old and, in nany cases, unfair contracts ucro to be

served without any provision for termination, I do not think Coni=ss

would have extended the length of the copyright term.
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to the author or the author's heirs after 28 years. The rene-wal

vision nas far fron ratisfactory in practice, but in none cases !_t ij

allow authors or their heirs to recapture their copyri Ghts. In as.r.z.-
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doning renewals and creating a much longer copyright term (the 1Lfe cc'?

the author plus 50 years, or oven longor in BOMO casco), Congress had

to face this question: should an unremunerativo or unfair contract
1

made by the author at tho beginning of a copyright bo allowod to ran

on for upwards of 100 years without tho autber and his family bavimg

any further opportunity to bonofit from it?

There were extremely long and difficult negotiations ever "011s

question, and they eventually produced a compromise agreement conmisti=3

of two main principles:

(1) Authors and theirfamilies should have the opportunity ts

terminate grants made after tho new law comes into aifect, but only

at the end of a stated /Seriod of years.

(2) Starting when the gr%nt is made, that period of years

should be long enough to allow tho entrepreneur to recover what cmala

reasonably be expected as a return on its investMent, but not so 2on3

as to constitute a windfall at the expense of tho author. After nolv

extended discussions a compromise was reached, and the period Was set

at 35 years, with some variations.It was in this way that the lutorusts

of the entrepreneurial copyright ownerthe first g1antoe--1,cre taken

into account: by according it a substantial period of time in whIch

to realize its investment.

Le,islative Intent.: "2!:e Question of Derivative Works

With respect to terminations under both sectioa 304 and section

203, it was agreed after much discussion that the right of tormiration

should bo absolute and inalienable. Author's and thetrheirs could no

longer sign away thei: reversionary expectancy, as they had been

regularly induced to de under the renewal section of the 1909 Act. Eat

another question ;ad also been lurking behind the Old renewal provision:

when a derivative work has been created and exploited during the first

28-year term under license from the copyright oener, what happens when

the renewal copyright it the pre-existing work reverts to someone else?

The typical case, which also caused the most concern, inuolvma
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% motion picture derived from a copyrighted novel or play: if the author

.f the underlying work recaptured the renewal copyright, did this seas

that the motion picture had to be taken out of distribution unless a

new licenee were obtained? In some cases, of coutse, the derivative

work is a more important or valuable propurty than the pre-existing work.

It was finally agreed that, infairness to tho o'wner of the deriva-

tive work, and to avoid depriving the public of access to derivative

works in this situation,.a "derivative works exception" should he written

into both sections 304 and 203. The purpose of the exception as to

keep the derivative work in circulation and not to deprive the owrer

of the derivative uork of the use of its own property. Thc 1e 1=ene-

Piary of the exception was intended to be the owner ofihe derivative

J rk who wanted to continue utilizing it.

In the context of the Mills case, let us assume that Tee Snyder,

instead of granting rights to Mills Cusie, directly licensed the record

companies to make and distritute recordings. Under the exception, the

record companies woad have the statutorily-sanctioned privilege of .

continuing to exploit the sound recordings already made before teraina-

tion, provided the prescribed license fees continued to be paid to tie

author. The difference in the actual Mills case was that the record

companies had taken licenses, not from the author, but from the author's

grantee. Should this mean, as the Supreme Court held, that the terminated

grant stays in effect as far as loyalties from licenses given by the

author's grantee are concermd, and that the author is thus deprived

of the full share of royalties?

In my opinion, the intention of Congress was that termination

should mean.termination. In the Mills case situation the publisher

had alrady received everything Congress ever intended to GiVe it. The

intended beneficiary of the exception was not the entrepreneur who

had.'originally licensed the work, but the owner of the derivative work

who was utilizing it. The middleman is not the owner of the derivative

work and is not Utilizing anything. I believe that the Supreme
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Court decision seriously undercuts what Congress intended and deprives

authors of benefits that aro rightfully theirs.

Autory Amendments; Problems of Drafting

Attached to this statement is an addendum suggesting a drafting

ifproach somewhat different from that of either tho Spector or the Berman

Bill. The following comments may be pertinent here:

(1) Since the language of the "derivative works exception"

appears in both sections 203 and 304 of the present law, I believe that

it is important to have parallel amendments to both sections. Tho Mills

decision certainly construed both sections; leaving the language of

section 203 untouched would seem inconsistent with the purpose of tho

legislation and would perpetuate the problems now being encountered

under section 304.

(2) In reaching its result in the Mills case tho Supreme Court

construea the meaning of the specific language of the "derivative works

exception" in a certain way, and that construction is now the law of

the land. If Congress wishes to reverse the Mills result, it should

repeal the language that has been misconstrued, and should write com-

pletely neo language that clearly and.uncquivocally states i:ts intention.

To leave the present language as part of the amendment could raise new

problems of construction and invite challenges on due process

grounds.

(3)Nith respect to terminated grants, the Mills decision established

the leaal right of publishers and other intermediate entrepreneurs to

collect or share in royalties from the utilization of derivative works

under pre-existing contracts. These are property rights, and to cut

them off where terminations have already be,:n effected would, at the

least, raise constitutional questions of due process. I believe that

the statutory amendment should be given a specific effecthe date, and

that the legislation should make clear that ri3hts under any grant ter-

minated before that date are not affected.
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ADDEN O' '11

Proposed alternative lanlzwa_ge for amendments to the "derivative works

exception" in both sections 203 and_304

(Notot the introductory language and clause numbers
would differ in the two sections, butthe
basic provisions would be identical)

In all cases the reversion of rights is subject to thefollowing

limitationst

(1) When a derivative work, based on the copyri6hted work
covered by the terminated grant, was prepared before the termination
under lawful authority of the grantor or grantee, the purson entifed
to utilize the derivative work immediately before the effect.ive date

of termination shall, thereafter, have the privilege ofeentinuing
such utilization under the following conditionst

(i) Subject to the provisions of paragraphs (ii) and
(iii) of this clause, the cont4_nued utilization shall conform
to the terms and conditions of the instrument under which
the derivative work was prepared;

(ii) Notwithstanding any provisions of the instrument
under which the derivative aork was prepared, specifying
the recipient of royalties, shares or profits, or other
moneys payable under such instrnment, any such royalties,
shares, or moneys shall be paid directly to, and shall be
the sole property of,:the person or persons in slim the
reverted rights in the copyrighted work are vested pur-
suant to clause of this subsection, and

(iii) this privilege does not extend to the prepara-
tion ancr the termination of othar derivative works
based upon the copyrighted wori envered by the tcrminP.cd grant.

froposed section on effective date

SEC. . This Act shall come into effect on
and shall have no effect on the right to receive royalties, sharw

of profits, or other s'Jneys under any grant terminated before that

date.
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Senator &Harm Ms. Ringer, thank you very much for your tes-
timony. I would like you to stay at the table, and let us now hear
from the panel which we have scheduled next, and I will defer
questions until we have heard from the panel and have some op-
posing points of view.

I would like to now call Mr. Irwin Karp, counsel for the Authors
League of America; Mr. George David Weiss, president of the Song-
writers Guild of America; and Mr. Dean Kay, executive vice presi-
dent and general manager of Welk Music Group. Mr. Kay is going
to be accompanied by Michael Oberman, from the firm of Kramer,
Levin, Nessen, Kamin & Frankel in New York, which successfully
presented the Milk Music case.

Let us reverse the order of the panel, since we have already
heard two witirs.sses testifying in favor of this legislation, and let
us turn first of all to you, 11/1r. Kay, if we may, to get an opposing
point of view.

Also, Mr. Oberman is welcome to pull up a chair and sit at the
table.

My compliments to you, Mr. Oberman, on your victory.
Mr. OBERMAN. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF A PANEL, INCLUDING DEAN KAY, EXECUTIVE
VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER, WELK MUSIC
GROUP, SANTA MONICA, CA, ACCOMPANIED BY MICHAEL S.
OBERMAN, COUNSEL, OF KRAMER, LEVIN, NESSEN, KAMIN &
FRANKEL, NEW YORK, NY; IRWIN KARP, COUNSEL, THE AU-
THORS LEAGUE OF AMERICA, INC., NEW YORK, NY; AND
GEORGE DAVID WEISS, PRESIDENT, SONGWRITERS GUILD OF
AMERICA, NEW YORK, NY
Mr. KAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the opportunity to speak here today. My name is

Dean Kay, and I am the executive vice president and general man-
ager of the Welk Music Group, a music publishing company head-
quartered in Santa Monica, CA.

I am also a songwriter. My best known work is "That's Life," a
song made ptopular by Frank Sinatra.

The Welk Music Group is probably among the 10 largest music
publishing companies in the United States. As the head of the firm,
I am in a unique position, I believe, of being a songwriter who truly
understands the innermost day-to-day operations of a music pub-
lishing company. And as a consequence, I believe I can fairly de-
scribe L.111 creative partnership between publishers and songwrit-
ers.

I have submitted a written statement, and as you have
stated--

Senator SPECTER. All written statements will be made a part of
the record, and we would appreciate your summaries within the 5
minutes.

Mr. KAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
When I wrote "That's Life," the song did not go directly from my

lead sheet to public acceptance. I was entirely unknown at the
time, but I was lucky to have had a publisher who believed in my
song, kept it in mind and carried it around until it ultimately was
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brought to the attention of' Frank Sinatra. From the time that Mr.
Sinatra recorded "That's Life," I became established as a successful
songwriter and as a result have been able to build a career in the
music industry.

That, in a nutshell, is what music publishers do. They promote
songs and help songwriters. What my publisher did for me, the
Welk Music Group and many other music publishers have done for
a host of others. Songs do not automatically come to the attention
of those who record, produce, and use music. There are hundreds of
thousands of songs out there, all competing for the attention of art-
ists, producers, and the public. The publisher's job is to maximize
the value of the songs in his catalog, to get as many uses as often
as is possiblein recordings, advertising campaigns, movies, televi-
sion shows, and concerts. The job requires a substantial investment
in time, effort, and money. It also requires a willingness to take
risks with unknown songs and unknown songwriters, as well as a
recognition that most songs do not become hits or standards.

Let me give you some examples of what we do as music publish-
ers. We nurture talent. We presently have under contract 50 song-
writers. We give inany of them cash advances. We manage their ca-
reers. We advise them of commercial opportunities, provide them
with places to write, and provide them with modern recording stu-
dios to work in.

We promote our songs every day. I have a dozen people on the
street who do nothing but promotenot only the new songs, but
the catalog material as well. We have submitted, as an example for
your review, a publication that we call "Ideas." It presents our
catalog in several different ways, each one designed to appeal to a
different need of potential music users.

We maintain close relationships with artists and producers and
users so that we can bring to a song the attention it deserves.

We even computerized our entire catalog, which currently is at
about 30,000 songs, so that we can present those songs to producers
in any number of ways, according to any characteristics they might
choose

We c promotions, as well. I think a good example is the
promotiu that we have carried on for this entire year, to celebrate
'he centennial of the birth of Jerome Kern. Our investment in this
promotion has been to date about $150,000. It has resulted in 11
newly recorded albums featuring Kern's work and the rerelease of
7 others, accounting for 291 releases of Jerome Kern's titles during
this year alone. Our promotion has also inspired a hit musical
which is on its way to Broadway. It has also inspired the use of
Kern's music on radio and television, worldwide, and new print
uses.

These kinds of activities are what keep the songwriting industry
active and profitable. Publishers are not passive middlemen who do
nothing but receive and count royalties. The publisher is the indus-
try's mover and shaker, one who sees to it that worthwhile songs
find as many Uses as possible. I do not think it is unfair or unrea-
sonable to reward publishers for such activities. After all, you have
to promote a lot of songs to obtain even a small repertoire of stand-
ards that keep generating royalties over the years. It is the pub-
lishers' share of these royalties that gives them the financial abili-
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ty and tho incone ies to encourage new talent and promote now
songs.

The songwriter and the publisher are partners in an enterprise
that has to be both creative and commercial if anybody is to bene-
fit. If the proposed bill becomes law, publishers would have less in-
centive and also less financial ability to promote songs. That surely
would not be a good thing for songwriters, and it surely would rif
help those who recapture copyrights in songs, especially when the
songs approach termination.

Thank you very much.
[Submissions for the record followd
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PREPARED STAMMENT or DEAN KAY

EXECUTIVE VICE PSESIDENT-CENERAL MANAGES,
WELK MUSIC CROUP

My name in Dean Kay. I am the Executive Vico President-

General Manager of Welk Muoic Group, a munic publinhing company

headquartered in Santa Monica, California. I am alno a nong-

writer. My best known work in probably the nong "That'll Life,"

popularized by Frank Sinatra.

Because I am both a music publisher ane a composer, / do

not approach the issue at hand an a question of "us versus them"

or of who are the good guys and who are the bad. I am intimately

aware of the contributions of both the songwriter and the pub-

lisher in the arduous process of creating and exploiting a

commercially successful song. I therefore believe that the

proper approach in commenting on the bill is to focus on the

historic and on-going partnership between songwriters and music

publishers. I entirely disagree with and reject the notion that

music publishers are mere "middlemen" who passively reap the

rewards of songwriters' creativity.

The partneirship between songwriters and music publishers

has continuously resulted in the creation and dissemination of a

grand catalogue of musical compositions for the enjoyment of the

public and to the mutual betterment of songwriters and publishers

alike. The success of the partnership requires the activity of

both the writer and the publisher, activity that was depicted at

great length in the hearings leading to passage of the Copyright

Act of 1976, including its derivative works exception. District

Judge Edward Weinfeld and a majority of the Supreme Court in the

Mills Music case acknowledged that historic partnership, and it

should be recognized and protected in any consideration of an

amendment to the derivative works exception.

Although thc publisher's role has been presented to
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Congreee by klrioun witneesen in the pant, I want to reiterate

and amplify on thone prom ntatione becauee attemptn have been

made to obecure the true nature of thie role through the une of a

label. In the Mille !ionic cape, the nongwriter'n hoirn -- not

the songwriter himeelf -- tried to hang on munic publinhere the

pejorativb term "middlemen" and to nuggeot that publinhern aro

nothing more *hen paenive recipients of undenerved royaltien.

This attempt tl litigate through labeln wan rebuffed, an should

be any similar attempt to eeek legislative amendment through

inapt labele or minleading characterizatiuns.

/t in easy, though seldom fair, to attach labeln to

people when attempting to minimize what they actually do. stock

traders can be termed middlemen between purchasers and sellers,

but without these market makers few shares would change hands.

Merchants can be termed middlemen between manufacturers and

consumers, but if retail promotional efforts were eliminated, few

goods would leave the factory. In eer.h illustration, a look

behind the label reveals the important role played by one who

searches out a product, promotes it and makes certain that it

reaches the public.

The Crucial Role Of Music Publishers

In the entertainment industry, as in every commercial

environment, a performance or a product has many contributors.

You cannot have a successful motion picture without a screenplay,

but the screenwriter cannot do it alone. On the creative side,

there are also the director, the designer, the cinematographer,

the technicians and, of course, the performers. On the financial

side, there are the producers, the distributors and the invest-

ors. /t is only the blending of creators, risk-takers and

promoters that permits success.

/t is the same in the music industry. You cannot have a

song without a composer, but you rarely have a performance or a
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recording without a munic publisher. When I wrote "That's Life,"

the song did not. go directly from my lead sheet to wide public

acceptance, any more than any other gong becomes A hit juet

because a songwriter haa thought up a clover lyric or a catchy

tune. hetveen composition end nuccoaa comes promotion, the

publinherle key role. rven before the e 'rig in written, the

publisher often pltyn the equally vits1 ,:c3le of nurturing

creative talent.

ecrhaps the clear:6t indication of the continuing vital-

ity of 11. publishers" role is that acnqwliters still enter into

agreem.mts with publishers. Indeed, songwriters literally line

up at our door, seeking our assistance. This is not surprising

once ono understands what music publishers actually do.

Our role begins even before the first bar of a song has

been conceived. Hy ccmpany, for example, now has some fifty

songwriters under contract. We manage their careers. We provide

them with cash advances to permit them to write. We maintain and

make available to them modern pound studios -- including multi-

track recording equipment and state-of-the-art synthesizers --

where they can experiment and create. (We are currently con-

structing a new twenty-four track recording facility in

Nashville.) By kee9ing in touch with what is happening in the

industry, we try to steer the composers toward compositions that

will be commercially successful.

When a work has been created, the publisher begins to

promote it. Welk currently maintains offices in Follywood, Nash-

ville, New York and London from which to promote our songs. Some

dozen of our employees work full time in promotional efforts. We

regularly produce demonstration recordings and, at times,

professionally recorded albums to get our songs before the

public. We also prepare what are known in the trade as "pitch

sheets." A pitch sheet contains information on currently popular
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musical artists, on the kinds of material ench nrtist prefers, on

what producers the Artist works with, nnd on whet monienl

preforonces these variouo prodtieers might have. Our employees

ate regularly in touch with producers an well an "a 4 r" (artist

nnd repertoire) repronentativon of record companies. Over time,

wo have dovelJped nnd we work hard to preserve -- harmonious

rolntions with record, motion picture, televiaion nnd commercial

producers and with recording artiste.

The publioher'o promotional activitien continue after a

song halt firot been recorded. While a record company might seek

tu promoto only Ito version of a song, a publisher strives to

exploit all veroiono of the song itoelf throughout Ito copyright

term. For example, through the efforts of Mills Music, there

were 419 recording licenses issued for "Who's Sorry Now" during

the twenty-eight year renewal term.

Welk Music Group now utilizes a comprehensive computer

library which can croSO-reference a myriad of details of any of

our more than 30,000 songs. Through the computer, we can sort

out ant; list songs to meet 1-trticular needs for stage. Icreen,

recording, advertising or any other use. And we do it all the

time. Just recently, our Italian representative received an

indication of interest in a country-western album. Though lt

took us by surprise that Italy might have a market for such a

collection, our computer enabled us to provide a list of

selections overnight.

In addition, Welk regularly publishes listings of our

songs arranged under various headings, ouch as time periods.

This is designed to enable someone like a film or television

producer to pick, for example, period songs to match the setting

of an upcoming production or to draw from our catalogue songs to

meet any other defined need.

As some measure of the success of our ongoing promot-
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tonal activitlee, I note that, earlier thin year, eiuhtonn of the

one hundred wogs on 1911b9a_rd'e country mildly chart -- including

six of tho top ten -- wore pu!'lletied by Wolk. That le en (-nine-.

dance. It is proof' of the mimic publisher at sork.

Publiehero also croptge in special promntione. At Welk,

we have recently orient some $'1,000 to promote the works of

Jerome Kern worldwide in coniAection with the centennial cele-

bration of his birth. Our promotional activities included the

compilation of t five-volume net of Kern recordings for broadcast

use only. Our efforts prompted the issuance of a Kern cnie,temo-

rative stamp as well as the declaration by President Petition of

"Jerome Hel,i Day." This exteneivc promntional effort haA been

extremely successful. It has stimulated the release of eighteen

albums totally devoted to the works of Kern; eleven of them c9n-

misted of brtnd-new recordings. Our efforts also lnapire a ! it

musical in London, "Kern Goes to Hollywood," which is expertl." to

come to Broadway early next year.

Mills Music is in the process of a similar form of pr..-

motional activity. It has compiled a collec' lc of one hundred

of the top hits from its catalogue, and is dIslributing

5,000 copies of the f'llection to film comparils, productir

ponies, performing artists, managers, advertising agencies, r,

companies and every other potential group of musical decision-

makers. (This collection, by the way, includes "Who's Sorry

Now," the song in the Mills Music lnwsuit.) Mills's purpose is

to place these songs before thcse who will be selecting music for

advertising campaigns, films, television shows, night club acts,

and other vehicles. Mills's "top-hundred" sampler is typical of

the on-going promotional activities that music publishers,

including Welk, routinely undertake.

Recently, Mills collaborated with two other publishers,

Robins Music and Tempo Music, to create the successful Broadway
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show "Rophiatioated Ladlose," which presented g rollootion or

songe by Duke 1111ingtnn And opurrod now Iltoroot in that groat

mosic. Mille is now planning to eitS00 AS off-hrosOwsy prodoction

of the MUSIC of Mitchell Periah, the lyricist of such songs as

"Stardost," "Stairway to the Stets," and "peep Purple." In a

similar vein, Wolk has created and dlow.uted around the nation

a radio program that showcases tho na Heflin, ono ,f

our composers, who this year wail PMI's top country songwriter.

Songwriters cv1,1d, of course, attempt on their own to

have their works performed and recorded, but they would have to

devote time to those activities theit could othciwise he spent

creating their works. A few do this. But the ,Jet majority of

hangs that win public .:eptance emerge from the collaborative

effoirs of eongwriters end music publishers, with the writer

supplying melody and/or lyrics and the publisher supplying the

financial backing, creative development, promotion and sales-

manship. If publishers must be called "middlemen," we should at

least be given credit for truly being in the middle (that is, at

the center) of the process -- giving aid and direction at the

creative stage, arranging for uses of works once they are com-

posed, and providing financing throughout.

While the focus these days I ten records and

tapes, music publishers also make im4, contributions in the

areas of print and educational materials e publisher facil-

itates dissemination of orchestral arrangements, band arrange-

ments, choral arrangements and folios. These have a special

place in the music industry, and provide composers with an extra

source of royalties.

The mu olisher's importance was confirmed by repre-

sentatives of t.. ongwriters themselves in testimony hefore

Congress prior to ena-'-lent of the 3976 Act. Burton nane, pre-

sident of the American Guild of Authors and Composers, explained
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that 'moist writere cannot take tho times to esploit the 'songs they

write, Every moment le precious to them in order to create."

ror that moon, compowere have agreed to where royalties,' with

puhllehers "whose Joh it la to publieh anci siplolt the song's we

write, It la ptonerehip arrangement whicll,han worked vary

yell_thcough tha_yeatml," Copyright LAM Havislon, Hearinge on P.

597 before the Puhcomm. on Fstentn, Tredmmarks n0 Copyright's of

the rienste on the Judiciary, goth Cong., let Rees. A02

(1967) (emphasis added).

The celebrated composer Marvin ilamliech, in his testi-

mony before Congreee, also 'stressed the contribution of the movie

publishers. He stated'

I feel that the argument is not with tho
publisher because when I dent Into New York
last year to compose the music for *A Chorus
Line." I did it .ith a now writer by the name
of Ed Eleban. Ue is not a proven writer
yet. He hal been subsidized for the last few
years, been given money by publishing
company to actually be able to live end to be
allowed to write.

I think that for every instance where a
publisher, say, is a person who does not help.
I think that therm are a vast amount of people
who can tell you that there are people getting
paid without yet, you know, giving material,
just by having faith in an individual, and,
obviously, Ed Fleban now has proved that he is
good, and the publisher now has proved that It
was worth the investment.

I just want to make sure that you under-
stand that the plight of the composer is not
up against the publisher because we have had
great success with dealings with publishers.

Copyright Law Revision' Hearings on 73.11. 2223 Before the

Subcomm. on Courts, Civil Liberties and Admin. of Justice of the

House Comm, of the Judiciary, 94th Cong., lst Sess. 1653 (1975).

Let me add one further illustration close to home. My

own success as a songwriter and as a music publisher le due to

the efforts made on my behalf by Four Star Music, my music

publisher when I was entirely unknow.". My publisher believed in
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a song I had written, kept it in mind and carried it around,

looking for just the right opportunity. Through hi:, persistence,

the song came to the attention of Frank Sinatra. From the time

Frank recorded "That's Life," I became established as a suc.c.0"8-

ful songwriter and was able to build a career in the music

industry. What Four Star Music did for me Welk Music - and many

other music publishers -- have done for a host of others.

The Shared Royalities

Some have suggested that Judge Weinfeld and the Supreme

Court -- despite careful parsings of the language of the deriva-

tive works exception and painstaking analyses of the lengthy

legislative history -- somehow misread in 1ills Music what had

been intended by Cong-ess in that exception. The bills now

introduced in the Senate and House of Representatives illustrate

that had Congress actually intended a different result, it could

have fashioned in brief compass the words required to carry out

that intention. /n the end, though, the issue now before Con-

gress is not really whether the courts were right or wrong in

interpreting the Act or in finding what Congress once intended.

/t is the issue of whether anythi:', should now be done to rewrite

the law. In my view, the law as it now exists allows a fair

sharing of rewards among those who share in the creation of

successful songs.

Under the present copyright law, a music publisher

continues to share the benefits from utilization of pre-term-

ination derivative works created under licenses the publisher

issued prior to termination, provided, of course, that its

arrangement with the composer included a sharing of royalties.

The derivative works exception states that such sharing of

royalties from works licensed by the publisher prior to the

effective date of termination continues when these works are

utilized after termination. It is neither unfair nor
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inappropriate to allow a publisher to enjoy the fruits of his

contribution -- a portion of the royalties arising from sound

recordings licensed during the time the publisher owned the

copyright and promoted the song.

On termination, on the other hand, the composer regains

full control of, as well as the entire stream ot revenues from,

all new uses of the song. The music publ.sher receives no

benefit at all from any new posttermination uses of the song,

even if these new uses are the result of past promotional

activities on the part of the music pubAsher or past efforts by

the music publisher to support and nurture the songwriter. Thus,

if a Linda Ronstad: or a Joan Morris -- two popular performers

who have been reaching into the repertory of standard hits --

were to record "Who's Sorry Now" in a new collection of

standards, Ted Snyder's heirs would collect their full share of

mechanical royalties, and Mills Music would get no portion of

this share.

Present law recognizes and encourages the collaborative

efforts between composer and publisher. Sy permitting the music

publisher to enjoy all rights under a grant for recordings it

licensed prior to an effective date of termination, the law

motivates the publisher to continue to promote the work

throughout the entire period of the grant. sear in mind that the

publisher's share of the royalties is what enables the publisher

to finance the extensive promotional activities I have been

describinn and to nut' . creative talent. If publishers were to

be cut off from t .:.are in pretermination derivative works,

they would have less incentive to promote works as termination

approached. The result might well be to break the momentum nf

promotional activities and lessen the value of 'Ale wor: reclaimed

by a composer or his hairs upon termination.

Left unchanged, present law does not undermine ;ny
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Intended congressional policy. The Supreme Court specifically

found that Congress intended in the "termination provisions to

produce an accommodation and a balancing among various

interests.' Mills Music Inc. V. Snyder, 105 S. Ct. 638, 650 n.41

(1985). In this accommodation, an authol regains the right to

exploit his work and to receive all compensation from this new

exploitation, but the author does not gain new or enhanced

compensation from pre-termination derivative works. This is the

case even if, for example, an author's grant gave up the screen

rights to his book for a modest one-time payment and the book

later became the box office blockbuster of all time; under the

termination provisions, the author gains no benefit. In Mills

/Wale, the composer continued to receive at least fifty percent

of all royalties derived from pre-termination sound recordings

and gained entirely whatever income can be derived through the

creation of new derivative works or other future uses of his

song. Thus, the law curtently leaves in place and gives effect

to agreements governing pre-termination derivative works, but

gives all future benefits for new uses to the authors.

The arrangement seen in Mills Music -- which a host of

witnesses confirmed to Congress to be the standard within the

music industry -- provides for a fifty/fifty sharing of

mechanical royalties between composer and publisher. (These

days, some songwriters receive an even higher percentage of the

royalties.) This is hardly the type of "unremunerative" grant

Congress was particularly addressing when it created the

termination right -- such as a grant that releases all of a

writer's interest in a work in exchange for a modest and one-time

lump sum payment. In fact, lump sum transfers are virtually

unheard of in the music industry.

It is therefore not a "windfall" if, at the point the

composer regains ownership in the copyright, the publisher

continues to receive fifty percent of the royalties 1. 'fforts
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have helped to generate, continuing this nhared arrangement

through the balance of the nineteen-year extenoion term. In

effoct, the publloher And the writer continue to ahare in what

the publinher was responcible for promoting in the pant and the

writer, upon terminnt,on, recapturee all future use and

exploitation value witilout any right by the publioher to share in

the new uses.

In the realities of the music business, composers have

much greater protection, and much greater bargaining power vis-a-

vis publishers, than may first appear. It in as misleading to

present songwriters as impecunious creaters at the mercy of

publishers as it is to label publishers as "middlemen." The

existence of a fifty/fifty standard reflects the historic

partnership between composers and publishers, and the greater

than fifty percent share that some componet: receive today

reflects the ability to bargain above the standard.

Moreover, the ability of composer and publisher to

negotiate A transaction favorable to the publisher is

significantly limited by the termination provisions of the

Copyright Act, for there is an inalienable right of termination

that the statute preserves for the composer and his heirs. What

is more, under current law composers can, on a going forward

basis, seek agreements with publishers providing that in the

eent of termination, 100% of the royalties from pre-termination

derivative works will go to the composer. Thus, a composer and a

publieher can decide by contract whether the composer will take

away the publisher's share of royalties on termination. In view

of the contribution made by publishers, there is no sound bacis

for legislatively writincy such a provision into every agreement

to license a work to a music publisher, and thereby extinguishing

the ability of the parties to address the issue as they see fit.

What is now being proposed is that, despite the
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accommodation and balancing of int.relts reflected in current

law, an author or componer sh,w' over "Jny Light to

royalties" derived from the t Al A. of a pre-termination

derivative work. Because of th, :stork, relationship between

songwriters and music publishers described ahnve one because of

the close involvement of music publishers in the creation of many

successful songs, I submit there is no reason to reconstruct the

balance previously struck by Congress.

To depart from the contractual arrangemeuts governing pre-

termination derivative works might create uncerta4nt1ns In place

of now clearly settled law. Multi-party situations are by no

means limited to the music industry, and these arrsngements are

alnost certainly implicated by any change in the law. For

example, a motion picture deal frequently includes contracts

between and among an author of a book, a book publisher, the

producer and one or more distributors, in which a copyright might

be assigned and royalties allocated to meet a variety of tax and

financing considerations and to recognize the respective

contributions of each party to the ultimate creation of the motion

picture as a derivative work from the book. The law now leaves

intact, after termination, contractual arrangements governing

sucll pre-termination works, and the respective parties continue

to share in the proceeds generated from their joint creation,

consistent with their bargain.

I conclude where I began. I believe composers and

publishers have a shared interest and purpose. We work together

to create music that the public hears and enjoys. Congress, in

the 1976 Act, struck a series of bargains and compromises that

rc'...cted and preserved the values of our mutual cooperative

endeavors. The Supreme Court in Mills Music affirmed this

accommodation of interests. The balance struck in 1976 and

reaffirmed this year should not be undone.

7 3
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THE WELK MUSIC GROUP
VINOCI AN AVI rJtfi SAWA MONICA 1: AL 11 L HOLIA 90.11)1 GI13).151 //n fIJ IMI; lix I ii I 91!

Doan goy

December 10, 1985

The Honorable Arlen Specter
United States Senate
Washington, P. C. 20510

Re: S.l384

Dear Snnator Specter:

Following my appearance at the hearing of November 20, 1985, I
forwarded to other music publishurs the statements submitted by
me and all of the other witnesses,

I have now received, in response, letters that concur in my
presentation.

In several instances, the letters also provide further illustra-
tion of the role of the music publisher and additional reasons why
the derivative works exception should not be amended.

I am enclosing copies of letters received from:
Warner Bros. Music;
Chappell/Intersong Music Group U.S.A.;
Famous Music Publishing Company;
The Lowrey Group of Music Publishing Companies;
Peer-Southern Orc.anization;
septemb usic Corp.;

DershapktO tein & Co., Inc.;
Jobete Musi Co., Inc.;
.tMS Songs, inc.; and

/ Acuff-Rose,.tongs
1
. :

r pectfully r quest hat my 1,-Ater and those responses be made
of the hea ing r cord.

,

lour, ,

HARMS COMPANY A A voGuE MUSIC , .81B0 MUSIC PUBLISHERS , HAU.CUMENT PUBLICAIIONS SOMEBODY'S MUSIC .

JACK AND DU MUSIC COMPANY HARRY VON TITZER MUSIC PUBUSHING COMPANY CHAMTA,. f MUSIC CORP

74
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Chuck Kaye
ChionAn ol ma lloaof

VIA MBSSMNGSR

December 3, 1985

Mr. Dean Kay
The Welk Music Group
1299 Ocean Avenue (Suite 800)
sante Monica, CA 90401

Re: S.1384

Dear Dean:

VAIttlEtt OROS.
MUSIC

9000 :fusee! Boulevard
Penthouse
Los Angeles California 90009
Telex (910) 490-2500
213.2713323

Thanks for sending me a Qop, of your etatement to the
Subcommittee on Patents, Copyr12 ts 4nd Trademarks of the
Senate Judiciary Committee (as weLl as the other statements and
submissions pro and con, including those of uarbara Ringer.
RAlph Oman, Richard Colby, Ir n Karp. and others).

We at Warner Bros. Musi believe that the U. S. Supreme
Court decided Mille Music rec 1 and that this result
should not now be overturned ively.

ards,

Chuc

4\

A Wimp. Commuokonona Company
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December 2, 1905

Mr. Dean Kay
The Welk Music Group
1299 Ocean Avenue, suite 000
Santa Monica, California 90401

Dear Dean:

I have read the statement of your position which you
presented on behalf of music publishers at the November 20th
hearing of the Senate Judiciary Committee Subcommittee on
copyrights chaired by Senator Arlen Specter (R-PA) relating
to S. 1304, the bill to legislatively reverse the united
States Supreme Court in the Mills Music case.

I think the statement covers all of the important
aspects of our role as music publishers and I was particuldtly
interested in the fact that the two writers you quoted,
Burton Lane and Marvin Hamlisch, have both had long-term
agreements with Chappell.

There is absolutely no question in my mind that Welk
Music's activities as well as those of many other publishers,
including ourselves, have made it possible for songwriter9
to hone their skills and reach varying degrees of success
in our business.

I heartily support tne position you presented at the
hearing.

IZR/mas

Best regards,

810 Seventh Avenue New York. NY 10019 (212)399.6920 (TELEX 421749)
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REcr.,,pror.
Famous Music Publishing Compan(es 'LC" C IM5

December 2, 1985

Hr. Dean Kay
The Welk Music Croup
1299 Ocean Avenue, Suite SOO
Santa Monica, CA 90401

Dear Dean:

We support the position you presented on behalf of muaic
publishers at the November 20, 1985 hearing of the Senate
Judiciary Committee Subcommittee an cepyrightn charted by
Senator Arlen Specter (R-PA) relating ta S.1)84-the Bill
to legislatively reverse the U.S. Supreme Ceurt's opinion
in the Mills Music Case.

Kindest regards.

Sincerely,

1 .

Sidney Herman

Guif WesIwnPaza W.. V00 New YoN 10023/212.333.3433 Cable F amusC

7 7
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December 1, 1981

Mr. Dean Kay
The Welk Music Croup
1299 Ocean Avenue
Suite P800
Santa Monica, CA 90401

Dear Dean,

otacci
NOS

n011111111 imII/ dolt
I It( Itfat

Thank you for a copy of your statement at the hearing of the Senate
Judiciary Committee Subcommittee ni :opyrsghls relating to S.1384 - the
bill whiLh would reverse the Supreme Court's decision in the Mills Music
Case.

The statements you made are fair and Just. We are in complete
agreement.

With kindest regards,

P-u1- Si:
Ralph Peer, 11
President

RP/ps

6777 Hollywood Blvd. Lac Angeles, CA 90028 0131 4694667 Cable: tiOt'I/ISICSIC TR 9/0 3:N09N
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December 2, 1995

Mr. Dean Kay
The Welk Muaic Group
1299 Ocean Avenue
Suite SOO
Sante Monica, CA 90401

Dear Doan:

11111i1 1 11:01

We heartily agree with the p6oition you presented on behalf of
music publishers at the 'overnber 20, 1985 hearing of the Senate
Judiciary Committee Subccmmittee on copyrights chaired by Senator
Arlen Specter (R-PA) relating to S.1394 - the Bill to legislative-
ly reverse the U.S. Supreme Court's opinion in the Mille Music
Case.

Sincerely,

,7t,je,
STANI.EY MILLS

SM:rnp
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Dear bean,

I read your statiment CA 0 1304 With ()WC IntOrtot, , ssoatulate
you for your ltscie and hons:r oral:notation of rho

Proauee I have bean nn th,+ front linos of the music business all ay
adult lifm, I feel uric I volved with this iseue. Purim the 1960a I
participated in the oo task of copyright revision, and ae an
active vublisher playt. a role in diecteminne that lead to 'several
sajor crevranises necess,xy to get coPYright revision acconpliabod.
It is sti.J, clear in my rand that a comproadae ues struck whereby
publiehere would share in the 19 year extended term on derivative
rights. Chce that amps:els was struck, the wetter of dUration was
all settled. There was no reason for further debete, and that's why
the legislative proceedings contain so little on this vital issue.

This corony ha* been in the hand. of the Aare family since 1913 when
we were founded. Considering what we hove contributed and created
over the years, I can only express amassment et anyone who uould
describe us as Naddlemen.' Looked at very simile, a writer created a
8009 56 Ywars ego. Wa became a partner and sacked no that song for 56
years (or 28 years if the partnerahip began during tne renewal term).
No matter how ouch one glorifies the sorv.riter, no matter how
emathetic one may be toward the person who votes only with his mind,
I think that the writers are being greedy in asserting that it is
right to stop this partnership on all uork that has teen done in the
past, and that they are to get all of the money during the 19 year
extended term. It ia equitable to continue to shore the fruits of
that partnership between the publisher and the writer. That is the
cognomina that ues rade. The writer still gets reversions. They own
the copyright for the next 19 years, and whatever they create they
keep. In addition, they inherit the somentum of the song that was
built up through the publisher's efforta.

Ralph cam, register of copyrights, pointa out in his statement
that there is a constitutional issue about the propneed bill.
Well, after the Sipreme Court decision, I have more than 'reasonable
expectation' to te paid on derivative works (which incase my company
shares with the writers).

S2

+it 1 tit
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SHAPIRO, BERNSTEIN & : INC.

It is a brilliant accomplishment to write a hit song. An you and I
both know, it in also a brilliant accomplishment to be the publisher
of a hit Bong. It wan our tante :hat discovered the song, that got it
rolling to begin with. It is our brains and creativity that got all
those records, printed all that music, got the scog performed in films
and on televinion in commercialn, etc. etc. which kept it alive. It

is most difficult for me to accept the argument that we are not
entitled to share in what we have also created. Our creativity is
sydbiotic with the writers' creativity. Without them we would have
nothing; without us they would have nothing.

py asserting that poblishere should drop out completely during the
extemled term, in effect you take away the publiaher's incentive to
work on a song he is going to lope, say in five years, A publisher
might as well spend his money on °teething brand new or with rany
yearn to rm on the copyright. That kind of negative incentive seems
to be a strange way to help writern.

Sincerelyri

1-5:2)-441
Leon B:ettler
Executive Vice President

LB/r.b
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!IOW musie eeMPANY, Inc.

LESTER SILL
'reside

December 9, 1985

Mr. Dean Kay
Executive Vice President
General Manager
THE WELK MUSIC GROUP
1299 Ocean Avenue
Suite 800
'Santa Monica, CA 90401

Dear Dean:

We support the position you presented on behalf of music
publishers at the November 20, 1985 hearing of the Senate
Judiciary Committee Subcommittee on copyrights chaired
by Senator Arlen Specter (R-PA) relating to .3.1384-the
Bill to legislatively reverse the U.S. Supreme Court's
opinion in the Mills Music Case.

.

c

Thank y u very much for your efforts on behalf of this very
import t cause.

cel

LS:krc

HOLLYWOOD. 11235 SUNSET BOULEVARD. HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA goon (213) 4413.3643

NEW YORE 157 W. STTH STREET. SUITE 402. NEW TM NEW YORK 10019 1212) 5a1.742o

,; 1985
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CBS S rEPNGS
AV! Must Inc
illachwood Must ,re
1801 Contury Park West
Century Cory, Caldurnia 90007
1213) 5504780

Mthant Slowarl
Pros,druu

December 10, 1985

MR. DEAN KAY
THE WELK MUSIC GROUP
1299 OCEAN AVENUE - SUITE 800
SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 904n1

Dear Dean,

We support the pusition you presented on beholf of music oublishers
at the November 20, 1985 hearing of the Senace Judicia 'ommittee
Subcommittee on copyrights chaired by S2nator Arlen Specter (R-PA)
relating to S.1384-the Bill to legislatively reverse the U.S.
Supreme Court's opinion in the Mills Music Case.

Sircerely yours,

Michael Stewart

MM/11

85
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Acupp Rost
OrnittNnmusIC

Mr. Dean Key
Executive Vice President
The Welk Music Group
1299 Ocean Avenue
Suite 800
Santa Monica, CA 90401

he: Senate Bill 1384

Der.lr Dean:

December 10, 1985

An a music publisher with many years devoted to the
creation and diseemination of music. I have a clear
underetanding of and appreciation fur the important roles
played by each person involved in these activities.

I have followed closely the recent efforts to reverse
with legislation the Supreme Court's decision in the Mills
Music case, and I am of the firm belief that such legfirEfion
fe

You recently presented a cogent statement on behalf of
music publishers before the Senate Judiciary Committee
Subcommittee on copyrights which ie considering S. 1384, and
we support your presentation and position.

The opportunities for creativity and the prospects for
reward to all involved in making such creativity successful are
currently equitable and sound in the mueic field. Disrupting
the delicate balance which currently exists, we view as unwise
the shortsighted with potentially serious adverse implications
for the music bueiness as a whole and each participant involved.

Respectfully,

Wesley
/
H. Rose

President
WHR/nr

AMM.Floe41-0V0anclMulalcdnic
2510 Frankho Road. P0 Box 40427. Nashvile. TN 372040.427. TeleOlOne (815) 385-3031
Cable kufrose Nas1LX.55-4366
PubksAng Artmate of Opyierd USA

8 6
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THE WELK MUSIC GROUP
,;(1111 NEN) !;ANIA OUNIA 90401 (?13)11/?//HU 1,,,t1;, It X IP 191N

Doan oy

1),11111 23 , 1911c

The Vonorablo ALlen :geu'er
United Staten Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

ROI S. 1384

Dear Senator Specter:

Subsequent to my letter to you of December 10, 1985 (coPY
enclosed), I have received comments from additional music
publishers, which concur with my presentation at the
November 20, 1985 hearings relating to the bill captioned
above.

I am enclosing copies of letters received from:

Almo /rving
Al Gallica Music Corporation
Theodore Presser Co.
TRO (The.Eichmond organization)

I rpspectfully r
be/I:lade part of

RCspectfully y ur

UP

_X:wh
Encl.

ie Pre ident/General Manager

that my letter and these responses
aring.

HARMS COMPANY VOGUE MUSIC sBo MUSIC PUN) 9IPS HAV..CLIMENT PUBLICATIONS .. SOMEBODY S MUSIC ,

JACK AND BBL MUSIC COMPANY HAPPY VON MIER MIAIC PUBLISHING COMPANY A A, CHAMPAGNI MUSIC CORP
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December 16, 1985

Dean Kay
Executive Vice President
The Welk Music Group
1299 Ocean AVenue - Ste. 800
Santa Monica, CA 90401

Dear Dean:

I understand that you testified before the subcommittee
on Patents, Copyrights and Trademarks of the Senate
Judiciary Committee on November 20th, 1985 on S. 1384.
I extend my thanks to you for taking the time to express
your point of view to members of the subcommittee.

I fully support the position you presented on behalf
of music publishers at the November 20th, 1985 hearing.
The proposed bill, S. 1384 would legislatively reverse
the U.S. Supreme Court's opinion in t'le Mills Music Case.
1 hope the members of the Senate Judiciary's Subcommittee
on copyrights (chaired by Senator Arlen Specter) were
receptive to your statement because it accurately reflects
the position of music publishers on the proposed legislation.

Thanks again for taking the initiative. You have rendered
a ve1up1e service to the music community.

Sinc f-e

Lan Freed

LF/par

c ; AFCAP
..
:.- Cc, ;A;r-t-:-:F"::

Ce;I: 9:!e.
; .. Ca LAt. t..!perr,ots
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ilL GilLICO Music CORPORATION 11111 iii lilt IS 40.'1('
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December lti, 1909

Mr. Dean Kay
Th. Welk Music Orono
1299 Ocean Avenue (Suite 000)
Santa Monica, Califirnia 90401

D12a. Dean:

/2131214.010

Thanks for sending me a copy of your statement to
a Subcommittee on Patents, Copyrights and Trademarks of

'..he Senate Judiciary Committee (ap well as the other statements
and submissions pro and con, including those of Barbara Ringer,
Ralph Oman, Richard Colby, Irwin karp, and others).

We al Al I I I ico Mtl'; ic believe that the U.S. Suercme
Court tlec idea Mille. Hos ic correct 1 y , rind that this result
should not now be ovarturned legislatively.

,
oil Gallic()

8J
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1:1:CLIrCOUTC
__....._. .905 ,

OYC-TeQ/40,41 0
1783.19115

TWO HUNDRCD AND TWO YI:ARS OF MUSIC

December 10. 19W,

halted States Senator Aden Specter
Hart

Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Specter:

This letter fa to indicate my strong support for the position Demi
Kay prcuented at the November 20, 1985 hearing on S.1384 before the Senate
Judiciary Committee Sobtimmittee, I have read the various poaitions pre-
sented at that Limo and, based on my forty years' expurience as u music
publisher o!' both jeryous /aid popular music, I concur completely with the
statements node by Mr. Kay.

AB/sh

lhaak you for your consideration.

f;AULA..41P.,

4nold Broido

_Presser Place, fiwn Mawr, Penravn741 19010
G'/ 5.'1.3.61.
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The RICHMOND ORGANIZATION
10 Coltimbu% Circle., New York, N.Y. 10019/11.1 949

December 11, 1985

Hr. Dean Kay
The Welk Hole Croup
1299 Ocean Avenue
Suite 800
Santa Monica, CA 9U401

Dear Deans

Thank you for the information kit on the progress being made with
respect to a decision on "derivative rights".

I am particularly impressel with your comments at a Congressional
hearing because 1 agree with you the "derivative right" is a right
to be retained by t e publisher controlling the second term of

i
copyright-4ecause he work "he wrought" during the years such
publisher controlt the composition and generated Income for the
composer through promotion efforts, new recording activities,
publication of various printed editiona, etc. A lot of us should
be thankful for your efforts.

AB:es

ly,

AL BRACKHAN
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Senator Smarricit. Thank you very much, Mr. Kay.
I would like to turn now to Mr. Irwin Karp, counsel to the Au-

thors League of America.
Mr. Alvin Deutsch is in the hearing room, as well. Mr. Deutsch,

we would be delighted to have you join the panel, if you aro inter-
ested in doing so.

Mr. Dicursell. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Spzurica. Mr. Karp, please proceed.

STATEMENT OP IRWIN KARI,

Mr. KARP, Senator Spector, thank you very much for this oppor-
tunity to present the views of the Authors League, which is the na-
tional society of professional authors and dramatists.

I would like to submit a copy of my statement for the record, and
also I have attached to it two draft proposals, two 1-page drafts of
suggested changes in language.

The Authors League supports the bill. We think it is essential,
and we are grateful to you for introducing it, and to Representative
Berman for introducing his companion bill.

I do not think there would be any problem in working out lan-
guage changes. I think the important thing is the thrust of y .ur
bill and his bill.

Of the 13 judges who derided in Mills Music, 7 read the present
termination clause as me, .g exactly what your bill and Repre-
sentative Berman's bill in , ifect say it meant. Unfortunately, five
of the six other judges were members of the Supreme Court, Prs'es-
sitating an amendment to the copyright statute.

We, of course, ask that both bills amend sections 203 and $04,
and not be limited to section 304, because ia the long run, section
304 will be much more important and will affect the rights of au-
thors for generations to come.

I should note that the problems raised by the Mills Music deci-
sion re not limited to songwriters. Many of our members are corn-
poserb for the stage and motion pictures and ure members of Mr.
Weiss' organization as well, but authors of books and plays are also
very much affected, adversely, by the legislation.

I think it is clear that despite the Supreme Court's reading of the
termination clause, which I think was narrow and totally wrong,
the real question is what Congress intended. And the record is
pretty clear that Congress intended that on termination, all rights
revertas the clause says, all rights without exception revert to
the author or his or her heirs, and all that is left is a privilege
not a right, but a priN aegegranted by the termination clause to
continue using a derivative %ark. That privilege is subject to cer-
tain conditions. The Supreme Court majority did not seem to un-
derstand that.

Another indication of congressional intent, aside from Ms. Rind
er's very convincing testimony of what she and the committee
meant when they drafted the bill, is the amendment which 7.as
made to the termination clauses is at the request of the Au; hers
League. I describe it at page 4 of my statement. We asked that
Congress permit the 4.4rmination of nonexclusive as well as exclu-

94
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sive licenses. The original draft was I iiitci tO the termination of
exclusive licenses. We said the reason for that WItti that:

Were publIalters permitted to camtintiv enjoying a nonexeltielve Ili:vitae, they couldcontinue to share composera' 'wording income elter termination.

Congress and the Copyright Office accepted that argument and
amended the section to include nonexclusive licenses, and the Ileg-
ihter's report makes it clear that the purpose was to cut off the
publishent opportunity to share in subsidiary rights royalties, in-
cluding recording royalties, after termination,

The publisher is Indeed a middleman, regardless of hvw little or
how much income or money he invests in ptornoting songs, I will
not take your time to discuss the relative contributions, because itis really irrelevant.

The termination clause clearly cuts off the rights of book pub-
lishers mid many othor users of copyrighted works, oven though
they spend, in many cases, Lir more than music publishers do, to
not only promote, but to produce and distribute copies of the work
of the author under the contract that has been terminated. It is to-
tally illogical to assume that Congress would cut off the right of
the primary publisher, the publisher who is actually performing
the work of producing copies of the work, distributing them, and
selling them, cut off that right, but leave standing the right of the
same publisher in his role as a passive middleman to receive royal-
ties from the work that other people produce, based on the author's
derivative works.

I see the light is on--
Senator SPEcrEtt, I took a little of your time earlier with an off-

stage whisper, so please proceed for another few minutes.
Mr. KARP. I would like to point out that the essence of the termi-

nation clause, the very reason for it, is that there is unequal bar-
gaining power between authors and the users of their work.

One of the most unfair provisions that unequal bargaining powerimposes on authors in every media is the obligation to give the
publislir a perpetual share of income derived from uses of the au-thor's i. . k by third persons, such as a share of recording rights
inconw given to a music publisher, who does not make recordings,
does not promote recordings, does not sell recordings. They do this
by tying-in under their superior bargaining power the perpetual
sharing with the primary obligations they perform of publishingthe work.

Now, I cite at page 6 an example of the results of that bargaining
power which are not relevant here, but are evidence of its exist-
ence, and that is in the field of book publishing, sometHrig called"the satisfactory manuscript clause," which in effect requires au-
thors to labor rar years under a contract which is really not a con-
tract if the pt .lisher chooses----based on its subject judgment of the
manuscriptte terminate the corract and get back all the money
that it paid the author, leaving the author holding the bag.

I refer you to the opinion in a c&ee.called Harcourt, Brace, and
Jovanovich against Barry Coldwater, for an exposition of the un-
equal bargaining power in tn, book publishing field, and that in-
equality runs the gamut of publishing--

Senator SPECTER. Who had the unequal power in that case?
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Mr. KARP. Na Barry Ooldwater; the hook publisher, Barry
wider Wahl only on author In this and senatorial prerogative
did not help very much,

Senator Ser,ermt, And you are saying t hat Senator Ooldwater
had the lesser power of the parties?

Mn. KARP. Actuallf, he woo this nose--
Senator SPRCICR, So he hod the greater power of the parties,
Mr. KARP [Colltilluingl, But he won it on the merits and not. be-

MIN of his bargaining power.
I should also point out that 'hat same inequidity is what really

led to the concept which Was the basis of the termination clause:
That when an author granted motion Picture rights in ti novel or
playand it is tl author who always does it; the Supreme Court
.naJority misstated the realities of book publishing in that area
when the author does that, the motion picture company takes with
that right other rightsthe right to use the play on television, the
right to use it in videocassettes, et ceteraand the result of that
has been that, for decades, American authors of books and plays
have been unable to receive any share of the income that the
motion picture version of their work earned on television or in
cable broadcasting, or in cassettes, and have not even been able to
arrange for the broadcasting of stage versions of their plays, be-
cause the stage version had to be done on tape--

Senator SPECTER. Are you almost concluded?
Mr. KARP. I am finished. In mid-sentence, I stop.
Senator SPECTER. Please finish your sentence, Mr. Harp.
Mr. KARP. I am finished.
[Prepared statement follows:I
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publieh^r (or other grantee) it terminated, the publisher is not

enti.'ed to receive any of the compensation paid by record companies,

lilt., producers or othr.ti for substquent utilira:ion of derivative works

based on tht author's song, novel, etc., produced by str,.h companies.

The derivative rights exception gives the fil,. or record company the

privilege of continuing to utilize its derivative work, provided it

makes any payments required by the grant under which it obtained

authority to use the author's song/novel/piay in its record/film.

Mills Music v.Soyder

In Mills Music. V. Snyder, 7 of the 13 judges who construed

the present "derivative rights exception" of Sec. 104 concluded it

had the effect which S. 1384 would make clear and implement; i.e.

after an,author terminates his/her contract with a music or book

potlisher under Sec. 304, that "middleman" publisher no longer can share

the .1yalties paid by others for their continued use of derivative

vorks they made based On the author's song, novel, etc.

The other 6 judges said the derivative rights clause entitled the
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Authors Leave is grateful to Senator Spectilt ter

III 4 his Bill to amend Sec. )04(0,and it supports the bill.

Th. ',ague believes some language ^hinges ore needed to achieve its

purpose, and we have submitted proposed revision to Senator Spector

and the Subcommittee's staff. We do not believe there will be an)

difficulty in making Suitable changes.

The League also recommends that the 8111 be revise, to apply

ss well to Sec. 20), the companion proviso hich permits Authors to

terminate long-term transfers of copyrights made after 1977. The

same considerations which warrant the amendment of Sec. 304 apply

to Sec. 203, and it will affect a ,astly greater number of copy.

rights, and authors -- all Of those who create works from and after

January I, 1978. The Author% League also expresses it appreciation

to Representative Howard Lerman for introducing a companion Bill

-e Authors League submits that S. 1384 should be enacted

for ch,s.! reasons:
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Congressional Intent in 1976

The Authors League submits that Congress intended in 1976,

when it enacted the 1928 Copyright Revision Bill, that the termination

of copyright transfers under Sec. 304 would end the right of

middleman publishers to receive a share of royalties paid by film

companies or record companies for the "privilege" of utilizing

-- after termination -- the derivative work embodying the author's

song, play or novel.

The unanimous Court of Appeals opinion, and Justice White's

opinion for four dissenting justices, support that conclusion.

As Justice White noted, for example, music-publishing industry representatives

stated during the copyright revision proceedings that Sec. 304(c)

would cut off a publisher's right to continuing receiving royalties

under its contract after the author terminated it.

Former Register of Copyrights Barbara Ringer, who wrote

Secs. 203 and 304, told the Subcommittee earlier this year she

believed the Supreme Court's Mills Music decision "runs counter to

Congressional intent and is seriously prejudicial to the legitimate

rights of authors and their heirs."

Fuithermore, the Copyright Office and Congress adopted a

revision of the original texts of Section 203 and 304 which would

have been unnecessary had they intended that middleman publishers

conti.lue receiving the share of royalties from derivative works fixed in

their contracts with authors after those contracts were terminated under

sections 203 or 304. The original texts only granted authors the right

to terminate contracts that transferred exclusive rights in their

works. The Authors League asked that the sections be amended to

extend the author's termination right to non-exclusive licenses as

well, to prevent a music publisher from continuing to "share in a

composer's recording ... income " after termination, by acquiring

a perpetual non-exclusive license (not subject to termination) as

well as the exclusive assignment of the author's copyright (which

could be terminated). Copyright Law Revision, Part 5, pp. 241-245.

The League's proposal was adopted; Sections 203 and 304 were re-
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vised to include the right to terminate non-exclusive licenses "to

prevent a transferee from avoiding" the effect of the termination

clauses. Register's Supplementary Report; Copyright Law Revision, Part 6.

The Copyright Office and Congress were thus closing a loophole for

the very purpose of preventing publishers from sharing, among other

things, in royalties from recordings of authors' music, after

termination ... clearly neither intended that publishers be permit-

ted by Sections 203 or 304 to receive such income after their

contracts were terminated.

The Purposes of the Termination Clauses

The Authors League submits that the purposes of the

termination clause are defeated if publishers are allowed to

continue sharing in royalties paid by proprietors of derivative

works after authors terminate their contract under Secs. 304 and 203.

The House report on the 1976 Revision Bill said that the

termination clauses were "needed because of the unequal bargaining

position of authors, resulting in part from the impossibility of

determining a work's value until it has been exploited." H.R. Rep

No. 94-1476, at 124. Congress chose to redress the unfair results of

this unequal bargaining power -- e.g., contract terms which

stripped authors of rights, or took from them an inordinate share of

the income their works produced, etc. -- by empowering authors to

terminate those contracts and recover their rights after the publisher

had had several decades to reap the benefits of the author's work.

One of the most unfair provisions which unequal bargaining power

imposes on authors in various media is the obligation to give the

publisher a perpetual share of income derived from uses of the

author's work by third persons who make films, records or other

derivative works embodying it. The middleman publisher acquires

that perpetual claim on income from works it does not create or

exploit by baldly tying-in the perpetual sharing clause as a condition

for its agreement to publish the work, Yet, as Ms. Ringer noted,

the royalties from other produ.ers' derivative works-versions.of the

author's work may constitute the largest portion of its earnings.

57-196 0 86 4 98
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But despite the Congressional intention that the termination clause give

authors the sole benefit of this income during the post-termination

period, the Supreme Court's reading of the "derivative rights

exception" deprives authors of a substantial share of that income,

and often can do worse -- denying many authors any part of these

post-termination royalties from their writings and giving all of it

to the middleman publisher who simply licensed the author's right

to the actual producer/exploiter. This occurs where the adthor was

compelled to convey all of his rights to the middleman publisher

for a lump sum rather than a percentage of royalties.

It must be understood that inequality of bargaining power

is endemic in book publishing, motion pictures and other copyright-protected

media. With rare exceptions, authors are required to accept a

number of blatently inequitable clauses in book publishing con-

tracts. One of the most notorious, for example, is the "satisfactory

manuscript clause" that enables the publisher(i) to terminate the

the contract by deciding, subjectively, that a manuscript is not

"satisfactory" and (ii) to compel the author to return the advance

which is actually consideration fnr the grant of exclusive rights

and for the months or years of work the author invested in writing

the work. A reading of the opinion in Harcourt brace 6 Jovanovich

v. Barry Goldwater, 532 F. Supp. 613 (S.D.N.Y 1982) gives some

indication of publishers overwhelming bargaining power to exact

unfair terms from authors. Other results of inequal bargaininp

power include egregious terms imposed by motion picture companies

in contracts with authors for the acquisition of motion picture

rights in their books and plays. This imbalance in negotiating

strength has for decades stripped American authors and playwrights

of any incume from television broadcasts of film versions of their

works, and denied them the right to license television or cable

broadcasts of their plays from ?re-recorded productions in stage

format. (One of the errors in the Supreme Court's majority Mills

Music opinion is its assertion that grants of motion pi:ture

rights in literary works are made by the author's publisher. This

9 9
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is.not so. In the last several decades, one of the few standard

provisions which authors have been able to delete from publishers'

printed contracts is the clause conveying those rights to the

publisher. Usually, the grant of film rights in a literary work

is made by its author. However, with the even-greater bargaining

strength a few major publishers have acquired through acquisitions

and mergers, even that right may be eroded.

Barbara Ringer noted another factor which indicates

that Congress intended the termination clauses to cut off a

middleman-publisher's right to share in royalties paid by producers

of derivative works. As she tole, the Subcommittee, in adding 19

years to the existing term of pre-1978 copyrights

"Congress was granting a new right, and I
believe it is fair to say that Congress would
have been extremely reluctant to do this
unless it had been assured that individual
authors would at least have the opportunity
of enjoying the benefits of these new rights.
If the author's old and, in many cases,
unfair contracts were to be preserved without
any provision for zermination, I do not think
Congress would have extended the length of
the copyright term."

* * * *

" The basic purpose of the termination
(sections) was to make sure that authors or
their heirs had the opportunity of re-
negotiating their old contracts, rather than
merely letting the contracts run on through
the longer copyright term. In a great many
cases, I believe that the Supreme Court
decision will effectively defeat this
purpose."

The Purpose of The Derivativeilorks Exception

The termination clauses provide that all rights in the

author's song, novel, play, etc. covered by the terminated contract

revert to the author on the termination date. (Sec. 304(r)(6); Sec.

203(b0]. The derivative-rights exception provides that derivative

works based on the song, novel or play may continue to be utilized,

but this privilege is subject to the terms of the terminated grant.

The sole purpose of this exception, as made clear in the

legislative history, was .to protect the rights of the company which
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created the derivative work. As Authors League pointed out in its

amicus brief, a company producing a motion pict.ire based on a

novel, or a sound recording incorporating the author's song.

creates a new and separate copyrighted work which contains much

original material in addition to the underlying novel or song.

The cost of that material -- all the other components of the film

or recording -- vastly exceeds the price the film or recording

company paid to use the author's work. The premise of

the derivative-works exception was that the film or recording

company should not be prevented from continuing to utilize the new

work it created. Termination would however, return to the author

the right to make contracts for other derivative works -- films,

television programs, records, etc. -- based on the song or novel or

play.

The purpose of the termination clause does not justify

allowing a middleman publisher to continue sharing in royalties

yielded after termination, from derivative works based on the

author's song, novel or play. The publisher had not created the

derivative work nor exploited it. It had not contributed any

or paid for the original material that made the derivative film or

recording a separate copyrightable work. It had no interest in the

copyright in the derivative work.

In Mills Music, music publishers argued they were entitled

to continue sharing derivative- works royalties because they

"exploited" the song before termination. But that was one of the

very functions they were obliged to perform, as publishers, and the

amount of their contribution -- which is very much in dispute -- is

irrelevant to the application of the termination clause. Book

publishers, for example, spend far more than music publishers do in

publishing and promoting their authors works, yet Congress

determined that on termination all rights in those works revert to

their authors, regardless of the publisher's investment in producing

producing, distributing, and promoting the sale of, copies. It is

illogical to contend that while publishers concededly are cut off
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by termination from income in areas where they were the primary and

active exploiters of the author's work, they should be permitted to

continue receiving income from derivative works created and

exploited by other companies -- when they served the passive role

of middleman license. simply passing on by license to the record

company or other producer the author's right to use his/her

creation in the production of the de:ivative work.

Whatever the contribution made by music publishers in

establishing the popularity of songs they published before 1978,

they were rewarded during the 56 years prior to statutory

termination of their contracts -- often quite handsomely -- by

their contractual share of the income derived from recordings and

public performances of the Bongs, produced or performed by other

companies and individuals. These third-party uses created the

lion's shate of their income. And it was in large measure due to

the invaluable and continuing promotional stimulus provided by

musicians, vocalists, broadcasters, night clubs and others who

repeatedly performed a song and often made hundreds of recordings of

it. Above all, music publishers earned their money because some r3f

the songs they published had great merit -- which was the essence of

their continuing appeal to the American appeal over the years.

Conclusion

The Suprewe Court majority's interpretation of the derivative

rights exception rests solely on a narrow-visioned and incorrect

reading . It does not rebut the obvious fact, stressed by the

testimony of former Register barbara Ringer, the unanimous Circuit

Court opinion and Justice White's dissenting opinion, that Congress

intended the statutory termination of contracts by authors to cut off

the right of middleman-publishers to continue claiming, under their

terminated contracts, a share of the royalties paid by producers of

derivative works based on the authors underlying songs, novels,

plays or othe. works. For the reasons I have'cliscussed, the

Authors League urges the Subcommittee tu recommend the enactment of
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Senator Spector's S.1384 which would reaffirm and implement the

Cong ssss ional intention underlying the termination clauses.

I thank the Subcommittee for allowing me to submit this

statement on behalf of the Authors League.

AMENDED SECTIONS OF TITLE 17, U.S.C.

AMENDED Sec. 203(b)(1) of Title 17, U.S.C.

(b) EFFECT OF TERMINATION but with the

following limitations:

(1) When a drivative walk, based on the copyrighted work

covered by the terminated grant, was prepared before the termination

under lawful authority of the grantor or the grantee, then:

the person entitled to utilize the derivative work immediately prior

to the effective date of termination shall, thereafter, have the

privilege of continuing such utilization on these conditions:

(0 such continued utilization shall conform to the terms

and conditions of the instrument under which the creator of the

derivative work acquired authority to base it upon the copyrighted

work covered by the terminated grant; and

(ii) any royalties, shares of profits or other moneys

payable, under said instrument, 'as consideratiod for the authorization

to prepare a derivative work based on the copyrighted work covered by

the terminated grant shall, after the effective date of termination, be

paid to, and be the property of, the person or persons in whom the

reverted rights in said copyrighted work are vested pursuant to clause

1 of this subsection; and

(iii) this privilege does not extend to the preparation after

the termination of other derivative works based upon the copyrighted

work covered by the terminated grant.
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AMENDED Sec. 304((c)(6)(A) of Title 17, U.S.C.

In all cases the reversion of rights is subject to the

following limitations:

(A) When a drivative work, based on the copyrighted work

covered by the terminated grant, w..s prepared before the termination

under lawful authority of the grinrIr or the graolee, then:

the person entitled to utilize tbe derivative work immediately prior

to the effective date of termination shall, thereafter, have the

Privilege of continuing such utiliza it .heee ccrtlitions:

(i) such continued utiliza(L ,.11 conform to the terms

and conditions of the instrument under the creator of the

derivative work acquired authority to base Al ovm the copyrighted

work covered by the terminated grant; and

(ii) any royalties, shares of profits or other moneys

payable, under said instrument, as consideration for the authorization

to prepare a derivative work based Oh the copyrighted work covered bY

the terminated grant shall, after the effective date of termination, be

paid to, and be the property of, the person or persons in whom the

reverted righta in said copyrighted work are vested pursuant to clause

6 of this subsection; and

(iii) this privilege does not extend to the preparation after

the termination of other derivative works based upon the copyrighted

work covered by the terminated grant.
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Senator SPECTER. Thank you very much.
I would like now to turn to George David Weiss, president of the

Songwriters Guild of America.
Mr. Weiss.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE DAVID WEISS
Mr. Wriss. Thank you, Senator.
I am certainly grateful, like the other people, for the opportunity

to talk about this issue. My name is George David Weiss. I am
president of the Songwriters Guild of America, my position is an
unsalaried one, and I am a full-time songwriter.

I will submit to this committee a list of my major compositions in
support of my statement that songwriting has been my major
talent and sole occupation since I was a teenager, which was quite
a few years ago.

The pending legislation which seeks to overturn the 5-to-4 deci-
sion of the U.S. Supreme Court in Snyder v. Milk has the support
of every creator whose copyrights are properly exploited by the
media. Its purpose is straightforwardto close the loopholes in sec-
tions 203 and 304 by making crystal-clear that in enacting the 1976
copyright law Congress not only championed the rights of creators,
but took into account the rights of those who employed the cre-ators' talents in other media.

The 1976 copyright law provides creators and users with new
rights. It enlarged the term of copyright protection, it returned to
authors, or their heirs, the copyrights previously assigned by them,
it preserves to motion picture and record companies their owner-ship of derivative works.

Derivative work owners who use our copyrights may continue to
exploit such work as they did before the 1976 copyright law was
enacted, on the same terms and conditions as existed before termi-nation.

The balancing of the equity between creators and users is indeed
one of the major hallmarks of the 1976 act. New rights under copy-
right and new sources of income were recognizedthat is, the obli-
gation of jukebox owners to recognize copyrights; the obligation of
educational TV and cable retransmitters to pay royalties for use of
copyrighted music.

While each of these newly recognized rights of users carries the
obligation to compensdte the copyright proprietor, the latter is
similarly obliged to allow the user to exploit our works on a nonex-
clusive basis.

Therefore, the benefits of our talents are truly shared.
The fallacy underlying the Supreme Court's decision is its failure

to recognize that Congress was focusing its attention on the creator
of both the original copyright and the derivative work. It did not
seek to remunerate the music publisher, who the circuit court of
appeals in its unanimous decision termed the middleman.

Nor is it my intention to argue, as would some, that the middle-
man music publisher is not entitled to the benefits of its contractwith the creator.

What I do argue is that Cnngress recognized that the middleman
has received its contractual benefits. It has received just rewards

1.0b
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for its time and investment. The middleman has been deprived of
nothing.

Why?
One: It has been fully remunerated for at least 28 years, and in

most cases, for 56 years.
'No: Its initial investment has long been paid off.
Three: The royalties in question accrue from the investment and

continued exploitation by ehe record companies, not the publishers.
Four: Indeed, in the overwhelming majority of cases, the original

publisher of the song has disappeared, the shares of stock having
been sold to a conglomerate at a handsome profita profit, mind
you, in which the songwriter whose copyright is sold does not
share, despite some voicings of the word "partnership" between the
songwriter and the publisher. We do not share when the publisher
sells our product.

Mills LS a perfect case in point. Within the last 25 years, Mills
Music and its catalog have been acquired by a company called Util-
ities and Industries; then by a publicly traded trust; then, in rapid
succession, by Esquire Magazine, Gulf + Western, and most recent-
ly by Columbia Pictures, which is now a subsidiary of Coca-Cola.

The only loser under the Supreme Court's decision is the song-
writer, or his or her statutory heirs, who alone of all these parties
must rely on a handful of copyrights to support their old age.

If a songwriter is very lucky, while he or she may write hun-
dreds of songs in a normal lifetime, only perhaps a handful will
become hits and even fewer standards. Those standards become the
writer's social security and legacy to his or her family.

Of course, I agree that there are some singer-songwriters who
may have become millionaires, but No. 1, they are few in number,
and their financial well-being is derived primarily from their role
as a performing artist, not from their copyrights.

As conclusively demonstrated by the Songwriters Guild at the
1980 hearings before the Copyright Royalty Tribunal held to adjust
the mechanical rate, the annual mean income of our 4,000 to 5,000
members was between $5,000 and $7,500, taking into account our
royalties from all sources.

It is our view, which finds support in the position taken by the
Honorable Ms. Ringer, as Register of Copyrights at the time the
1976 law was enacted, that the act sought to primarily benefit the
creator-author. This, the U.S. Supreme Court fliiled to understand.

The 5-to-4 decision focused on facts never argued or discussed by
any of the litigants in any of their briefs, and in so doing, totally
misconceived the manner in which the music industry operates.

The Court held that since the royalties payable by record compa-
nies were set in the mechanical license originally issued by Harry
Fox Agency as agent for the original publisher, which issued a li-
cense, that that publisher was entitled to continue to receive royal-
ties after termination of its rights.

What the Court overlooked was that those licenses were issued
by music publishers in their capacity as the then copyright proprie-
tor.

However, once termination occurred and tho publisher no longer
held any copyright, the rationale for its continued receipt of royal-
ties ended. Indeed, as we cited in our Supreme Court petition for
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review, the Court assumed that the entire mode of behavior of our
industry supported their premise. Untrue. There are many, many
situations where copyrights are assigned from one publisher to an-
other, and the Harry Fox Agency automatically pays royalties to
the new publisher at the rate established in the existing mechani-
cal license. It is an accepted fact of our industry; indeed, it is so
obvious that neither Fox nor Mills ever raised the issue of the me-
chanical license as a rationale for their alleged right to continue to
receive royalties.

The rest of my remarks will be included in my major statement,
and I certainly thank you, sir, for this opportunity to talk.

(Prepared statement follows..]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE DAVID WEISS

SUMMARY

The Songwriters Cuild of America, on behalf of its 4,500
songwriter members, urges the Committee to support S. 1384,

concerning SS 203 and 304(c) of the Copyright Act.

These sections provide authors and their statutory
beneficiaries with the right to terminate grants made under
copyright for the extended 19 year term added by the 1976

Copyright Act to copyrights subsisting before 19781 and 35 years

after grant is made for works created after 1978. An exception
to the termination right is the right of owners of derivative
works made from the original work to continue to exploit such
derivative works made before the effective date of termination.

we have no quarrel with the derivative work exception.
However, the U.S. Supreme Court, in Mills Music Co. v. Snyder, 83

L. Ed, 2d 556 (1985), recently held, in a case dealing with sound
recordings made prior to the effective date of termination, that

royalties payable by the record companies accruing after the dat
of termination must be shared between the songwriter and his music
publisher pursuant to the terms of their nov terminated publishing

agreement.

We believe that the Court erred in its interpretation of the
1976 Copyright Act, its legislative history, and its policy of
extending protection to authors, in holding that the middleman
music publisher, whose rights have been terminated, is entitled to
participate in income earned from record sales after the date of
termination, where it is the record company, and not the music
publisher, which is the actual utilizer of a derivative work.

In our opinion, (which is supported by 4 Justices of the U.S.
Supreme Court and a unanimous decision of the U.S. court of
Appeals) it was the intent of Congress in extending the original
56 Year term of copyright to 75 years and allowing authors to
recapture their copyrights for this extended 19 year term, to
benefit the authors or their statutory successors, and the users
of derivative works (such as record and movie companies) who had
expended considerable time, effort, and talent in creating such
works: not the music publisher who is neither an owner of the
copyright nor the creator of a derivative work.

By enacting the 1976 Copyright Law, congress created a
delicate balance between the interests of authors and those who
would properly exploit their copyright in the derivative market.
The 3upreme Court has misconstrued that intent and upset this

delicate balance.

S. 1384 would amend SS 203 and 304(c) of the Copyright Act to
clarify such intent, we ask this Committge to recommend its
passage.

A more extensive discussion of our position is set forth in

the accompanying paper.
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1. / am George David Weiss, a songwriter and president

of The Songwriters Guild of America, an organization heralded as

America's voice of the songwriter in contractual, legislative and

Judicial matters. Our organization has for over 50 years been the

spokesman, before Congress and the American public, in all areas

which vitally affect our ability both to create and to earn a

decent living from our creative gifts, which has nourished this

country.

2. Contrary to popular belief, the overwhelming

majority of songwriters do not earn "megabucks". Their average

standard of living falls within the $5,000.00 - $7,500.00 range as

compensation for their creative genius. The vast majority are

required to seek outside means to support their talent.

3. Evidence of the above was fully documented in the

1980 hearings on the Mechanical Royalty Rate before the Copyright

Royalty Tribunal (CRT). As this Congress is aware, the 1976

Copyright Act, characterized by the then Register of Copyrights,

Barbara Ringer, as an °author's bill of rights" gave new

protection to all writers; created never before existing sources

of revenue; and eliminated many technicalities which served to

impede rather than promote copyright. At the same time, that law

removed from creators - and songwriters in particular - areas of

exclusivity over their copyright in exchange for the right of

users to employ their works - non-exclusively - on payment of

royalties, certain of which were fixed by law and others of which

were subject to adjustment by the CRT. I cite as examples the

juke box royalties; the obligation of imposed or secondary

transmissions; the educational TV royalty and of course the

compulsory mechanical license governing the manufacture and sale

of phonorecords.

The compulsory royalty on mechanicals has been with
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us since 1909 - then fixed at 20 for each record manufactured ond

sold, After 66 years of living under this maximum royalty, the

1976 Act initially increased the rate to 2.750 and as a result of

the CRT hearings, the rate escalated in 1981 to 40 and in 1986 it

will reach 50.

4. Even from this brief resume of the 1976 Act, it is

apparent that many compromises were effected in order to bring

About passage of a long overdue law, Thus, while requiring juke

box owners for the first time to pay royalties for their use of

our works, it set a fixed royalty on each box and gave them a

license to use our songs; similarly, while requiring cable

stations which rebroadcast distant signals to honor our

copyrights, they were given an absolute right to broadcast our

songs upon payment of royalties initially set by the 1976 Act,

5. 1 believe that the compromises effected by the 1976

law - which may be characterized as a cession of exclusivity over

one's cipyright for non-exclusive use by third parties in exchange

for a meaningful compensation, is valid and in most respects a

workable solution to conflicting needs. As we approach thc 10th

anniversary of that law, 1 find few areas which have not worked

well or even better than Congress anticipated.

6. S 1384, with which this hearing deals, involves one

of the compromises wrought by Congress. A hallmark of the 1976

Copyright Law was the creation of a new term of copyright

protection for all creators. The two term copyright.of 28 years

which had endured since 1909 was supplanted by a term measured by

the Author's life plus 50 years thereafter. This term affected

all copyrights created after 1978. Existing works, including

songs, protected by copyright prior to 1978 were given a prolonged

statutory life of an additional 19 years. Thus, to be specific,

any song which was in its first or renewal term on January 1, 1978

would now be protected for 75 years rather than 56 years.

no
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7. Ono of tho gueotions p000d to Congroos in creating

the extended 19 yoaro of protection woo: Who would control the

Additional 19 yoaro7 I believe that at thin juncture I muot

furnioh the Committee with some insight into tho "buoin000 of

muoic" in order that it better underntando the compromise it

effected:

(A) In the world of music publishing as it eXisted in

the 1920s and 1930s - the time when the oongs were written

whose copyrights are now reaching the 19 year extended term.

songwrite's (composers and lyricists) contracted with their

music publishers to publish and exploit their songs. /n

eXchange for royalties to be paid on uses secured by the

publisher, primarily sheet music and recordings the composer

and lyricist would vest rights in their publisher for the

initial and renewal copyright terms. If the song was

successful all parties would receive renumeration for the life

of the copyright. /t is fair to say that the publisher always

received the larger share. Whatever royalty was allocated to

the creator was shared by the composer and lyricist. A

standard contract would provide for the composer and lyricist

together to share 30 or less for sheet music - which was very

important in the 308 and between 10 and 33 1/3% of the

mechanical royalties earned from the sale of phonorecords. /

remind the Committee t the mechanical royalty for 66 years

was a maximum of 20, hich the music publisher, under the

cited contract, w ceive from 1.330 to 1.800 with the

composer and lyrici iring the rest.

(B) The contra nvariably endured for the two terms of

copyright, ie. 56 years. The Fred Fisher case held that so

long as the creator lived into the renewal period, there would

be no break in ownership by the publisher. Only if the

composer or lyricist died before the renewal term could his or

1 II
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her statutory successors (as defined in the 1909 law) succeed

to the copyright, free and clear of the contract. If the

publisher had taken the additional precaution of getting an

assignment from the songwriters' spouse and children when the

writers signed up, As was common, then the heirs never

recovered the copyright.

(C) Many publishing concracts dating from the 1920s and

30s eVen at that time contemplated the possibility of a new

copyright act. To protect against this possibility, it was

common for publishers to acquire rights for not only "the

initial and renewal term of copyright" but also "for any

additions and extensions thereof.*

8A. Recognizing that it would be unfair to leave the

ownership of the additional 19 years to the vagaries of the market

place - Congress exemplifying Register Ringer's description of the

proposed legislation as a "creator's bill of rights" sensibly

enacted Section 304(c), which provides in substance that the

author or his or her widow, widower or children can recapture the

copyright at the the original 56 year period; by

terminating any eaL. er grant.

813. Such right of copyright recapture was not automatic

(indeed another compromise worked out by the Congress). To

reacquire the 19 year term, it was obligatory on the creator, if

living, or on his/her statutory successors, to send a Notice of

Termination to his/her music publisher and the U.S. Copyright

Office within a stated period.

9. If the law had ended there, this Committee would not

be meeting today. What had been needed was to balance the

equities between the creators and those seeking to employ the

fruits of creation. Congress quickly recognized that to allow the
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creator to recapture 100% ot the copyright could wreak havoc on

thooe who, in reliance on their rightn, had expended large aemn of

money in creating derivative worko which employed the underlying

copyright. I need but cite no examplea n motion picture producor

who hap made a multi-million dollar film baoed on a novel, or a

record company that has recorded a oong. Each having expended

time, effort, money and creative talent in producing A now work

would justifiably complain that it way Unfair to allow the owner

of the original copyright cut off their rights to exploit their

new work.

To solve this problem, Congress added to the above

provision language which has now become known as the "exception"'

to wit:

"A derivative work prepared under authority

of the grant before its termination may continue

to be utilized under the terms of the grant after

its termination, but this privilege does not

extend to the preparation after the termination

of other derivative works based upon the

copyrighted work covered by the terminated

grant." (77 U.5.C.S304(c)(6)(A).

Each party to the equation is now fully protected -

each has had its rights secured and each is guaranteed the ability

to exploit his, her or its respective market place without

encumbrance.

10. We have now reached the nub of the problem.

In 1978, Ted Snyder and Marie Snyder, widow and son

respectively of the late Ted Snyder, co-author of the famous song

"Who's Sorry Now?" duly served a Notice of Termination on Mills

Music Inc.; which becaMe effective on January 3, 1980. By that
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Action, tho Nnydors, on tho offoctive date, reacqUired a 100%

interest in the lato Tod Snyder's 1/3 intorent in this song. (The

co-authors and thoir statutory nocconnorn some of whom nerved

separate notices or termination, woro not parties to the Snyder

litigation.) Copiou of the Snydern' notice wore nerved on the

appropriate parties and on the Harry Fox Agency Inc. Tho latter

has tor more than 50 yearn served tho music puhlinning industry an

its agent for issuing licenses to record companion who oloct to

record a musical composition. The Fox office thereafter collects

royalties accruing on the sale of nuch records, and pay them to

the publisher, which, in turn, payn to the composer and lyricist

their respective contractual sharen.

11. Following receipt of the Notice, Mills Music

challenged the right oE the Snyders to receive the so-called

"publisher's share" of those mechanical royalties which emanated

from recordings made and distributed prior to the effective date

of termination and which were sold following the effective date.

In order to determine the rightful ownership of the disputed

royalties, Fox commenced an interpleader action seeking a judicial

decision of the following issue:

Where a notice of termination had been

properly served on the original publisher which

had licensed recordings of "Who's Sorry Now"

which royalties were derived from sound

recordings prepared before but sold after the

effective date of termination - was the original

publisher or the terminating party entitled to

those royalties.

12. Lest this Committee believe that it is only "old"

recordings that are afEected by the instant litigation, it must be
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noted that tho name Image le Involved In re:lording:1 being mAdo and

col:mond today,

Under the 1976 LAW, copyriqht enduren for g0 years

after the crnatnr'n death. Congrvoi, fearing thal creators in

granting rights to their pghlieuera for "the nill torm of

copyright' might, Au under the old lAw, be unable to recapture

their rights, specified in 5203 that any grant made in 1970 or

later could Also be terminated:

'[Alt Any time during a period of five years

beginning at the end of thirty-five yearn from

the date of execution of the grant: or, if the

grant covers the right of publication of the

work, the period begin., at the end of thirty-five

years from the date of publication of the work

under the grant or at the end of forty years from

the date of execution of the grant, whichever

term ends earlier.' (17 U.S.0 S203(a)(3)).

Unlike the old renewal term, which could be

effectively assigned for the second term (unless the creator died

prior to the 28th year), both 5304(c) and 5203 provide tdat an

author cannot bargain away his right of termination.

'Termination of the grant may be effected

notwithstanding any agreement to the contrary,

including an agreement to make a will or to make

any future grant.' (17 U.S.C. S5203(a)(5) and

304(c)(5)).

Thus congress overcane the bar to a creator's

recapturing his rights created by the Fred Fisher case. Since the

language of 57:03 is identical to that contained in S304, the

effect on creators is the same.
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13, The partiee to the intorpleadur action tilod

crooa-Motiona for 0010144rY Wilement, (n °frost they aakod the

Court, AO A matter of law, to interpret tho language of thu Act

and Ito legialative history to doterMino whieh party woo untitled

tO the diaputod royaltleo.

14, It la important to note that tho courts were not

presented with Induce relating to "entitlement'. The iulreed upon

facto, atipuleitod by tho portion, eliminated any dinciinulen aa to

whether munic publishera, having hell copyrights ror S6 yoato,

still effectively exploited them; whether the crostoru* original

grants to the publishers provided for them to receive n continuing

chore of royalties from tho solo of records; or whether a

publisher woo indeed responsible tor initially securing the

recording at !pouf,.

Th0 parties to tho action, which W00 initially heArd

by Judge Edward Weinfeld (U.S.D.C., S.D.H.Y.) sought an

interpretation of language and intent which focused on the

background and meaning of Congressional legislation.

15. However, we believe that congress in reaoseasing the

ultimate holding of the U.S. Supreme Court, should take note of

certain facts:

(a) No publisher will be deprived of any

anticipated income by the passage of S. 1384. The

publishers have received revenue for at least the first

28 years of copyright and, in the vast majority of cases,

for 56 years.

(b) If the 1976 Act did not extend the life of

expiring copyrights for 19 years, these songs would have

fallen into the public domain for use, without

compensation, by one and all.
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lol The 1,,i9ind. publi4her of al 404q 14 WillkUly to

he ita indlliehur So 1-,ts later, S is h Oull1Ininer4l0

plihithhinq 110118eb toddy control ot admtoidter the eadt

majority of pro and poet lgla majoi bite. Mille Mslalo le

A ..Wod eXAMple of W1i41 hde loppened tis Induetry,

Within the laet yell4, Milld Music and ita eatdlogue

110.'0 heen dvsluirud, by d company called 4tIlilled dhd

induntrieel thou by d habits:1Y traded tinel, and then in

rapid ouccuatilon by KtigilitO mAq44111.4, cult. dod western,

and mmit rtIOWItty by CA111010%4 4htQh Sts ctIN 4

eshotdiary of Cood-co14.

MAny rlrms have bought And 001(i MO410 empires -

affording each duller 4n adequate return in its inventment.

However, the creatot or hie/her family alone must rely solely on

the revenue from A handful of songs to 'support themsolven And

their heiru. They do not receive any extra compensation or

payment when their nong Ii UOld da part ot a catalog, no Matter

how important that nong may be in that catalog. fTe cite from the

facts of the Mills/Snyder case - prior to the termination, and in

particular from 1951 throuqh 1980, 419 licenses were isotted to

record companies.) The gross royalties received by Mille in junt

ten years, 1970 to 1980, were $142,633.

16. We turn, albeit briefly, to the judicial history of

the Sny(hr/Mills case.

A. U.S. District Court, 543 F. Supp. 844 (s.D.H,Y.

1982)

As stated, the 1976 Copyright Act entitles creators,

or their statutory successors, to recapture all rights under

copyright following the 56th year, if they send a timely notice of

termination. Appended to this right was the °Exception':
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'a deriValtve work prepared owier

of the grOlt before itd 4 te4Iri4flI j ,11 may continue

to hd uttliend under the tense of the grant itter

Ito totmlnatlon, hitt thin plivlitle 0004 11.0

extend to the Pleparatton after the teimtoattou

of other derivative works haddd upon the

v(WYtIghted work covered hy thin termloatad

grant.'

Invoking some Oubtotts leglolatIve history, the

District court found that the terminology 'under the terms of tho

grant° watt not Intended to exclude ito1010 publishern from shai.g

in royalties earned atter termination trom old sound recordIngn .

The Court held that the record oompanies Issued their recordings

Under licenses from Milln and Mills derived its authotity under

grant from the Author, hence the record companion were acting

under 'authority ot the grant', Judge Weinfeld found that because

derivative worXn are based on lo underlying work, utilization of

the derivative work "involven the copyright in the underlying

work. Therefore, the exception necessarily limited the reveruion

ot those rights in the underlying work that are incident to this

utilization. Since the court found that the language of the

statute made no distinction between grantees who make or own

derivative works and those who license them, Judge Weinfeld found

that the exception made continued utilization subject to the terms

of the grant and all parties to that grant were entitled to enjoy

the benefits from its utilization where the terms of the grants so

provide.

The court reviewed the legislative history, which it

found ambiguous at best. However, the Court found that it

evidenced a congressional intent that in specified situations the

benefit of the extension "should be shared4; the instant exception

in favor of derivative rights creators being an example of that
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intent, The coort$4 omPh4414 on the word 'attoro, tod tt to

tiolieVo that the oharthq WAti rot the hondrit or the teimin4te0

voliohurd 40 001i 44 the octoot orritoror ot tho dettvative work

144 lititinct trum a Ohilitliq ohly hvrVbeh rho INPYr14ht Pr"Ptie( or

Ano oder), The vnorr that alleh 4114r1111 Pormtta the 4othor

tn tecolvd thot Porrgon or the, toyolttoo to whiCh '1{4 c0Wrqot

orldinslly hoforo telmtnauton ond, eouvioitel tho

Court, thore Wao no v4110 resaon for excludini, ponitohero

from Oaring in tho honerito or thb extended term.

h. potted .tittstoo coort ot x111401.0, (130 V.3d 713,

Second Circnit, IgOli

Tho U.S. Citouit Court, in ito unsnimous roverool of

the Weinfeld decioion, focusod on Judge Weinfeld'o ntatementl

'Congreso intended that in specified aituationo the henefits of

the extension Inhould1 be ohored" AO monifeated by thy exception

itself, which limiro the revrroionary rights of the uthori. The

Court of Appeals held that in viewing the Congresaional purpose,

it found no reference to eharing by a middleman music publisher

such as Mills. The Court held that in preparing derivative works

the licensees (i.e. the record companiea) were relying on tho

authority of the grant from Mille to them even though that

authority was originally derived from Mills' contract with the

Snyders. This is buttressed by the fact that in the instant case

Mills had to rely on two grants, i.e. the original grant from

Snyder, which gives it a $0s interest in the mechanical royalties,

and the subsequent license to the record companies from which

those royalties flow.

Since the only grant which defines the circumstances

under which the derivative work is to be prepared and utilized is

the mechanical license from Mills to the record company, it is the

terns of that grant to which the exception applies and preserves
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the rights of the lec0r4 cugg,aolddi nut the .:ontia.11 tlet4e.O

iimoiet and Mii141

Thd C0411 quici.ly round that /41114 W44 fice(

otilIfer or 4 derivative work within the meaning ut thlu dt410d,

There wAd nothing the etatutoty laug0Age whieh gave Hi I I L4, An 4

dfiy Otql4dCtilin with the underlyfog copytight, nio-coed

Milid W40 (Wither a uttliator our A cnoJiqnt ,iwoet, it wad not

entitled to shard in Any royaltiec.

Thd coot found that norhtnq Itt the leqtetattVe

htetery appeated to tOdIvate that CuOqreee had adAleeeed 4

trip4ttitd dituction of thie nature. hince reationahle mindo

dltiagree about the intent of thd language, the court found that in

the Congreadional ischehe underlying the Act, it wee the author who

was its prime beneficiary An+ dre.fht-ore any doubt about thd

intended beneficiary ehould he resolved in favor of the author.

However one :woks to partie the language of the

section, one la forced to conclude that the language contempfatea

a :tingle grant - between creator and the tetminated party: and

that it doe* not focus on the tripartite situation under

discussion. If the ntatutory language had hern clear, not only __
would there have been no need for litigation, but there would not

have been a majority of judges who ultimately agreed with our

understanding of congress' intent (N.D. of the 13 judges who heard

the case, from the Dietrict to the supreme Court, 7 supported the

creators' understanding of the Congressional intent and 6 were

opposed).

raced with this lack of clarity in the statute, the

U.S. Court of Appeals focused on what I believe is the balancing,

or what Judge Weinfeld calls the *sharing', which is reflected in

the Act. It is a sharing or balancing of equities between the
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Ovitei Ot (tot j&tjci 441 4.1..4the At4. 4,4A tt eti/ 4' W
the mailer pla.7e:

114 Aet t he tiAt 1,11 'vhet

Aaelloue et 14ceetete hAe ,40 iIi.j (1.4fl

Pilo, 20 0;2tw,itu 2 riljr(-1

btofy of iloy,1, A 1,1604 1.0o1 ttl, rt.e ,'..44e14

the Authot k44 ..',e441 44 ,4,04 04 A

1 I "rI Nave 11.3J. t ft.
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NodUk-!et 600.1 tw4d ooht,(Acte.1 ytth A tsoAk 1,0,114hol? 3 fc.',11,1

COtliVirlY 01101 h43 *Litif t t I wit Ti a '"it.. tutil It.c I If,. C,laf

Appeala found that both ah:luid he peithitted to continue utiliaind
their oM4 tiorIVAIIVo C4e4t11.4-1, tt, Xc! 1,rte,4rA
that Wont,

re, ity conettidion, ttie CO4ft Of Api,e414

found that (*undress in 'greet tevert1e0 trylechej 4441,0_411,A Yl,

IC With:Irk 6 Sons, 110 Wi 641 (1)411 whwh held that A C.Ipvtiqht

ptopriotor Could ditit him or hetonif of temeval tld'ite A3 hma
4ft hA or she survived into t40 renewal tero, In enacting the

reveroionary provisions of 6104(clo Con)renut teiotned the

copyright to the author, notwithstanding ny Prior arant m340 hy
the Author. Py negating aty prior grant made by the Author. the

Court felt that Congress had evidenced a clear intent to 1ve
paramount protection to authors Ana their heirs, to the xcluaion
of their prior grantees. At the she time, It protected thoue who

invested substantial time, effott and money in the preparation of
'derivative works" and who are recogni:ted as such hy the

'Emcptlon' engrafted into the 1976 law.
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144461or or his etatutoty 44CC054014 4er',Im4te4 Ttertt orionAl

publisher, they eveceeavid to the rtihts n4 benefits voJef ie

licenatio ieoved by the noir terninsted publisher, A.., kireo in rr,4

Snyder brief to the V.3. 5upreme co4tt, tsto ta mt. .tity.tomt_ thAn

the obligation of a tenant to ray rent to 4 now lanAlord -hero the
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old landlord sells his building. The tenant cannot argue that he

will continue to pay the old landlord. He is bound to pay the new

landlord as a successor in interest to his predecessor. The

Court, ignoring this, merely stated that since the mechanical

licensel conferred no rights or privileges on the Snyders, they

gained notAdng under those licenses. Since the licenses required

payment to Mills - Mills must continue to receive those payments

notwithstanding the fact that it is no longer a utilizer or a

copyright proprietor. The Court stated 'The statutory transfer of

ownership of the copyrights cannot fairly be regarded as a

statutory assignment of contractual rights."

In contrast, the dissenters, Justices White,

Brennan, Marshall and Blackmun, focused upon the protection

accorded the utilizer of the derivative work. They pointed out

that the statute, while protecting the royalty rate that prevailed

before the author's termination, did not identify the recipient of

the royalty - that being a matter of total indifference to the

record company. That the Mills/Snyder contract provided for a

50/50 payment was entirely irrelevant to protecting the utilizer

of the derivative work.

The dissent stated that the entire thrust of the

derivative rights exception was to overrule th long held opinion

that where a renewal copyright reverted to an author,

derivative rights owner had to stop exploiting the original work.

In this context the middleman - who is neither a copyright

proprietor or ciearlr - plays no role.

It is appropriate to quote from Justice White's

dissenting opinion:

*The right to terminate defined in S304(c)

encompasses not only termination of the grant of
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copyright itself, but also termination of the

grant of 'any right under' that copyright.

Surely this termination right extends to

recapturing the right previously given to the

grantee, in this case Mills, to share in

royalties paid by licensees.

"The utilizers sole interest is in

maintaining the royalty rate that prevailed

before the author's termination of the grant; the

identity of the party who receives that royalty

is a matter of indifference to them. /n this

case, the utilizers, Mills' licensees, were not

parties to the agreemept between Mills and the

Snyders. They wore contractually obligated to

pay royalties to Mills, but were not involved in

any division of royalties beyond that point. It

is strange, to say the least, to hold, as the

Court does today, that the terms of utilization

by the licensee include the agreement between

Mills and Snyder to divide royalties, an

agreement that is entirely irrelevant to

protecting utilization of the derivative work.

The majority claims that it is essential to

read the Exception as preserving Mills' rights

because the terms under which the derivative

works are utilized identify Mills, or Fox, as

Mills' agent, as the recipient of the royalties.

It is surely true that the licenses say this, but

that is a surprisingly weak reed on which to rest

a judgment of this Court. It can mean only that,

if the utilizer of the derivative work wishes to

continue to pay royalties to Fox, he may do so.
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Fox, after collecting the royalties and deductinq

its fee, will be obligated to forward the

royalties to the rightful owners of the

copyright, the Snyders."

Turning to the legislative history t:le dissent

"The legislative history of the Exception is

scanty, and it contains no express consideration

of the multiple-grant situation that confronts us

in this case....

"The majoritj places great emphasis on

indications O'aL Congress was aware of

multi-party arrangements in the movie and

music-publishing industries, positing from this

awareness an intention to extend the benefits of

the Exception to middlemen such as Mills. But

the majority cites not one word to indicate that

Congress did in fact contemplate such a result

when it enacted the Exception. On the contrary,

when the Exception was being drafted by the

Copyright Office, the hypotheticals offered to

illustrate its operation were cast in terms of

the motion picture industry and assumed that the

creator of the underlying work, a story or novel,

would deal directly with the creator of the

derivative work, a film.

'That middlemen such as music publishers

were to be excluded from the benefits conferred

by the Exception is strongly supported by

statements to that effect by music publishers
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themselves, made in the discussions that took

Place before the Copyright Office. When a

version of the Exception first appeared in the

1964 preliminary draft bill, representatives of

the music publishing industry protested. A

representative of the Music Publishers

Association of the United States stated that

under the proposed exception, 'the royalties

resulting from the license presumably rever(t)

entirely to the author.' A spokesman for the

Music Publishers Protective Association construed

the exception as being 'for the benefit of

everyone acquiring rights under a ccdyright other

than the publisher.'

* * *

"As the majority acknowledges, the principal

purpose of the extension of the term of copyright

and the concomitant termination provisions - to

which the derivative works clause forms an

exception - was to benefit authors. Under the

1909 Copyright Act, copyright subsisted in two

twenty-eight-year terms, with renewal available

to the author at the end of the first term. This

right of renewal was intended to allow an author

who had underestimated the value of his creation

at the outset to reap some of the rewards of its

eventual success. That purpose, however, was

substantially thwarted by this Court's decision

in Fred Fisher Music Co. v. M. Witmark & Sons,

318 U.S. 643 (1943). As a result of that

decision, an author might assign, not only the

initial term of the copyright in his work, but
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also the renewal tem ThLit Aosigneeo were ablo

to demand the aosigr: at of hoth torr- At the

time when the value of the cupyriyh,o work wns

most uncertain.

"The termination prov, -ono of the 1976 Act

were designed to correct this situation. They

guarantee to an authcr or his heirs the right to

terminate a grrmt and any right under it

'notwithstanding any agreement to the contrary.'

The House Report accompanying the Act explained

that '[a1 provision of this sort is needed

because of the unequal bargaining position of

authors, reoulting.in part from the impossibility

of determining a work's value until it has been

eXploited.' The termination provisions,

therefore, clearly favor authors' interests over

those of grantees such as music publishers.

* * *

"By going further than necessary to effect

the goal of promoting access to the arts, the

majority frustrates the congressional purpose of

compensating atP-hors who, when their works were

in their infancy, struck unremunerative

bargains. That such frustration will result is

clearest in the situation, not uncommon in the

music industry, where an author has assigned his

rights for a one-time, lump-sum payment. Under

the majority's interpretation of the exception,

the publisher-middleman would be free to continue

to collect all royalties accruing during the
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extended ninoteon-year copyright term, and the

author would receive nothing. Whilo my

interpretation of the Exception re8ult:3 in the

author's receiving more than he would have

received under the terminated grant, such a

result is the very oblective of the terAination

Provisions.

"To allow authors to recover the full amount

of derivative-works royalties under the exception

is not to slight the role of middlemen such as

music publishers in promoting public access to

the arts. Achieving that fundamental objective

of the copyright laws requires providing

incentives both to the creation of works of art

and to their dissemination. But the need to

provide incentives is inapposite to the

circumstances of this case, because the rights at

issue are attached to a term of copyright that

extends beyond what was contemplated by the

parties at the time of the initial grant. /n

1940, when Ted Snyder and Mills entered into

their royalty-division agreement, neither party

could have acted in reliance on the royalties to

be derived from the additional nineteen-year term

created by the 1976 Act. In this situation, the

author and the grantee have each already reaped

the benefit of their bargain, and the only

question is which one should receive the windfall

conferred by Congress. The considerations that

should govern the allocation of a windfall aro

not those of providing incentives but those of

providing compensation. And the legislative

history of the renewal and termination provisions
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indicates a congrensional purpose to compensate

aUthorn, not thyir grantees, In attempting to

claim for itnelf the benefits of the derivativo

works exception, Mille hence the burden of

proof. In my view, it has fallen far short of

carrying that burden,'

The gravamen of our complaint is that the Supreme

Court majority made the language of the Harry Fox license the

focal point of its decision, but it misunderstood that language.

The fact is that the language has never been

construed in the music industry as the Supreme Court construed

it. On the contrary, whenever copyright to a musical composition

has changed hands, voluntarily or involuntarily, on notification

of the change Fox has paid royalties to the new copyright owner or

his designee, The language in the Fox license mentioned above has

only governed the frequency of payment and the basis of

calculating royalties,

The clearest illustration is the common situation

where copyright ownership has changed at the end of the first term

of copyright. If an author has granted to a publisher rights for

only the first 28-year term of copyright, after the first term the

renewal copyright reverts to the author or his statutory heirs (as

defined by the Copyright Act), and they ma Y grant the renewal

copyright to a different publisher. Even though an author may

have granted both initial and renewal term rights to a publisher,

if the author dies before the end of the first term of copyright,

his statutory heirs may renew the copyright and also assign the

renewal tc a new publisher, In either case, the consistent

practice of Fox has been t , pay all royalties earned after the

renewal to the new publisher. Fox does not issue a new license or

change the existing license; it requires no documentation beyond
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confirmation that the change in copyridhl ownerohip has oveorred.

All %isle pnbliahers accept and partioipate in this prd.,tiee.

In dotermisino the payoo of royalties, Fox has

followed the providions of the statutory ,:smpulaory license, whose

terms are incorporated in the Pox liceone. The statutory license

requires royalties earned upon "phonorecords made dnd distributed"

to be paid to the owner of the muuic copyright at the time of

distribution (17 0.3.C. 5115(c); 1909 Act Sl(e)).

When the language of the Fox license is understood

as it han consistently becn applied, the major premise of the

Court's decision disappears. If it is accepted that. as we

contend, the "grants" preserved by the Exception are the Fox

licenses, there is both "a contractual (and) a statutory basis for

paying (all) of the derivative works royalties to the snyders" (83

(. Ed. 2d at 568). That basis is the compulsory license provision

of the Copyright Act, as incorporated into the Fox licenses.

We belive that five supreme Court justices have

thwarted the will and intent of Congress: and on behalf of all

creators we seek redress. We are pleased that two former

Registers of Copyright and the present Register support our

position.

We only ask this Committee and the Senate to return

to us what they originally intended: unencumbered ownership of

our reverted copyrights during the 19 years extended term and for

the balance of the life of new copyrights after their 35th year

subject always to the required sending of the Notice of

Termination, and the rights of the record companies and like users

to continue to exploit our creations.

13 0
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Senator SPECTER, Thank you, Mr, W011.4-1,
Speaking for myself, I do not know that thti iHsut of congression-

al intent is a very dominant ono in this lwaring, because the Court
has already said what the congressional intent is, and I think that
what wu are going to be looking for on this legislation is the state-
nwnt of public policy,

So let mu begin with you, Ms. Ringer, where you articulate really
on policy grounds the position that there was not a bargaining for
the benefit, there was not un expectation of tlw benefit, and there
NM not anything done to deserve the benefit.

It might help the discussion if you would amplify those conclu-
sions us you see the underlying policy considerations with the ape-
cific case. Take an illustrative case and run through the factual
context under the Supreme Court's decision of the case, contrasted
with the way you think it ought to be for the policy reasons you
have stated.

Ms. RINGER. The Mills case is probably as good an example as
any. Lot me say at the outset that I do not in any way take issue
with what music publishers do. I think that they do a lot of good,
and it is a worthy industry, and all that. The fact is that this was a
1923 copyright, and in 1923 the Mills Co. expected to get at most 56
years. They bargained for that; they got it. And here we are, way
up in the 1980's, and as Mr. Weiss has very effectively pointed out,
the company has passed through many hands. None of those people
that were bargaining then had anything to do with the use of the
work in 1985, or in 1980, or whenever the facts arose in the case.

The simple fact is that any businessnot just businesses involv-
ing copyrightswhen it makes an investment, plans how it will get
the return back on that investment. And we, as I indicated in my
statement, looked very deeply into some kind of meaningful
number of years that would ensure that the publisher would get a
fair shake. The publishers themselves agreed to 35 years in 1964,
when this provision was drafted.

Senator SPECTER. Mr. Kay, what is your response?
Mr. KAY. Well, first I would like to say that we have acquired

several music publishing companies, and we pick up the gauntlet
and run with it to promote and continue to get as much value as
possible out of the songs. What we do, I think, benefits songwriters
and, of course, benefits ourselves.

We definitely are partners in the situation, continue to be--
Senator SPECTER. How about Ms. Ringer's comment about 1923

and 1956 bring you to 1979, but not beyond?
Mr. KAY. In some of the catalogs that we have acquired, there

are agreements existing that date back well into the first 28 years
of copyrights that do deal with the issue of extension of the copy-
rights. These contracts were negotiated at that particular time by
knowledgeable people on both sides. I believe that publishers and
writers did anticipate an extension in copyright terms, because
U.S. law was so antiquated and has not come in line with the laws
throughout the rest of the world-50 years past the death of the
writer. They certainly did anticipate that there were going to be
extensions in many cases.

So I believe that--
Senator SPECTER. Well, absent an express extension, then what?
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Mr. KAY. Wt.11, again, in my Own experience, for the length of
time that I have been in this particular business, extension has
been anticipated. VVe have acquired catalogs based on the assump.
Lion that there would be an extension of copyright and that we
would participate in that extension. All we lire really asking to
pnrticipate in now are those derivative svorks that existed prior to
Ow end of the 56-year term that we helped to promote, and we con-
tinuo to help to promote.

We will, of course, continuo to promote those works into the 19-
year terms, and it gets more and more important for music pub-
lishers to be involved in this area of promotion of existing copy-
rights or existing licensed works, because again, ono of our major
functions is to keep our catalogs alive and tho writers' catalogs
alive, as well.

Senator SPECTER. Mr. Karp, Mr. Kay presses hard the issue of
purtnership, contribution, merit on the part of his side of it. What
do you think? You had said earlier that you thought that was
really not germane, not relevant.

Mr. KAne. I do not think it is relevant, first because the termina-
tion clause unquestionably cuts off the rights of publishers who
invest large, vast sums of money in creating and distributing a
work, when it is not a derivative work, but "the" work. They aro
cut off after the 56 years of copyright.

No one bargained a nickel more because they put the phrase in
the contract or any extensions thereof.

I should point out that a music publisher, book publisher, or any
other publisher does not have to worry about termination---

Senator SPECTER. I-lave you ever tried to strike the clause "or ex-
tensions thereof" and found no argument?

Mr. KARP. No; no one could do it.
Senator SPECTER. No one could do it? Why not?
Mr. KARP. Because they did not have the power to do it.
Senator SPECTER. Did you ever try?
Mr. KARP. Yes, I am sure people have tried.
Senator SPECTER. YOU have tried?
Mr. KARP. Yes. I tried to take out the clause "and any renewal

thereof," and a book publisher told me, "I have never signed a con-
tract like that in my life." But my point----

Senator SPECTER. And you did not storm out of the room?
Mr. KARP. One of the things I try to point out in my statement is

that there are many clauses that authors in their right minds will
not take, if' they have any choice, but they do not have a choice.

Let me make this point, though, Senator Specter. Any music
publisher or book publisher can, if it wants to do what other em-
ployers do, avoid termination by taking on the economic burden of
hiring a writer and paying the writer a salary whether or not the
work is successful.

But publishers of books and music do not do that because the
risk is far too great, and therefore it is the author who really
makes the investment and takes the risk. And because the author
does that, the author as an independent contractor becomes the
copyright owner.

This whole debate would be ended if publishers said:
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I want this work havvar; therelore, I um mowing to hill PM. OHO itm going to
!toy you salary, nod whia her this hook you spotl ft yi,ors %%riling la ii hit or a th)p,
yoti iii motto $1o0,000 kola it.

you will not find a publisher willing to do that, nor ii music pub.
fisher.

Where they do hire writen4 LH tmiployees, tiwy do not have ter-
initiation clause problem.

Mr. KAV. May I respond, Senator?
Senator SPECTER. Yes, please do.
Mr. KAv. Wu pay over $200,000 a year in advances and salaries
writers we have under contract to support tlwni in their activi-

ties. We have writers in whom I believe in that we've been in the
hole to the tune of about $50,000 to $100,000; we keep them on
staff.

I have a writer that I think is wonderful who has been with tnu
tor 7 years but who has yet to earn his keepand I will continue
to believe in him. I have writers who have been fortunate enough
to become millionaires as a result of our combined efforts, and I
have writers who aro, as I said, in the hole.

I think that we do support a creative team, and the moneys that
nre generated by copyrights, we plow back into helping new song-
writers,

Senator SPECTER. Mr. Weiss, what is the issue of hardship? We
talk nbout a balancing of the equities. How has the Mills Music de-
cision impacted in an adverse way, if at all, on writers?

Mr. WEISS. Well, let me start by citing my experience as a song-
writer when I began. There is no such thing as equal bargaining
power. To begin with, a song is such an ephemeral thing, it is such
a blind item, I could walk in with "The Star-Spangled Banner,"
and nobody is going to know it until it is out on the market and it
becomes a hit, and people say, "Oh, I love that national anthem."
But before that, nobody knows.

And when I walk in with that song, I cannot bargain with the
publisher and say, "Well, I have got 'The Star-Spangled Banner'
and therefore I want such-and-such a deal and such-and-such an
advance," or a bonus. There is no such kind of bargaining power.
Plus the fact that at the end of the period of the 56 years, these
songswere it not for the new copyright lawthese songs would
have gone into public domain. And it was because Congress wanted
the songwriters to finally reach that point of bargaining power--
after 56 years, you would know whether or not you had a national
anthem on your handsthey decided, well, it is time we gave this
power to the writer at the end of that period.

And we haveforgive me if I use the termwidows, children,
who are supposedly in line to receive this money back. If you want
to call it a windfall, be my guest. But now, with this 5-to-4 decision,
it is kind of an irony. It is like Swiss cheese. We own something,
but we do not own it. It has been given back to us by the Congress,
but there are so many holes in it that we are not going to own it,
because these publishers will continue to claim royalties on those
copyrights. Well, it is a current hardship, but it is going to affect
every song, not only those renewal for those 19 years, but every
song that is and ever will be written by every songwriter. If the
publisher who has it in the first period of time continues to receive
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royalties when the contract expires, then there hi no toinni borone
log position whatsoever for the songwriter.

Senotor Slegorga, MI right, Thonk you% nil very muck
Does anybody eltie inive anything Ow), would like to say before

we conclude?
Mr. KARP. I would Jost like to odd one point. I turn back to book

publishing, because we should not lose sight of the fact that this
185110 is not limited to music and composers, nor is the porfornuince
of one publisher who may be exemplary--

Senator SPECTER. You want to torn back to book publishers. Sow
ator Goldwater may have a question for you, Mr. Karp, for Ow
record.

Mr. KARP. I would be glad to answer it, as long as it is on book
publishing and not the defense budget.

The point I was going to make Is this: As Mr. Weiss said, and he
was ciLgolutely right, there is no equality of bargaining, and as a
result, authors grant rights in perpetuity to publisherssuch as
the right to license paperback eiiitions of the author's book. The
author gives that for the life of the copyright. Whon the publisher
has tho right, with its superior bargaining power, it never grants
such a license to a paperback book publisher; it only grants a li-
cense for 6 or 7 years.

Tho reason is very simple. Harper & Row has a lot more power,
Random House has a lot more power, than almost any author that
deals with them. They can get much more from the author than
they are willing to give to some other user. And this is true all
across-the-board, and this is what termination clauses were at-
tempting to remedy.

Mr. OBERMAN. Senator, may I add one comment?
Senator SPECTER. Yes.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL S. OBERMAN
Mr. OBERMAN. In the course of his statement, Mr. Weiss indicat-

ed that the realities of the music industry were not put before the
courts in the course of the litigation. That was because the courts
were not called upon to make a policy judgment. That had been the
task of Congress. The courts were called upon, and did attempt, to
determine what had been congressional intent. Our briefs in the
Mills Music case set forth at length an explanation of what that
intent was. We have submitted a set of the briefs. And I do submit
that each time one comes back to Judge Weinfeld's opinion in the
district court, it becomes clear that he attempted, and I think suc-
cessfully so, to show what had been intended by Congressa bal-
ancing and accommodation of interests as between creators, pub-
lishers, and other users.

Senator SPECTER. Mr. Oberman, you are representing that the
Supreme Court did not consider the underlying merits of the situa-
tion, but only congressional intent?

Mr. OBERMAN. Essentially so. The case was decided on summary
judgment. There was no factual record developed as to what the
various roles were in the industry. Instead, the parties marshaled
from the very lengthy legislative history what had been presented

57-196 0 - 86 - 6
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No. 83-1153

In The
SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

October Term, 1984

MILLS MUSIC, INC.

against
Petitioner,

MARIE SNYDER and TED SNYDER, IR.,
d/b/a TED SNYDER MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.,

Respondents.

On Writ of Certiorari to the United States
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit

RESPONDENTS' PETITION FOR REHEARING

Respondents request that this Court grant rehearing and re-
consider its decision rendered on January 8, 1985, or in the al;
ternative remand the case to the District Court, because this

Court's decision rests on an erroneous factual premise. This case
was decided on cross-motions for summary judgment, on the as-
sumption that there were no material factual issues. However,
industry-wide construction of and practice concerning the li-
censes issued by the The Harry Fox Agency ("Fox") are con-
trary to this Court's construction of those licenses.

Respondents contended that the "terms of the grant" which
are preserved by the Derivative Works Exception (17 U.S.C.
§304(c) (6)(A)) are the licenses from Fox to the recording
companies, and that on termination the Snyders stepped into
Mills' shoes with respect to those licenses. The Court's principal
reason for rejecting that contention was its finding that if the
Fox "licenses are examined separately from that earlier grant
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[from Snyder to Mills], they merely require that royalty pay-
ments be made to Mills or to Fox as the collection agent for
Mills" (slip opin. p. 13). Based on that finding, the Court con-
cluded:

"If, as the Court of Appeals held, the Exception limits
the relevant terms of the grant to those appearing in the
individual [Fox] licenses, two rather glaring incongruities
would result. * Second, and of greater importance,
there would be neither a contractual nor a statutory basis
for paying any part of the derivative works royalties to the
Snyders. (Slip. opin. p. 13).

"The licenses issued to the record companies are the
source of their contractual obligation to pay royalties;
viewed apart from the 1940 grant, those licenses confer no
rights on the Snyders. * * The Snyders' status as owner
of the copyright gives them no right to collect royalties
by virtue of the Exception from users of previous author-
ized derivative works.* The statutory transfer of owner-
ship of the copyright cannot fairly be regarded as a stat-
utory assignment of contractual rights. (Slip. opin. p.. 14).

"The contractual obligation to pay royalties survives the
termination and identifies the parties to whom the payment
must be made. If the Exception is narrowly read to exclude
Mills from its coverage, thus protecting only the class of
"utilizers" as the Snyders wish, the crucial link between the
record companies and the Snyders will be missing, and the
record companies will have no contractual obligation to
pay royalties to the Snyders." (Slip. opin. pp. 15-16; see
also dissent p. 3).

The Court's finding appears to be based on the standard
provision in Fox licenses which reads, with minor variations:

"1. You shall pay royalties and account to us as Agent
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for and on behalf of said Publisher(s) quarterly on the
basis of records manufactured and sold;" (JA 26; see also
JA 23, 81).

The fact is, however, that that language has never been con-
strued in the music industry as this Court construed it. On the
contrary, whenever copyright to a musical composition has
changed hands, voluntarily or involuntarily, on notification of
the change Fox has paid royalties to the new copyright owner
or his designee. The language in the Fox license quoted above
has only governed the frequency of payment and the basis of
calculating royalties.

It has been the consistent practice within the music industry
that payment of royalties under Fox licenses has always fol-
lowed changes in ownership of the cop fright in the musical com-
position, and has not been restricted to the publisher named in
the license. This is true whether tht: change in ownership was
voluntary or involuntary, by assignment or by operation of law.
Thus the clause is understood to require payment of royalties
to the copright owner, whomevei he may be, when the royalty
is generated.

The clearest illustration is the common situation where copy-
right ownership has changed at the end of the first term of copy-
right. If an author has granted to a publisher rights for only
the first 28-year term of copyright, after the first term the renewal
copyright reverts to the author or his statutory heirs (as defined
by the Copyright Act), and they may grant the renewal copy-
right to a different publisher. Even though an author may have
granted both initial and renewal term rights to a publisher, if
the author dies before the end of the first term of copyright, his
statutory heirs may renew the copyright and also assign the re-
newal to a new publisher. In either case, the co asiacent practice
of Fox has been to pay all royalties earned eta the renewal
to the new publisher. Fox does not issue a new license or change
the existing license; it requires no documentation beyond con-
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firtuation that the change in copyright ownership has occurred.
All music publishers accept and participate in this practice.

In determining the payee of royalties, Fox has followed the
provisions of the statutory compulsory license, whose terms are
incorporated in the Fox license. The statutory license requires
royalties earned upon "phonorecords made and distributed" to
be paid to the owner of the music copyright at the time of dis-
tribution (17 U.S.C. §115(c); 1909 Act §1(e)).

In short, although the Fox license form modifies the statutory,
"self-executing" compulsory license in such respects as frequency
and rate of payment of royalties, it does not modify the provi-
sions of the statutory compulsory license as to the recipient of
royalties.

To put it another way, the term in the Fox license that has
governed the payee of royalties has been the language which
incorporates the provisions of the statutory compulsory license
(e.g., JA 23, 26, 81); designation of Fox "as Agent for and
on behalf of said Publisher(s)" has been treated by Fox and
by music publishers as merely descriptive of Fox's role, and not
as an exception to the statutory provision under which the right
to mechanical royalties follows the music copyright. For this rea-
son, as the respondents have contended, upon termination the
Snyders stepped into Mills' shoes with respect to the receipt of
royalties under the Fox licenses.

When the language of the Fox license is understood as it has
consistently been applied, the major premise of the Court's de-
cision disappears. If it is accepted that, as we contend, the
"grants" preserved by the Exception are the Fox licenses, there
is both "a contractual (and] a statutory basis for paying [all) of
the derivative works royalties to the Snyders" (Slip opin., p.
13). That basis is the compulsory license provision of the Copy-
right Act, as incorporated into the Fox licenses.

The facts as to the practice of Fox and of the music industry
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are described in the annexed proposed affidavit of Lewis M.
Bachman, Executive Director of The Songwriters Guild, based
on his 25 years of experience in the music industry, as an ac-
countant and as representative of both music publishers and song-
writers. Mr. Bachman has reviewed and approved his proposed
affidavit; and respondents over to submit such affidavit, exe-
cuted by Mr. Bachman, in this Court or upon remand. More-
over, we do not believe there can be any dispute as to the facts
he describes, and we are confident that if inquiry as to those
facts is made to Fox, they will be conf.rmed by Fox itself.

Fox's construction of its licenses supports respondents' posi-
tion and is consistent not only with the terms of those licenses,
but also with prior judicial construction of copyright licenses.
111 April Productions, Inc. v. G. Schirmer, Inc., 308 N.Y. 366,
126 N .E. 2d 283 (1955), the New York Court of Appeals held
that even though a publisher of a musical composition agreed
to pay royalties without any time limit to the party from whom
the publisher obtained the rights, its royalty obligation to that
party ceased at the end of the first term of copyright, when
ownership of the renewal copyright passed to the writers' stat-
utory heirs. Thereafter, the publisher was required to pay only
the owners of the renewal copyright or their assignees. The April
Productions holding and its implications for the entire question
of derivative rights were well understood by the dvaters of the
1976 Copyright Act. See Ringer, "Renewal of Corvright," 86th
Cong., 2d Sess., Copyright Law Revision, Studit Prepared for
the Subcom. on Patents, Trademarks and Copyr . of the Sen-
ate Judiciary Committee, Study No. 31 (Comm. ?tint 1961),
168.

The facts as to the meaning of the Fox license language were
not discussed in the lower courts or in the briefs before this
Court because they were not material under the approaches
taken below. Neither the District Court nor the Court of Ap-
peals rested its decision on the Fox licenses' designation of Mills
as "publisher". And in this Court, Mills itself stated, "Mills does
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n't rely or need to rely on its licenses to the record com-
punks . . ." (Petr's Br., p. 20).

1 or the reason stated above, respondents respectfully request
that this Court grant rehearing and reconsider its decision or in
he alternative remand the ca.se to the District Court.

February 1, 1985
Respectfully submitted,

HAROLD R. Tnn, JR.
(Counsel of Record)
PATTERSON, BELEM?, WEBB

& TYLER
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, New York 10112
(212) 5414000
Attorneys for Respendents

FREDERICK T. DAVIS
ROBERT P. LoBtrs
FREDERIC% F. GR.EENMAN, JR.
LINDEN AND DEUTSCH

Of Counsel .
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PROPOSED AFFIDAVIT

STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK

Lewis M. Bachman, being duly swum, states:

1. I am Executive Director of The Songwriters Guild (for-
merly known as the American Guild of Authors and Composers
and the Songwriters Protective Association). I make this affi-
davit in support of Respondents' Petition for Rehearing.

2. I have been engaged in the music industry for more than
25 years, successively as an accountant, as a representative of
music publishers, and as a representative of songwriters. As a
Certified Public Accountant and an employee of Kalish, Rubin-
roit and Co., I audited music publishers from 1959
through 1965. From 1966 through November of 1972 I was As-
sistant Controller and then Controller of The Aberbach Group
of Music Publishing Companies, comprising approximately one
hundred domestic music publishing companies. From Decem-
ber 1972 to the present I have been Executive Director of The
Songwriters Guild ("the Guild"). In the latter position, I have
represented not only songwriters, but also approximately one
hundred publishing companies owned by members of the Guild,
as part of the Guild's Catalog Administration Program.

3. Throughout my career I have dealt continuously with The
Harry Fox Agency ("Fox"). I am quite familiar with its prac-
tices concerning the payment of mechanical royalties (i.e., those
derived from the manufacture and sale of phonograph records
and tapes). I have also discussed those practices with others in
the music industry upon innumerable occasions. My statements
in this affidavit are based upon my knowledge of these practices,
derived through my 25 years of professional experience.

4. I am familiar with the language in the standard Fox "me-
chanical" license form issued to record companies, which states,
with slight variations:

"You shall pay royalties and account to us as Agent
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for and on behalf of said Publisher(s) quarterly on the
basis of records manufactured and sold."

That language has never been understood by Fox, by music
publishers, or by others in the music industry to determine the
party to whom Fox pays mechanical royalties, when copyright
to the musical composition changes hands. Instead, Fox has al-
ways determined the payees of such royalties on the basis of
ownership of copyright in the music.

5. For as long as I have been engaged in the music in-
dustry, it has been the practice of Fox that, when it is notified
that ownership of copyright in a musical composition which is
the subject of a mechanical license has changed hands, the royal-
ties earned after the change of nership are paid to the new
copyright owner or his designee. This is true regardless of the
reason for the change in ownership. In particular, it is true s:-
gardless of whether that change takes place by assignment or
by operation of law.

6. As an illustration, when copyright ownership changes at
the end of the first term of copyright because the owners of the
renewal copyright assign the renewal to a new publisher, the
standard practice is for the new publisher to notify Fox of the
change. Fox then contacts the old publisher to confirm that the
change has taken place. Upon confirmation or other determina-
tion that. the ownership of the copyright has changed hands.
Fox then pays all mechanical royalties earned after the renewal
to the new copyright owsiers, pursuant to the mechanical li-
cense entered into by the prior music publisher. It does not mat-
ter that the licenses under which those royalties were earned may
have been issued long before the renewal and may name the old
publisher; royalty payments after renewal are governed by owner-
ship of the music copyright.

Sworn to before me this_ day of , 1985

Lewis M. Bachman
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Honorable Arlen Specter
United States Senora
Worthington, D.(. 20510

Dear Senator Specter:

OnceMber 11, 1405

Bel 0, 1104

.....66, "
',I 24 4

I very much appreciated your Courtney in permitting me

to join Dean Ray OM the panel of November 20. 1985 eu., to

participate in the discussion on O. 1184.

I write to elaborate on the subject I briefly addressed

at the hearing -- the treatment of Congressional intent in the

Mills music opinions. I highlight below thoee portions of the

opinions and briefe in that case which discuss Congrese' intent,

in enacting the Copyright Act of 1976, to accommodate a variety

of interests. I then add a few observations about the reach of

the Supreme Court's decision in Mills Music and about the bill.

I cespectfully request that this letter be made a part of the

hearing record.

Congressional Intent

Witnesses who testified at the hearing in favor of the

bill argued that the Supreme Court had misinterpreted the intent

of Congress In enacting the derivative works exception and urged

that passage of the bill Wie necessary in order to make certain

that the intent of Congress will be carried out. In my view,

this is a faulty starting point, for two reasons. First, the

intent ascribed to Congress simply is not reflected in the
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loqisleitike history! it is losuourAte to oonolode thet peeaage of

the hill would advanue A 01041 mandato of an earlier rongresa.

Second, In sny event, Congrees may at this junotole thibieot to

the ConatItntional limitatione identified by the hegiater of

CopyrhOts deoido what the law shoUld ht, Irreepeotive of whet

may hay., Intended for the Copyright Act et 4n oeriler

point. Pecognising that tho subject or prior Congreadional

intent may 1,49 of little consequence In the preaent bearing, I

nonethelose now turn to it, dimply to respond to other dub-

missions. For the policy isatied to he considered, I refer to Mr.

Kay'n statement and testimony, which show why no change in the

law iii indicated.

Tho Supreme Court Iound, so had the District Court, that

Congress hed not intended to exclude music publishers from

continuing participation in mochanicel royalties generated hy

pre-lermination sound recordings prepared under licenoe from

them. Instead, both Courts concluded that it continued sharing of

royaltiea results from an attempt by Congress to bslance and

accommodate the needs and interests of authors, publishers And

other users, See Milln Mumic, Inc, Snyder, 105 (3. ce, 630,

650 n.41, 651-52 (1985), 543 F. Supp. 844, 657-63 (S.D.N.Y.

1982).

The District Court and Supreme Court majority painstak-

ingly reviewed and weighed the extensive presentations made

before Congress between 1965 and 1976 by music publishers and

songwriters on their respective roles and their relationship.

Those presentations, which informed the Congress that enacted the

derivative works exception, are entirely consistent with the

testimony recently given by Mr. Kay. Both music publishers and

songwriters affirmed the important function played by music pub-

lishers in supporting creative talent and in promoting musical

compositions. Some of these presentations were marshalled in the

main brief for petitioner (at pages 32-35). The Supreme Court

specifically referred to portions of this testimony in reaching

its decision. 105 S. Ct. at 649 n.37. These presentations lent

powerful support to the conclusion that Congress should not be

1 48
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05.50 1011 1,0 diTlY 10 theee Itot401, lho Ooolto ale0 coitet.iele.1 a

optnetral prootiorir Mho Was to ho henetlloi hi the 40l1Vatioe

wotkri mgeopttoo arlAr even M,re qoeolally, hy tho Onvytilht to't.P

'Moo,, wlot ofitietin thn M111., Mobto, Jooloton day that tho :hapleme

CoOrt mimoe,1 thm inirpoee or the Adt, whinh they day

was to favor authorm. nowovor, tho legidiativo hist.ly r the

Act -- Ji the District Cnot t. on4 majority nvinlooi domonattoto

reveals no ouch singular purpose. On thd eontrary, the 1egie1d-

tie., history confirms A Comirdasional recognition that the plo.

eoo ot orootiol a04 aloaeminatini volAn Iovolvom a variety 01

partlClpantd Ansi a Convesslonal intent to create suitahle incen-

tives tor all partielpantS le thie procees, i.. 1 5 n. ct. at

65n, nriof for Petitioner ar J7-1/. Aa Judge Weinfeld aoc,inctly

ntated

(The riongoriter's holfal press that Convene
extended the renewal term of copyright fnr 15
additional years for the solo benefit of
authora, and its recapture under the termina-
trnn provisions w40 intended to confer upon
authora the exclusive benefit of the exten-
sion.

It may readily be acknowledged that the
extension period is intended to benefit the
author, "the fundamental beneficiary of copy-
right under the Constitution." Protection of
authors and their dependents Ls one of several

In reaching the conclusion that music publishera are not
excluded from the scope of the derivative works exception,
the Courts did not adjudicate the respective roirs of song-
writers and music publishers in the music industry. hi
Justice Stevens noted, "Ws 4 matter of fact -- or of
judicial notice -- we are in no position to evaluate the
function that each music publisher actually perforrr in the
marketing of each copyrighted song." 105 S. Ct. at 651.
This was a case of statutory construction, aided by findings
on Congressional intent. The controversy was submitted to
the District Court on cross-motions for summary judgment
predicated on stipulated facts; the parties agreed not to
litigate how the industry actually worked. See Joint
Appendix at 83. ror this reason, there was no factual bails
in the record on which to dismiss music publishers as 'mere
middlemen," as did the opinion of the court of Apneals and
the dissent in the Supreme Court.
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addressed by Judle 4oinfell In hia .thlu.tIv. leview t'ie

leginlstIve history..

Two of the wItn.nnes who appeared at t.d, desrInq,

Darhara Ringer anl Irwin (art), afew on their own InvoIvemn4 In

the pre.legislative hIlltory of the 1976 Act -- that Ile t". pre-

liminary drafting efforts that preceded introdu,110n 09 In

Congress -- to support their posItIonn on Congressiona' in. nt.

They state that munic publishers were not to henefir from rde

It has been noted that 7 of the I) judges who considered t:d,
Mills Music case ruled against Mills. Such judicial no30-
Countrni-it: of little value. The law of t'ie lan3 iS 41 the
Supreme Court majority (Inds it. On the subject of Conjrel-
sional intent, the District Court opinion in, by far, the
m,..t exhaustive analysis. The Court of Appea!s opinion, in
sharp contrast, makes little reference to Vh4t Was aCtull'y
Said by or to members of Congress.
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exception. Since the hearing, however, another participant in

that process, Richard Colby, has submitted a statement which

reaches the oppositc conclusion. It would serve little purpose

at this stage to survey those who worked with, or within, the

Copyright Office as a proposed bill was prepared for submission

to Congreus. To the extent the intent of Congress prior to

enactment of the 1976 Act is viewed as significant in the consid-

eration of the present bill, the legislative history should co,-

trol, rather than the varied personal recollections of what

occurred two decades ago. See also 543 F. Stipp. at 863-67 (find-

ing no meaningful support in the pre-legislative history for the

songwriter's heirs' posit'.on).

This subject of CongreLsional intent should not be con-

cluded without reference to the language of the derivative works

exception. The Supreme Court majority, as well as the District

Court, attempted to read and construe the words of the exception

as written, withouh torturing them. 105 S. Ct. at 646-47; 543 F.

Supp. 853-55. The Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court dis-

senting opinions embraced policy arguments, with far less con-

sideration of the actual words enacted. In the end, perhaps the

clearest indication of Congressional intent comes not from the

legislative history bu!: from the legislative directive -- the

statute itself. And the plain words of the statute enacted in

1976 -- in sharp contrast to the language now offeret . to amend

the law -- support the continued sharing of royalties.

The Reach of Mills Music

Some of the witnesses who testified in favor of the bill

argued that, unless Mills MUCiC is overturned, the termination

right will have been rendered ineffective. The argument fails to

measure the true reach of either Mills Music or of the derivative

works exception.

The 1976 Act gives an author and his heirs a valuable

right upon termination: to regain control over the copyright for

all future exploitation. But this reversionary right, by its

specific terms, is made subject to an important limitation -- the
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derivative worka exception. With respect to pre-termlnation

derivative works made by another, an author's compensation la not

to be enhanced upon exercise or the termination right; the status

Rua is preserved, even 1C it reflects an improvident grant by the

author. Thus, lt is undisputed that if an author conveyed to a

motton picture producer the screen rights ln a novel for a one-

time lump sum payment, the author and his heirs will receive

nothing more upon termination -- no matter how successful Lr

long-llved the motion picture that was made from the novel. Thls

ls how the exception was Intended to work. See 543 F. Supp. at

861-62.

It ls important to emphasize that Mills music does n't

bear on the primary right encompassed by termination: the recap-

ture of a copyright tor purposes of future egploltations. The

author who long ago conveyed motion picture rights ln his novel

for a lump sum will still regain the sequel or remake rights,

even though he can never renegotiate hls deal with respoct to

a pre-terminatlon motion picture made from his novel. A song-

writer who all along has received 50 percent of the royalties

generated on sound recordings licensed by a music publisher will,

after termination, have complete control over new sound record-

ings. Additionally, the songwriter gains control over new print

useg of the song. Thus, lt is inaccurate to suggest that, unless

Mills Music ls reversed, the termination right is of no value.

The legislative history and the language of the exception show

that the derivative works exception was a 14mitation on the right

of termination, and that the benefits to an author upon termina-

tion come from new uses of his work, not from pre-termination

derivative works.

Had Mills Music -- as grantee of the copyright ln "Who's

Sorry Now" from Ted Snyder -- itself made sound recordings, under

the derivative works exception Snyder or his heirs would not have

the right to renegotiate the terms of the deal with Mills

Music. By the same token, where the initial grantee has sub-

licensed the right to make a derivative work, the author has no

right to increased income from utilization of the pre-termination
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derivative work beyond the terms of his grant under which that.

derivative work was made. There is no basis in the legislative

history to suggest that Congress intended any other result. 105

S. Ct. at 645, 649-50. On the contrary, the standard practice o(

the music industry -- illustrated by Mills Music -- does not

prenent the type of "unremunerative" transfer the termination

right was intended to remedy. See Brief for Petitioner at 44-

45. At all times, bott, before and after termination, the author

or hio heirs) receiveS 508 of the royalties derived from the

utilization of sound recordings licensed by the music publisher.*

Perhaps recognizing that the 50-50 arrangement of the

music industry does not provide a compelling case for remedia.'.

legislation, several of the witnesses who testified in favor of

the bill referred to the effect of Mills Music outside of the

music industry. It was suggested certain authors would -- in

other sttuations -- be severely prejudiced. But these sugges-

tions reflect overstatements.

Again, to the extent an author makes a grant to the

utilizer of a derivative work (such as the motion picture p-o-

ducer), the termination right does not undo the author's grant.

Mills Music has no bearing on that situation; the proposed bill

would not help the author. Mills Music only appli.is whPn an

author conveys a copyright or rights thereof to a grantee aho in

turn sublinenses the right to create and utilize a derivative

work. Such licensing occurs routinely in the music industry,

where routinely the author's share of the royalties is 508. No

spenific examples have been, as yet, offered which reveal an

author being disadvantaged by an unremunerative grant in a situa-

* Some suggestion has been made that 50-50 was not the standard
practice. The arrangement in Mills 3:1s(c, portrayed in the
stipulated facts as standard, pi-Eada for the even division
of royalties between the publisher and each of the three
songwriters. 543 F. Supp. at 847. This standard practice
has also been presented to Congress in the past. See Brief
for Petitioner at 30-31.

In his statement, George David Weiss states that the gross
royalties received by mills Music from "Who's Sorry Now" for
the years 1970-80 were $142,633; in fact, Mills conveyed 508
of these royalties to the songwriters. See Joint Appendix
at 35.
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'Ion that is covered by Milln Munic and would bo covered by the

bill.

To legislate in order to remedy unspecified evilo out-

side the music industry oeemo hardly warranted, especially whero

the bill could create new uncertainties. As conntrued by Milln

Music, the 1976 Act preserves the status alio with respect to the

utilization of pre-termination derivative worko; grants made by

authors and sublicenses made thereunder are unaffected by ter-

mination. On the other hand, the bill, if enacted, would super-

sede portions of contractual relationships, leading to per.aps

il-Jgical results. See 105 S. Ct. at 647.*

Those urging the bill's parmag ! should be expected to

present a more detailed depiction of actual multiple grant

arrangements outside the music industry that are implicated by

Mills Music and that would -- and should, for policy reasons --

be affected by the bill. If the status quo is to be undone, the

consequences should be understood in advance. Proposed legisla-

tion that would transfer "all royalties" to an author could wreak

havoc where multiple arrangements were made for allocations of

royalties, particularly if the new law required a differentiation

among the roles played by participants in the creation of a

derivative work. The words "middleman" and "entrepreneur" have

been projected in the Mills Music litigation and in this hearing

in an effort to define vho, from the author's point of view,

should be excluded from a sharing in royalties. But if actual

arrgements in the entetLainment industry are examined, it is

oust likely that the proposal to depart Creel the status quo -- in

* The decision of the Supreme Court was based, in part, upon
the interrelationship between the contractual arrangements
entered by Snyder with Mills and those of Mills with record
companies (the latter being so-called "Harry Fox
license"). The Court found that continued payment of any
royalties to Snyder's heirs deoended on the continuation of
both agreements. 105 S. Ct. a' 647-48. Mr. Weiss contends
that the Supreme Court misconstrued how the Harry Fox license
should be read to conform to industry practices; he argues
that, even if the Snyder-Mills grant is extinguished, the
record companies payments would f:ow to the Snyders. This
precise argument now made by Mr. %eiss formed the sole basis
of a petition for rehearing subnitted to the Supreme Court;
the petition was denied without dissent.
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or4.1r ro deny royalties to "middlemen" and "entrepreneuru" --

would rliue a hout of inpueu and potential litigations. See

Brio( for Petitioner at 31-32 (discunning implications of deci-

sion to motion picture and book publinhing induutrieu).

Concluaion

In num, I reupectfully submit thnt the leginlative

history, properly we.ghed and evaluated, does not reveal either a

single-minded itention to favor authors to the detriment of all

other participants in the creative proceps or to deny music pub-

lishers the benefit of the derivative works exception. For this

reason, muoic publinhuru do not bear any burden of showing that

the proposal to reveroe Mills Munic is unfair or unwise.

Instead, the most appropriate question is whether, in light of

the lengthy and deliberative process that led to that package of

accommodations known as the Copyright Act of 1976, Congreso

uhould now rewrite one small portion of the law and disadvantage

music publishers, in order to redress inequities that remain

unprover and without consideration of the potential consequences

outside he music industry that remain undufined.

Respe fully yours,

. ;

Michael S. Oberm-a(-7--------
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Mr. DEUTSCH. Senator, I am not going to extend this hearing,
other than to say we have covered this fully in our presentation to
the committee. It is not the congressional intent, but facts of the
music publishing industry, which the Supreme Court raised on its
own, never covered in our briefs, but that is more fully covered in
our submission to the committee.

Thank you.
Mr. WEISS. Finally, I would like to say that if we are talking

about Judge Weinfeld, we must also recognize that 7 out of the 13
honorable judges were on our side.

Senator SPECTER. Thank you all very much.
[Whereupon, at 11:02 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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ADDITIONAL SUBMISSION', FOR ,..CORD

RICHARD COLBY
ATTORNEY

19653 Valdez Drive
Tarzana, California 91356

(818) 996.1211

November 20, 1985

Senator Charles McC. Mathias, Jr.
Chairman, Subcommittee on Patents,
Copyrights and Trademarks

Committee on the Judiciary
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Mathias:

I am honored to accept your invitation to sUbmit this Written
Statement of my vieus in connection with the Bearing to be held by the
Subcommittee in November 20, 1985, on S. 1384 (99th Cong. 1st Sess.),
the proposed Copyright Holder Protection Act introduced by Senator
Arlen Specter on June 27, 1985. The Bill would prospectively reverse
the rule in Mills Nnsic, Inc. v. Snyder, et al., 105 S. Ct. 638,
224 USK!, 313, 53 U. S. Law Week 4035, EY adding subdivision (7) at the
end of Section 304(c)(6) of Title 17 of the United States Code, the
Copyright Act of 1976, P.L. 94-553, 90 Stat. 2541-2602, as amended.

Section 304(c) (6) (A) and new subdivision (7) would together read
as follows:

304(c)(6)(A). A derivative work prepared under the authority

of the grant before its termination may continue to be utilized

under the terms of the grant after its termination, but this

privilege does not extend to the preparation after the

termination of other derivative works based upon the copyrighted

work covered by the terminated grant.

(7) Notwithstanding any other prevision of law, where an

author or his successor, as defined in sUbsection (c) (2),

(153)
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has exercised a right of termination purnuant to thin section

and a derivative work continues to be utilized pursuant to

nubsection (c)(6)(A) of thin nection, any right to royalties

fnan the utilization of the derivative work uhall nevelt to

the person exercising the terminat6 right.

I am generally aware of a similar Bill reeding in the House of
Representatives, H.R. 3163 (99th Cong. let Sess., August 1, 1985) by
Congressman Howard L. Dorman of California. I will have occanion in
this Statement to refer to Mt. Berman's remarks, as neported in the
Congressional Record when introducing his Bill.

I am a member of the California and New York Bars; Adjunct
Professor of Law at Pepperdine University School of Law, Malibu,
California; Chairman of the Copyright Committee of the Intellectual
Property Section of the State Bar of California; Chairman 1982-85 of
various Copyright Subcamittees of the Patent, Trademark and Copyright
Section of the American Bar Association. I have formerly been employed
in the Legal Departments of various motion picture companies, music
pUblishing and reoond conpanies, and a broadcasting company, but am
semi-retired at present.

I am not acting on behalf of apy organization with which I am or
have been associated. I am sUbmitting these views solely in my
personal capacity, at the invitation of the Committee. I attach to this
Statement a three page list of my PUOlished Writings, including, at
items 8 and 20, my Written Statements and Testimony before the House
Committee on the Judiciary in 1963, and before Senate Committee cn the
Judiciary in 19R2, on the drafting of the Copyright Act of 1976, and
on a Bill, S. 2044 (97th Cong. 2d Sess.) which would have amended the
1976 Act.

I believe that Mills Music v. Snyder was correctly decided by the
Suprane Court on January 8, 1985. I will assume that the Committee is
familiar with the 5-4 Cpinion for the Court by Justice Stevens and with
the Dissenting Opinion by Justice White. I shall also emit any comment
at this time on the language of the Bill, although I have some doubt
that the words "Shall revert" are satisfactory with respect to the
°royalties" or payments that would otherwise be made by contract --
the "grant" referred to in secticn 304(c) (6) (A).

I also expect Chat the witnesses before the anti!ttee, and other
Written Statements being filed with the Committee, will adequately present
legislative arguments supporting or opposing S. 1384 or supporting or
opposing the Cpinions in Mills Nkisic V. Snyder, an legal and business
grounds.

Rather, I hope in this Statement to present useful views based on
my participation in the development of the Copyright Act of 1976
(1976 Act") during the early years of that development during 1962
through 1965, and based on my experience in the years I have practiced
law under the 1909 Act and the 1976 Act.

I shall first address the "original intention" of the drafters of
the 1976 Act. As noted by Congressman Berman at pages E 3783-3784 of the
daily Congressional Record for August 1, 1985, Barbara Ringer, Register
of Copyrights at the time of the final drafting and enactment of the
1976 Act, testified about Mills MUsic v. Snyder at the Hearing in April
1995, before the Senate Subcommittee on Patents, Copyrights and Trademark,.
M. Ringer said in part that:

The Mills case is not what Congress intended,
and 777-31 represents a windfall for publishers
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at the expense of authors and their families ...
The Suprtme eourt decision sorioualy umlercuts
what Congresn intended and deprives author:: of
benefith that aro rightfully theira.

Mb. Ringer also aubmitted a Written Statosynt after that Hearing
which oho writes that:

in

It is no secret that I was tho author of the
provision in queation, in the nenne that it wan
my pen Chat drafted the language. The ailLent
of the termination provisions had been haarnred
out following lengthy debaten and diacunsionn,
although the compromises had been reached and
the issues effectively Bottled before Congress
took up the question of general revision of
the copy7ight law in formal hearings.

As one of those who participated in those meetings and Hearings in
which the termination provisions "had been hammered out following lengthy
dchates and discussions (at which) the compremises had been reached and
the issues effectively settled," perhaps I can offer some light on tho
underlying legislative history and intent of Congress.

my views in this regard have previously been published in part in
my article entitled Helen Sousa Mort, Mary Baker Eddy and Otto Haxbadh --
The Road to a COpyright Term of Life Plus Fifty Years, 6 Connunications
and the Law 3 (ND. 3, June 1984), also pUblished in 10 New Matter 2
(Journal of the Intellectual Property Section of the State Bar of
California, No. 1, Spring 1985). I attadh a reprint of my article for
inclusion in the Transcript of this Hearing, for the convenience of the
Committee.

The heart of my understanding of the intent of the Congress is Chat
the "status ale. should be maintained with respect to all contractual
arrangements affeiVrW continued utilization of-ale applicable
derivative work, t a sound recording or a notiEnIUcture -- "under
the terms of the grant."

This analysis is ably set forth in the Briefs for Petitioner Mills
Music to the Supreme Court: Main Brief at 47, Reply Brief at 3, 5, 7
(in footnote 4) and on page 1U.

In my opinion, the 94th Congress which passed the 1976 Act had the
same intent as the 87th Congress which adopted P.L. 87-668, the first
Covyright Term Extension Act of 1962. This intention was expressed in
the House and Senate Reports supporting P.L. 87-668, quoted at length
in my Helen Sousa Abert article to the effect that:

Existing contractual arrangements ... will not be impaired by
this interim extension; the status quo will be maintained for
all persons having an interest in these copyrights. H.R. Rep.
NO. 87-1742 at 2 (1962).

The Report of the Senate Judiciary Committee, Sen. Pep. No. 87-1888
at 2 (1962) is to the same effect.

This intention as to the 1976 Act was noted in Justice Stevens' Opinion
for the Court in Mills Mbsic v. nyder, at the text of his Opinion
accompanying note-4r

The "terms of the gnmat" as existing at the time of terminaticn
govern the author's right to receive royalties; those terms are
therefore excluded from the bundle of rights that the author may
seek to resell unimpeded by any all-advisedprior commitment.

Thus, I conclude that the "original intentiar of the 94th Congress
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wall Om flow on that or tho frith Gume,sn, AM, Ilipifet Uny ha I.iI kti,t

Rimier lin hIIt rIri of the "emu:unison hanmet91 oai fel I. t hInothy
(10Wit011 and ti18CtUIiOflU I o "MO on which reatunoble nand:: nuy well di (I ere"
to quote the Court of Appealn in thin ease, 720 V. 2d 733 135.

I will coticlixia thin Statenent with rt brief etement on current:
proeticeq, an I underntand Ulm, in the netiee picture huluntty on to
the a Ci :ming dintribution or truth derivative works, since the nin
Ss I 314 , -Id affect all fonan of derivative works, including notion
pictui es, wad not on/y round recordings whith ate the subject of Mil hi_
Moir V. Hnyder.

.4y general vitms, renrwized bolod, on the continuing distribution
derivative works aro to bn not forth in my new article entitled:

HleuilIt Revisited: °Rent. Window," Copyright Hever:riot:lb Penewaln,
Watifations, Derivative Works and Fair Une, being published in tho
!4arch 1986 issue of Peppordine LAW Review. When published, I will be
pleaoed to send a reprint to you for tho use of tho Committee.

The 1963 Hearings of tho Panel of Copyright Consultante to the
Library of Congress reflect the industry practices being addressed be
thin legislation, including my testirrocy at the 1963 Hearings cited at
footnote 73 of the Cpinion of the Distrtct Court in this case by Judge
Edward Weinfeld, 543 F. Supp. 844 at 860, also quoted in Copyright Low
Revision Part 3 at 278-81 (a 1964 Print of House Camnittee on the
Judiciary): also see Culby, Some Essentials in Ccpyright Pevision for
Motion Pictures, an Addrel;s to the American Bar Association Section of
Patent, grademark and Copyright law, 1963 section Proceedings 72, and
11 Bulletin of The Copyright Society of the U.S.A. 19 (1963).

That the "Exception" clause in question was meant to irrpact motion
picture derivative works, see the discussice in footnote 34 of Judge
htinfold's "characteristically thorough opinion" at 543 F. Supp. 844
at 852-853. 720 F. 2d 733 at 734. Experience also teaches that a moticn
picture grant fran an author may be reassigned, perhaps several tires
depending cn financing arrangementS, to the ultimate producer of the
moti.mt picture derivative work. Each motion picture rights assignor may,
and will frequently, invest heavily of its money and creative talent to
help get the project cn the screen. Thcee intermediate and usually very
complex financial arrangements (sometimes called turn-ancund arrangoments)
need not directly concern the author of the underlying novel or play or
script, who looks to his original two party contract (whose payment
obligations nay have been assumed by the subsequent assignees.)

ghis is as canyon a situation in the motion picture industry as in
the music pUblishing and record nenufacturing businesses. See the
discussions of these relaticnships in Judge Weinfeld's Opinion, 543 F.
Supp. 844 in note 88 and 862 and 863, and in the Opinion of the Court
of Appeals for the Seconi Circuit in this case, 720 F. 2d 733 at 742.

ghat the results argued for, and proposed in S. 1384, could lead to
unintended results, see M. Nimmer, 3 Wilmer cn COpyright seetion
11.03 (B) at page 11-18.5 (1985), and Professor Nimmer's Bi ef to the,
Seoomd Circuit Court of Appeals in this case on behalf of National MUsic
Publishers Association as Amicus Curiae at pages 10-11.

I would conclude, as did Judge Weinfeld, that the result achieved
in Mills Music v. Snydershould not he upset as being fully consistent
with ihe policies reflected in the Constitution, "to encourage the
production and dissemination of artistic works for the general public
good" (citations omitted), 543 F. Supp. 844 at 862.

Respectfully yours,

Richard Colby
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December 10th, 1005

Honorable Arlen Specter
United States Senate
Washington DC 205 DI

It1:1 11.1384

Dear Senator Specter(

As the Vice-President of Milk Musie Inc., one Of the parties to the Mills V. Snyder case,
I regret that long-standing business travel vonnaltnients made it impossible for me to attend
the recent hearing in Wnshington on 5.1384. I would welcome the opportunity to testify
al any future hearings which may take place. However, having read the vIrri011ti S I t MOH S
wttIt'tl Were suhmItted to the Committee. I tin feel it necessary to express several comments
of my own in this letter.

I continue to believe, as I did et the outset of the Mills vs, Snyder litigation, that the position
of a music publisher as It result of the Supreme Court decision is entirely consistent with
the moral bslance and the compromise of economic interests developed by Congress In
the t97(1 Copyright Act.

The pejorative reference to music publishers es mere "middlemen" Is a distortion of the
realities of our Industry. It overlooks the fact that the publishers still are the ones who
incur the financial risk find absorb all expenses and overhead in the publisher's share of
income derived from copyrights. Yet we share gross receipts in virtually all cases on a
50 - 50 basis with our composers and authors. We accept this and recognize it as tne nature
of our business, It is still the music publishers who have the obligation and the espertise
to evaluate new music and to guide that music and Its composers and authors into the most
productive creative and commercial channels, and thus exercise the business responsibility
vested In them by the creators of music.

To paraphrase a popular television stockbroker commercial ,"We the music publishers make
our money the hard way - we earn it!"

It is certainly not the purpose of this letter to attempt to rebut item by item the comments
raised at the hearing by persons having other points of view. However, I must comment
on a statement made by Mr, George David Weiss . lie accurately stated that Mills Music
has experienced a series of corporate parental changes, and presently, through Delwin Mills
Publishing Corp., is owned by Columbia Pictures Industries Inc,

1776 Broadway. New York, NY 10019-9998
Telephone: 212 245-1100
Telex:423665
Cables BELMILPUB-New York
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ii,...emher I lith, his!,

11.muridde Arlen hpectcr

mr, stotellient otteuipted to convey a negative contest (41 suh corporotr evolutions.
the 1.1010 is pre:Isely the opposite, Willi an esecutive and professional Sillff totolly
',moulted to the continued promotion and use or colokig ninlerlal and our great catalog
4181100NA of the past MI years, we are in it for better position today than in decades mist
to fulfil the expectations of our collimhera and authors, The corporate strength awl industry
poith)ri of a major Intermitlonal production nd marketIng organization cannot no gloeiell
over in al, attempt to convoy the Impression that the old days were the hest days.
Personally, I have welcomed the entry of this company into the Columbia Pictures family,
and the opening of new paths of music Use In the television and motion picture Industries.

Jost us a brief example, ono of the first aupportive acts to follow the Columbia Picture,'
acquisition of Ile twin Mills was the development of a budget for production of a ampler
record album containlog IOU of tl , fop hits from the lielwin Mills catalog - of which
tan eotalog stontlardst This sampler album will bo circulated to music users and music
decision lookers in all fields of V. coterteinment Industry, for the purpose of expanding
anti generating commercial uses of the catalog.

As we pointed nut in our brief to the Supreme Court, the essence of the derivative rights
clause of the 1976 Copyright Act was a recognition of the necessity and desirability of
II reconciliation and compromise between the conflicting interests of the publishers, film
producers ,nd oilier users find the composers, authors and their families. That is the bete
of the instteri a cvmpromiso of economic interests and a recognition of the part that ha.
been played and will contInue to be played Ly tie, economic participants.

The publishers lire not passive rritiole.nen eor robber barons and the composers are not
greedy or maltreated victims. Wn are all part of el industry that requires as much effective
interplay as possible amongst the creators awl the professionals, especially in this day and
age of illegal appropriation and electroniQ thievery of copyright-protected materials.

Everyone has a part to play in the pattern t success. We will continue to play our part
as we have for over 90 )ears In the creation on . enhancement of popular music.

Thank you for your padent consideration of thnc. comments. I respectfully ask that this
letter be included in hearing record.

Respectfully your .,

) r
OlAk (1.1-1A;

Burton L. Litwin

Ill,l,tvli

57-196 (164)
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